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*e proportionate affine projection sign subband adaptive filter (PAP-SSAF) has a better performance than the affine projection
sign subband adaptive filter (AP-SSAF) when we eliminate the echoes. Still, the robustness of the PAP-SSAF algorithm is
insufficient under unknown environmental conditions. Besides, the best balance remains to be found between low steady-state
misalignment and fast convergence rate. In order to solve this problem, we propose a normalized combination of PAP-SSAF
(NCPAP-SSAF) based on the normalized adaption schema. In this paper, a power normalization adaptive rule for mixing
parameters is proposed to further improve the performance of the NCPAP-SSAF algorithm. By using Nesterov’s accelerated
gradient (NAG)method, the mixing parameter of the control combination can be obtained with less time consumed when we take
the l1-norm of the subband error as the cost function. We also test the algorithmic complexity and memory requirements to
illustrate the rationality of our method. In brief, our study contributes a novel adaptive filter algorithm, accelerating the
convergence speed, reducing the steady-state error, and improving the robustness. *us, the proposed method can be utilized to
improve the performance of echo cancellation. We will optimize the combination structure and simplify unnecessary calculations
to reduce the algorithm’s computational complexity in future research.

1. Introduction

Adaptive filters are important components of many signal
processing applications, such as echo cancellation, system
identification, channel equalization, and so on [1, 2]. Echo
cancellation is the process of extracting pure signals from
echo corrupted signals. *e adaptive filter for the echo
cancellation system is generally designed in the frequency
domain. Otherwise, the length of the designed filter tap
might be unexpected in the time domain. *e prominent of
the least mean squares (LMS), normalized LMS(NLMS), and
Filtered-x LMS(FxLMS) are simple and reliable [3, 4].
However, for colored inputs, their performance will degrade,
especially for the speech input signals [5]. Exploiting the
multiple regression, the affine projection algorithm (APA)
can improve convergence performance but at the cost of
high computational complexity. Besides, the normalized
subband adaptive filter (NSAF) could also speed up the
convergence [6]. *is kind of algorithm is presented from

the principle of minimum disturbance, and it processes the
colored input signals by analyzing filter banks [7]. Das and
Trivedi proved that the rate of convergence can also be
improved by using the proportional normalization method
in the adaptive filter. However, the sparseness of impulse
response still impacts its performance [8].

In real life, the noise is complex and does not meet the
Gaussian distribution, and many adaptive algorithms suffer
reduced convergence rate under the impulsive noise envi-
ronment due to the l2-norm optimization criterion [9]. *e
sign-algorithms family has the ability to resist the impulse
noise disturbance. However, the convergence speed of SSAF
is very slow and cannot be accelerated by increasing the
number of subbands. In addition, if the impulse response of
the echo path is sparse, the convergence speed of SSAF will
further decrease. In order to speed up the convergence rate
of the algorithm, Ni, J et al. proposed variable regularization
parameter SSAF (VRP-SSAF) to further improve perfor-
mance [10, 11].
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In recent years, researchers proposed many modified
SSAF have to accelerate the convergence. By adopting the
idea of multiple regression, the APA algorithm shows better
performance, which brings new inspiration to further
studies. Reference [7] proposes an AP-SSAF algorithm that
uses multiple previous input vectors to update the weight
vector. Yu and Zhao discovered a phenomenon that the filter
performance would decrease when all the subbands use the
same common weighting factor [12]. To solve this problem,
they proposed the method called the individual-weighting-
factor SSAF (IWF-SSAF), which allocates an individual
weighting factor for each subband. However, in many sit-
uations, the echo path impulse responses are sparse, so that
these above-modified algorithms converge slowly [13]. For
the sparse echo paths, these following mentioned algorithms
can incorporate a gain distribution matrix into their
adaptions. Consequently, considering the sparsity of the
impulse responses, the SSAF, AP-SSAF, and IWF-SSAF were
improved to P-SSAF, PAP-SSAF, and IWF-IP-SSAF, re-
spectively [14–17].

Now we know that because of using the fixed step size,
the standard SSAF algorithm and the modified SSAF al-
gorithm should find the best point between fast convergence
rate and low steady-state misalignment. To solve this
problem, many variable step-size algorithms have been
proposed [18–20], but all these algorithms need to incor-
porate the a priori information into the learning mechanism.
However, it is difficult to obtain them from the real world.

In addition to the variable step size algorithmmentioned
above, the combinatorial method, which combines two
different step size filters by using mixing parameters, keeps a
balance of optimal performance between the convergence
rate and the steady-state error [21]. And it is also called
convex combination because the mixing parameter ranges
between 0 and 1. *is algorithm uses a random gradient
descent algorithm to determine the optimal solution. *e
improved convex combination normalized subband adap-
tive filter (ICNSAF) can achieve the desired performance
without the information of the subband noise power.
Considering the impulse noise, Lu et al. proposed a novel
combination approach of the AP-SSAF, which uses weight
transfer of coefficients to obtain fast convergence speed
during the transition stage [22]. By applying the convex
combination scheme to IWF-SSAF and cyclically returning
the weight vector of the combined filter to both component
filters, Yu et al. proposed the combined IWF-SSAF with
weight feedback. Although the above-proposed combination
algorithms improve the performance of adaptive filters to
some extent, there are still two problems to be solved. First,
the above algorithms do not achieve good adaptability in
terms of mixing parameter step size, which is a major factor
affecting the adaptability of the filter. To correctly adjust the
step size of the mixing parameter, we also need to consider
some characteristics of the filtering scheme, such as input
signal and additive noise power, or the step size of the
adaptive filter included in the combination [23]. Second,

they rarely considered the sparsity of impulse response,
resulting in weak robustness of the filters in this situation
[24, 25].

In this paper, the normalized combination of PAP-SSAF
(NCPAP-SSAF) was proposed to deal with these defects,
which adjusts the mixing parameter by means of the power
normalization. Compared with other adaptive filter algo-
rithms, the algorithm NCPAP-SSAF we proposed is robust
in impulse noise environment. which is confirmed in the
simulation results. In contrast to the standard PAP-SSAF
algorithm, the proposed algorithm has the following
characteristics:

(i) In order to accelerate convergence and improve
robustness against impulse noise, the l1-norm of
subband error is used as the cost function in this
paper. *en the mixing parameter of the combi-
nation is obtained by using a Nesterov’s accelerated
gradient (NAG) method.

(ii) NCPAP-SSAF algorithm normalizes the step size of
the mixing parameter so that it is independent of the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). *e improvement makes
the adaptive filter easy to select the step size and shows
a robust behavior against unknown environmental
conditions such as the “double-talk” scene.

2. Background of PAP-SSAF

*e algorithm we proposed in this paper is an optimizing
method based on the PAP-SSAF algorithm in convergence
rate and steady-state error. *erefore, it is necessary to
introduce this algorithm first.

At the beginning, we analyze the mathematical model
parameters of a typical echo canceller. *e input signal
vector u(n) is filtered through the unknown impulse re-
sponse w(n) � [w0(n), w1(n), . . ., wL− 1(n)]

T to observe the
desired signal, where L is the length of the impulse response.
*is process can be described as follows: d(n)�

uT(n)w(n)+v(n), where v(n) represents the background
noise, and superscript T represents transpose of matrix and
u(n)� [u(n), u(n − 1), . . ., u(n − L+ 1)]T. We define N as the
number of subbands, d(n) as the microphone signal, and
u(n) as the far-end signal in the described adaptive filter
structure. First, bymeans of the analysis filters, d(n) and u(n)
are stripped into N subband signals as di(n) and ui(n), in
which i� 0, 1, . . .,N − 1. After the subband input signal uj(n)
passing through the adaptive filter W(z, k), we can get the
subband output signal yi(n). *e letter n represents the
original sequence; k represents index decimated sequences.
*e results obtained from N-decimation of the filter are
di,D(k) and yi,D(k). *e decimated subband error signal can
be expressed as follows: ei,D(k) � di,D(k) − ui(k)w(k),
where w(k) is the tap-weight vector of the adaptive filter
W(z, k). After that, we use μ to represent the step length of
the filter. *en, we can formulate the update of the SSAF as
in the following equation:
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w(k + 1) � w(k) + μ
UA(k)sgn εA(k) 

������������������������������������

UA(k)sgn εA(k)  
T UA(k)sgn εA(k)   + δ

 , (1)

where εA represents posteriori subband error, and sgn[·] is
the sign function. δ is the regularization factor which is a
small constant to avoid numerator divided by zero. Inspired
by the APA, Ni et al. in [7] proposed a method that used
several previous input vectors to update the tap-weight
vector, which they called it AP-SSAF. In each subband, we
collect the nearest L-th desired subband signals to generate
the i-th desired subband signal vector. Similarly, we collect
the subband input vectors to generate the input signal
matrix.

di(k) � di,D(k), di,D(k − 1), . . . , di,D(k − L + 1) 
T
,

Ui(k) � ui(k), ui(k − 1), . . . ,ui(k − L + 1) .
(2)

In AP-SSAF, it is necessary to obtain the prior subband
error and the posterior subband error. Prior error is referred
to as in the following equation:

eA(k) � dA(k) − UT
A(k)w(k). (3)

Posteriori error is referred to as in the following
equation:

εA(k) � dA(k) − UT
A(k)w(k + 1). (4)

where,

dA(k) � dT
0 (k), dT

1 (k), . . . , dT
N− 1(k) 

T
,

UA(k) � U0(k),U1(k), . . . ,UN− 1(k) .
(5)

To formulate the AP-SSAF, it should follow constrained
optimization problem as in the following equation:

min
w(k+1)

dA(k) − UT
A(k)w(k + 1)

����
����1, (6)

subject to ‖w(k + 1) − w(k)‖
2
2 ≤ μ

2
, (7)

where ‖ · ‖1 and ‖ · ‖2 represent the l1-norm and l2-norm,
respectively. By using the Lagrange multiplier method, the
unconstrained optimization problem can be used to replace
the above-constrained optimization problem, that is to say
that we use the subband error vector eA instead of the
posteriori subband error vector εA in equation (1). Ac-
cordingly, the renewal equation of AP-SSAF is as follows:

w(k + 1) � w(k) + μ
UA(k)sgn eA(k) 

������������������������������������

UA(k)sgn eA(k)  
T UA(k)sgn eA(k)   + δ

 . (8)

In the real world, there is the fact that the echo path
impulse response is usually sparse and most of the filter
coefficients are extremely close to zero. To solve this
problem, the work in [26] combined the proportionate idea
with the AP-SSAF, which is called the PAP-SSAF, and the
updated equation of the PAP-SSAF is as follows:

w(k + 1) � w(k) + μ
G(k)UA(k)sgn eA(k) 

������������������������

G(k)UA(k)sgn eA(k) 
����

����
2
2 + δ

 .

(9)

In equation (9), G(k)� diag[g1(k), g2(k), . . ., gk(k)] is a
proportionate diagonal matrix. *ere are many algorithms
that have been proposed to calculate the diagonal matrix
[27]. Among them, a typical method shows robustness in the
condition of the impulse response. *is method has been
used in the PAP-SSAF, and it will be used in our research as
well. *e diagonal elements from G(k) are calculated by the
following:

gm(n) �
1 − β
2M

+(1 + β)
wm(n)




‖w(n)‖1 + ε
, m � 1, 2, . . . , M.

(10)

3. Proposed NCPAP-SSAF

3.1. +e Algorithm Design of NCPAP-SSAF. *e step size
has a great influence on the convergence performance. In
terms of the adaptive filter, on the one hand, if the step size
is large, the adaptive filter convergence is very fast, but it
will lead to a larger steady-state error. On the other hand,
the step size is small and then the convergence is slow, but
there is a small steady-state error. *e basic principle of the
convex combination algorithm is combining two filters
with different step sizes, which update independently.
Consequently, the final filter inherits the advantages of the
two filters.

For simplicity, we show one of all the subband
structures of the convex combination method in Figure 1
w1(k) denotes the filter vector with a large step size
and w2(k) denotes that with a small step size. *e sub-
band output signal of each filter is yi,D,j(k) � wT

j (k)uj(n)

and the subband error is ei,D,j(k) � di,D(k) − yi,D,j(k),
where i � 0, 1, . . ., N − 1, j � 1, 2. In the combined filter
structure, the two filters do not affect each other and
update independently. *ey update according to the
following:

Scientific Programming 3



wj(k + 1) � wj(k) + μj

Gj(k)UA(k)sgn eA,j(k) 
��������������������������

Gj(k)UA(k)sgn eA,j(k) 
�����

�����
2

2
+ δ

 ,

(11)

eA,j(k) � dA(k) − UT
A(k)wj(k), j � 1, 2. (12)

We obtain the final output by combining the subband
output of two filters, as follows:

yi,D(k) � λ(k)yi,D,1(k) +[1 − λ(k)]yi,D,2(k), (13)

where λ(k) is the mixing parameter. *us, the overall error
can be expressed as follows:

eA(k) � λ(k)eA,1(k) +[1 − λ(k)]eA,2(k). (14)

*e weight vector of the combination filter is referred to
as follows:

w(k) � λ(k)w1(k) +[1 − λ(k)]w2(k). (15)

Since the value of λ(k) ∈ [0, 1], this kind of combination
method is named as convex combination and has usually
been utilized in combinational filters. λ(k) is calculated by
the sigmoid function as follows:

λ(k) �
1

1 + e
− α(k)

 
. (16)

*emain problem in designing a convex composite filter
is how to find the appropriate value of α(k) to make themean
square error of the error signal minimized. For a lossless
filter bank, the power of the output error is equal to the sum
of the powers of the subband errors [28]. *e traditional
convex combination algorithm uses the stochastic gradient
method to determine the mixing parameter. However, its
convergence performance is unsatisfactory, so that the filter
cannot track the system quickly. In order to solve this
problem and improve the capability of impulse noise sup-
pression, we use the Nesterov’s accelerated gradient (NAG)
method to determine the mixing parameter.

*e key point of the Nesterov’s accelerated gradient
algorithm is illustrated as shown in Figure 2. NAG can be
unfolded into two steps: Firstly, we calculate the update
vector α(k) according to the past time step α(k − 1) and the
gradient ∇αJ(k) obtained from the next position of the

parameters. Note that computing J(k) gives us a rough idea
of where our parameters are going to be. And we can look
“ahead” by calculating the gradient not w.r.t. to the current
parameters α(k − 1) but w.r.t. the approximate future po-
sition of the parameters. Finally, we update the parameter
α(k) and accomplish this iteration. *erefore, it will not stop
convergence before beyond the region of local optimal
solution.

J(k) � 
N− 1

i�0
ei,D(k)


. (17)

*ismethod can minimize cost function as equation (19)
[29]:

*e update equation for α(k) is given by the following
equation:

α(k) � α(k − 1) − vk, (18)

vk � cvk− 1 − μα∇αJ(k), (19)

∇αJ(k) � − λ(k)[1 − λ(k)] 
N− 1

i�0
sgn ei,D(k) 

· yi,D,1(k) − yi,D,2(k) ,

(20)

where vk is the momentum, c is a constant number named
momentum factor, and it ranges between zero and one, and
μα> 0 is the step size. It can be seen that the NAG is the same
as the stochastic gradient method when c � 0. Reference [16]
points out that α(k) is limited to a symmetrical interval [− α+,
α+] to meet the minimum level of adaptation. *e experi-
mental results in [16] indicate that the optimal value of α+
should be set to 4, while the value of λ(k) is restricted in the
range of [0.018 0.982].

3.2. Power Normalized Rule for Adapting the Mixing
Parameter. When the value of the mixing parameter step μα
is reasonable, the update equation of α(k) can provide good
performance for the whole system. However, the value of μα
is related to many factors of the filter, such as input signals
and additive noise power and the step size of the adaptive
filter. *erefore, it is necessary to normalize the mixing
parameter step μα. Substituting equations (19) and (20) into
the update equation (18), we get the following:

Hi (z)

Hi (z)
di (n)

ui (n)

yi,2 (n)

yi,D,1 (k)

di,D (k)

ei,D1 (k)

yi,D (k)λ (k)

1–λ (k)
yi,D,2 (k)

ei,D,2 (k)

ei,D (k)

yi,1 (n)
w1 (k)

w0
+

+

w2 (k)

u (n) 

d (n)

η (n)

∑

∑
∑

∑

∑

+

–

–

–

+

+

++

N←

N←

N←

Figure 1: Structure of one subband in the proposed filter.
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α(k) � α(k − 1) − cvt− 1 − μαλ(k)[1 − λ(k)]

· yD,1(k) − yD,2(k) 
T
sgn eD(k) .

(21)

In equation (21), eD(k)� [e0,D(k), e1,D(k), . . ., eN− 1,D(k)]T
denotes the overall error vector, and yD,j(k)� [y0,D,j(k),
y1,D,j(k), . . ., yN− 1,D,j(k)]T (j� 1, 2) denotes the output of each
filter.

Under the condition that N� 1, the filter can be seen as a
full band filter, and the signal has no use for analysis and
reconstruction. *e adaptive rule of mixing parameter is
equivalent to the sign-error-LMS algorithm, where μαλ(k)
[1 − λ(k)] is the varying step size and the input signal is
[e0,D,1(k) − e0,D,2(k)]. *e reason for this equivalent analysis
is that the output of the combinational filter can be expressed
as follows:

y0,D(k) � λ(k)y0,D,1(k) +[1 − λ(k)]y0,D,2(k)

� y0,D,2(k) + λ(k) y0,D,1(k) − y0,D,2(k) 

� y0,D,2(k) + λ(k) e0,D,1(k) − e0,D,2(k) .

(22)

So the overall combination scheme can be seen as a two-
layer adaptive filter. According to their own rules, the two-
component filters operate independently in the first layer.
In the second layer, the output error of the two combi-
nation filters in the first layer is taken as input so that the
norm of the overall output error is minimized. Since
[e0,D,1(k) − e0,D,2(k)] is the input signal at this level, it makes
sense to use the above adaptive scheme. Reference [30]
proved that the system performance of ε-normalized-SLMS
(NSLMS) is better than SLMS. According to this conclu-
sion, if we replace SLMS with NSLMS in the update of α(k),
the system performance will be further improved. After
normalized, the update equation of α(k) is referred to as
follows:

α(k) � α(k − 1) − cvt− 1 − μαλ(k)[1 − λ(k)]

·
e0,D,1(k) − e0,D,2(k)

e0,D,1(k) − e0,D,2(k) 
2 sgn e0,D(k) .

(23)

However, the instantaneous value [e0,D,1(k) − e0,D,2(k)]2
is an inaccurate estimation of the input signal, so
the calculation is not stable. *e algorithm can be im-
proved effectively when the power estimation of the input
signal is used instead of its instantaneous value, as
equation (24). When N � 1, the filter is a full band filter,

the instantaneous value can be replaced by its power
estimation:

α(k) � α(k − 1) − cvt− 1 − μαλ(k)[1 − λ(k)]

·
e0,D,1(k) − e0,D,2(k)

σ2p(k)
sgn e0,D(k) ,

(24)

σ2p(k) � ησ2p(k − 1) +(1 − η) e0,D,1 − e0,D,2 
2
, (25)

where η named forgetting factor is close to 1, such as 0.99.
When N> 1, the update rule of the mixing parameter is the
same as the SSAF. Its step size is μαλ(k)[1 − λ(k)] and its
subband input signal is eD,1(k) − eD,2(k)� [e0,D,1(k) −

e0,D,2(k), e1,D,1(k) − e1,D,2(k), . . ., eN− 1,D,1(k) − eN− 1,D,2(k)].
*e output of the combined filter can be expressed as
follows:

yD(k) � yD,2(k) + λ(k) yD,1(k) − yD,2(k) 

� yD,2(k) + λ(k) eD,1(k) − eD,2(k) ,
(26)

which supports the above conclusions. In (26) yD(k)�

[y0,D(k), y1,D(k), . . ., yN− 1,D(k)]T. *en comparing the up-
date equation (21) with the standard SSAF, we can easily see
that the step size of the former has not been normalized.
*erefore, normalizing the step size of α(k) can improve the
convergence performance of the global filter. By analo-
gizing the updating method of filter weights in SSAF, we
can get the normalized expression of α(k) step size as
follows:

α(k) � α(k − 1) − cvt− 1 − μαλ(k)[1 − λ(k)]

·
eD,1(k) − eD,2(k) 

T

����������������������


N− 1
i�0 ei,D,1(k) − ei,D,2(k) 

2
 sgn eD(k) .

(27)

Similar to the condition when N� 1, the instantaneous
value [e0,D,1(k) − e0,D,2(k)]2 cannot be used to estimate the
power of the second layer input signal very well, and a better
behavior is obtained from the following equation:

α(k) � α(k − 1) − cvt− 1 − μαλ(k)[1 − λ(k)]

·
eD,1(k) − eD,2(k) 

T

σp(k)
sgn eD(k) ,

(28)

σp(k) � ησp(k − 1) +(1 − λ)

���������������������



N− 1

i�0
ei,D,1(k) − ei,D,2(k) 

2




.

(29)

By the comparison of the condition with different values
of N in the state of N � 1 and N> 1, we can find that the
result after normalization is different. It is resulted from the
different method of normalization. *e former uses power
estimation to normalize, while the latter uses the square root
of power estimation to normalize.

3
3

2
21

1

Figure 2:*e NAG algorithm.*e dotted line 1 represents the past
time step α(k − 1) and the grey line 2 represents the gradient ∇αJ(k)

obtained from the next position of the parameters. *e update
vector α(k) is indicated by the black solid line 3.
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3.3. Stability Analysis of NCPAP-SSAF. *e stability of
NCPAP-SSAF by analyzing the convergence of the algo-
rithm will be presented in this subsection. We carry out the
Taylor series expansion for ei,D(k+ 1) and get the following
results according to the following equation [31]:

ei,D(k + 1) � ei,D(k) +
zei,D(k)

zα(k)
Δα(k) + o(k), (30)

where o(k) stands for the higher order infinitesimal of the
Taylor series. By rewriting the first-order quantities of Taylor
expansion, it becomes as follows:

zei,D(k)

zα(k)
�

zei,D(k)

zλ(k)

zλ(k)

zα(k)
. (31)

Substituting equations (12) and (13) into the updated
equation (31), we get the following:

zei,D(k)

zλ(k)
� yi,D,2(k) − yi,D,2(k). (32)

By sorting out the preceding equation (16), we can find
out the following relations:

zλ(k)

zα(k)
� λ(k)[1 − λ(k)]. (33)

Substituting equations (32) and (33) into the update
equation (31), we get the following:

zei,D(k)

zα(k)
� λ(k)[1 − λ(k)] yi,D,2(k) − yi,D,1(k) . (34)

And α(k) can be calculated from equation (21):

Δα(k) � − cvt− 1 − μαλ(k)[1 − λ(k)]

· 
N

i�0
yi,D,1(k) − yi,D,2(k) sgn ei,D(k) .

(35)

From equations (34) and (35), we can get equation (36)
when the subband number N is assumed to 1:

ei,D(k + 1) � ei,D(k) − cvt− 1λ(k)[1 − λ(k)]

· yi,D,2(k) − yi,D,1(k)  + μαλ
2
(k)1 − λ(k)

2

· yi,D,2(k) − yi,D,1(k) 
2
.

(36)

*e result of the ideal filter should be that when k tends
to ∞, eD,1(k) tends to be 0. *en we can rewrite the ex-
pression equation (36) as follows:

ei,D(k + 1)|≤ |ei,D(k) − cvt− 1λ(k)[1 − λ(k)]


· yi,D,2(k) − yi,D,1(k)  + μαλ
2
(k)[1 − λ(k)]

2

· yi,D,2(k)yi,D,1(k) 
2
.

(37)

*erefore, it can get the following equation:

μαλ
2
(k)[1 − λ(k)]

2
yi,D,2(k) − yi,D,1(k) 

2

≤ cvt− 1λ(k)[1 − λ(k)] yi,D,2(k)yi,D,1(k) .
(38)

So we conclude that when the mixing parameter satisfies
the following conditions, the NCPAP-SSAF algorithm will
converge according to the following equation:

0≤ μα ≤
cvt− 1

λ(k)[1 − λ(k)] yi,D,2(k) − yi,D,1(k) 
. (39)

3.4. Computational Complexity and Memory Requirement.
To further illustrate the rationality of NCPAP-SSAF, it is
necessary to test the algorithmic complexity and memory
requirements of the algorithm. Concerning the multipli-
cations, the algorithmic complexity is summarized in Ta-
ble 1. All of these subband adaptive filtering algorithms
require 3NLmultiplication, and P represents the order of the
analysis filter (synthesis filter). Most of algorithms’ com-
putation costs have been summarized in [16], so we mainly
analyze CAP-SSAF and NCPAP-SSAF. Since both CAP-
SSAF and NCPAP-SSAF require two filters so that tap-
weight update requires 2MP+ 4M/Nmultiplications and the
subband error calculation requires MP+ 6M/N multiplica-
tions, for both CAP-SSAF and NCPAP-SSAF, the tap-weight
vector can be rewritten as w(k) � λ(k)[w1(k) − w2(k)] −

w2(k) and thus they both require M/N multiplications. For
each weight vector update, CAP-SSAF requires 2MP+ 4M/
N+ (M+ 5)/N+ 3NL+ 1 multiplications, and NCPAP-SSAF
requires 2MP+ 6M/N+ (M+ 6)/N+ 3NL+ 1 multiplication.

Besides, in Table 2, we analyze and compare the memory
requirement of various algorithms. *e NCPAP-SSAF
combines two complete AP-SSAF filters and 8 independent
parameters which are [α(k), λ(k), μα, σ(k), v, η]. ForM� 512,
L� 64, N� 4, P� 4, it needs 2M(NP+ 1) +N(3L+ 6P+ 1)
+ 12�18288 words to save the parameters of AP-SSAF and
other NAG parameters.

4. Simulation Experiments and Results

4.1. Setting Up the Environment of Experiment. In this sec-
tion, we will conduct two kinds of experiments. Firstly, the
experiment of parameter analysis will show us the influence
of key parameters on the performance of the algorithm and
whether their performance is consistent with the theoretical
expectation. *en we simulate the echo cancellation ex-
periment to compare the performance of our proposed
algorithm and other methods.*e results of the experiments
will verify that the proposed algorithm brings an im-
provement in both accuracy and convergence speed.

*e sparse echo path used in the following experiments
is shown in Figure 3, and both the sparse echo path and the
adaptive filter have 512 coefficients with the sampling rate
8 kHz. In realistic communication scenarios, the impulse
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response of the echo path will be affected by environmental
factors. Hence, we simulated an unexpected echo path
impulse response by shifting the echo path to the right by 12
samples in the midst of each experiment, which is half of the
total iteration number. *erefore, in the following experi-
mental, we can see that the algorithms restart the conver-
gence at the half process. *e formula for array sparsity can
be described as follows [32]:

ς �

�
n

√
− ‖x‖1/‖x‖2�

n
√

− 1
. (40)

By substituting the echo path vector and vector length
into the formula, we find that the sparsity ζ is 0.6078.

*ere are two types of input signals: speech segments or
an AR(1) process. *e AR(1) signal is obtained by filtering a
zero mean white Gaussian random sequence through the
first-order system H(z)� 1/(1 − 0.9z − 1), with the signal

length 6e4 points. Meanwhile, we use an independent white
Gaussian noise with 30 dB signal-to-noise ratio and a strong
impulsive noise with-10 dB signal-to-interference ratio as
the system background noise and system output noise, re-
spectively.*e Bernoulli-Gauss distributionmodel is used to
obtain impulse noise. *e impulsive noise is generated as
z(k)�ω(k)n(k), where n(k) is Gaussian white noise with a
mean value of 0 and a variance of δ, and ω(k) is a kind of
Bernoulli process with occurrence probability P{ω(k)� 1}�

Pr, P{ω(k)� 0}� 1 − Pr.
Double-talk is very common in echo cancellation. In

order to simulate this scene, an 8 kHz sampling rate speech
signal is added to near-end speaking in simulation. Figure 4
shows the signals of double-talk scenarios. Figure 4(a) is the
near-end speech and Figure 4(b) is the far-end speech in all
of the following experiments. In order to ensure a fair
comparison, the following parameters were uniformly set in
all algorithms, namely, subband N� 4, affine projection
number L� 4, forgetting factor η� 0.99.

We did 50 times independent MonteCarlo in each
simulation. We obtained the final results by averaging all of
the 50 simulation results. *e normalized mean square
deviation (NMSD, in dB) was utilized to evaluate the
convergence performance of the adaptive filters. It is defined
as follows: NMSD � 20log10E(w(k) − w(k)2)/w(k)2

4.2. Momentum Parameter Analysis. Figures 5 and 6 show
that the convergence curves which represent the NCPAP-
SSAF with different c in SNR� 20 dB, Pr � 0.001 for AR(1)
input.

In Figure 5, we can see that different values of mo-
mentum factor c cause different evolution results of mixing
parameter λ(k). *e x-axis represents the number of itera-
tions of the algorithm in the experiment, and the y-axis
represents the value of NMSD.*e larger momentum factor
causes NAG to make a quicker choice between big steps and
small steps. We can also see that λ(k) is limited from 0.018 to
0.982 due to the fact that the absolute value of α(k) is less
than 4. In Figure 6, PAP-SSAF and NCPAP-SSAF show
much better performances than NLMS in terms of steady-
state error and convergence speed. NAG is equivalent to the
stochastic gradient method when c � 0. It can be found from
the figure that the “convergence pause” exits in the NCPAP-
SSAF when c � 0, which is marked in the circle. With an
increment of the value of c, the pause is reducing pro-
gressively to zero. Consequently, using NAG accelerates the
convergence of the convex combination algorithm, and
using c � 0.99 gives a satisfying acceleration.

4.3. AR(1) Input. We carried out four different groups of
experiments with AR(1) signal used as the input signal. In
the following experiments, the μα of NCPAP-SSAF is set to 1.

Figure 7 shows the convergence of several algorithms
under SNR� 20 dB and Pr � 0.001 conditions.*e value of μα
of ICNSAF and CAPSAF is set to 10. As can be seen from the
figure, the convergence performance of PAP-SSAF is better
than IP-SSAF with the same step size, which is undoubtedly
due to the application of the affine projection. At the same

Table 1: Algorithmic complexity.

Algorithms Multiplications Computation
SSAF M+ 2M/N+ 3NL 1536
VSS-SSAF 2M+ (2M+ 4)/N+ 3NL 2049
ICNSAF 4M+ 4N+ (M+ 5)/N+ 3NL+ 3 2964
PAP-SSAF MP+ 3M/N+ 3NL 3200
CAP-SSAF MP+ 4M/N+ (M+ 5)/N+ 3NL+ 1 5506
NCPAP-
SSAF

2MP+ 6M/N+ (M+ 6)/
N+ 3NL+ 1 5762

M� 512, L� 64, N� 4, P� 4.

Table 2: Algorithmic memory requirements.

Algorithms Multiplications Memory
SSAF M(N+ 1) +N(3L+ 5) + 2 3350
ICNSAF 2M(N+ 1) +N(3L+ 8) + 4 5924
CAP-SSAF 2M(NP+ 1) +N(3L+ 6P+ 1) + 8 18284
NCPAP-SSAF 2M(NP+ 1) +N(3L+ 6P+ 1) + 16 18288
Memory unit: words
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Figure 3: Echo impulse path in simulation. *e x-axis represents
the sampling point, and the y-axis represents the amplitude.
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time, the poor convergence performance of VSS-SSAF
shows that in the sparse echo impulse response channel, a
proportional step matrix is very necessary. Otherwise, the
algorithm will not converge effectively. Compared with the
algorithms without combinations, for the convex combi-
natorial algorithms, NCPAP-SSAF, CAP-SSAF, and ICN-
SAF, the performance of each has been improved, albeit to
varying degrees. *ey have both fast convergence and low
steady-state error and achieve the goal of algorithm design.
By contrastively analyzing these three convex combination
algorithms, it can be seen that the performance of NCPAP-
SSAF proposed in this paper is significantly better than other
algorithms. Its convergence rate is the same as that of large
step PAP-SSAF, and its steady-state error is the same as that
of small step PAP-SSAF. In addition, due to the application
of the NAG method, NCPAP-SSAF does not appear the
“pause-convergence” phenomenon in the process of con-
vergence. NCPAP-SSAF has the normalized mixing step-
size convex combination structure, which contains two
PAP-SSAF with different step sizes. Its excellent perfor-
mances should not only be attributed to the own structure
but also the characteristic of PAP-SSAF, namely, a faster
convergence speed.

Figure 8 shows the convergence performance of several
algorithms in SNR� 20 dB and Pr � 0.01. *e values of μα at
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Figure 4: Representation in dual channel communication.*e x-axis represents the sampling point, and the y-axis represents the amplitude
of the speech signal. (a) Near-end speech. (b) Far-end speech.
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Figure 5: *e evolution of mixing parameter λ(k) with different c.
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the experiment, and the y-axis represents the value of λ(k).
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Figure 6: *e convergence curves of NCPAP-SSAF with different
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ICNSAF and CAPSAF are set to 100. *e performance of
these algorithms is approximately the same as that of Fig-
ure 7. NCPAP-SSAF performs well in resisting impulse
noise, and its performance is obviously better than other
algorithms. Please note that in Figures 7 and 8, the steps of
mixing parameters used by NCPAP-SSAF are the same, and
all of them have achieved good performance. *at means
that the normalized step size proposed in this paper makes
the combined filter not affected by impulse noise. Hence, the
algorithm has good robustness. With the Pr increasing, the
steady-state errors of other algorithms increase in varying
degrees.

Figures 9 and 10 show the convergence performance of
AR(1) input of these algorithms under the low noise con-
ditions. In Figure 9, the SNR� 30 dB, Pr � 0.001, and in
Figure 10, the SNR� 30 dB, Pr � 0.01. By comparing Fig-
ures 7 and 8, we can see that the steady-state errors of these
algorithms decrease in varying degrees with the increase of
SNR. NCPAP-SSAF achieves good results in two experi-
ments with the same step size of mixing parameter. Com-
pared with Figures 9 and 10, it can be seen that with the
increase of the probability of impulse noise, the convergence
speed and steady-state error of several algorithms decrease,
but the algorithms still maintain a good ability of anti-
impulse noise. Comparing the experimental results of Fig-
ures 9 and 10 with those of the previous two experiments, it
can be seen that with the increase of SNR, all the algorithms
achieve a better performance.

4.4. Speech Input. Taking a voice signal as input, four in-
dependent experiments were carried out in total. Figures 11
and 12 show the simulations with the single-talk case, and
Figures 13 and 14 show the double-talk case because the
correlation of speech signals is much greater than that of
white noise, which passes through the first-order systems.

*e value of μα at NCPAP-SSAF in these experiments is
set at 0.05. *e performance of the NCPAP algorithm is
discussed and analyzed in the following.

Figures 11 and 12 show under different SNRs the
convergence of several algorithms without near-end voice.
*e values of μα at ICNSAF and CAP-SSAF are set at 100 in
Figure 11, and the values of μα at ICNSAF and CAP-SSAF
are set at 5000 in Figure 12.

As shown in both figures, we can conclude the con-
clusion that the NCPAP-SSAF algorithm has much better
performance in the aspects of fast convergence speed and
small steady-state error. Compared with the condition when
μ� 0.005 at PAP-SSAF, it is clear that when μ� 0.005, it
gradually converges to a certain extent (about 12 dB) and
remains stable when μ� 0.05. *is is because the larger step
size makes it impossible for the adaptive filter to continue to
converge. For the condition that μ� 0.005, its former process
has too slow convergence speed and too poor tracking
performance, although it can obtain a smaller steady-state
error.
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*e situation indicates that the NCPAP-SSAF algorithm
adaptively matches a digital filter with large step size and can
constantly converge when the filter is close to the steady
statement and also can acquire similar steady-state error
with the PAP-SSAF when the value of μ is 0.05. In addition,
in the two experiments, the ICNSAF algorithm and the
CAP-SSAF algorithm need to choose a different value of μα
in order to get the best filtering effect. For its filter with
normalized mixing parameter step size, the NCPAP-SSAF
algorithm can get the best filtering effect without adjusting
the value of μα and improve the robustness of the system and
reduce the influence of external factors. In the case of single-
talk voice input, the NCPAP-SSAF algorithm can combine
two independent filters scientifically and reasonably and has
good robustness.

Figures 13 and 14 show the convergence of several al-
gorithms with a near-end voice under different SNR, re-
spectively. *e values of μα at ICNSAF and CAP-SSAF are

set at 100 in Figure 13, and the values of μα at ICNSAF and
CAP-SSAF are set at 5000 in Figure 14.

It can be seen from both figures that NCPAP-SSAF has
obvious performance advantages, fast convergence speed,
and small steady-state error, and it is not disturbed by near-
end voice.

First, for PAP-SSAF with μ� 0.05 and PAP-SSAF with
μ� 0.005, it can be clearly seen that the former has a large
steady-state error and is disturbed by the near-end speech,
which results in the divergence of the filter in a certain
degree. And though the latter can get a smaller steady-state
error, the convergence speed is too slow especially when the
echo path changes. *en as for NCPAP-SSAF, it can be
found that the convergence curve of NCPAP-SSAF in the
initial convergence stage of the filter almost coincides with
that of PAP-SSAF with μ� 0.05. It indicates that NCPAP-
SSAF adaptively chooses a filter with a larger step size, which
is consistent with the design goal. Next, NCPAP-SSAF can
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Pr � 0.001 for double-talk speech input.
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Pr � 0.001 for double-talk speech input.
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Figure 11: NMSD curves of various algorithms with SNR� 20 dB,
Pr � 0.001 for single-talk speech input.
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keep fast convergence speed when the filter reaches steady-
state gradually, and the filter can remain stable when the
near-end voice appears, which indicates that NCPAP-SSAF
has a certain antijamming ability. Being consistent with the
previous results, NCPAP-SSAF achieves good filtering
performance and improves the robustness of the system by
using the same mixing parameter step size in both experi-
ments. Compared with Figure 11 and Figure 12, it can be
seen that with the increase of SNR, the performances of all
adaptive filtering algorithms have been improved to a certain
extent, especially in reducing the steady-state error. So we
can reach the conclusion that the proposed algorithm has
better double-talk robust than the other two combination
filter methods, which owes the l1-norm as the cost function.

5. Discussion

*e proposed method has some referenced effects on echo
cancellation. With a convex combination of two indepen-
dent filters, the NCPAP-SSAF algorithm exhibits a far su-
perior filtering performance. However, there are still some
issues that need to be further improved in the later work.
One limitation of the current systems is that the compu-
tational complexity of the algorithm is similar to that of an
algorithm based on combination filters but much larger than
that of a single filter. *is can be improved by upgrading
composite structure, simplifying unnecessary calculation
courses and reducing the complexity. Moreover, all the
experiments in this paper are carried out in the MATLAB
simulation environment. And impulse noise is generated by
the Gaussian Bernoulli distribution based simulation, which
is not consistent with the impulse noise in the real world.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we design a new combination structure called
NCPAP-SSAF for affine projection symbolic subband
adaptive filtering algorithm. *e power normalization
method with the mixing parameter step size we proposed
improves the robustness of the algorithm. We do simulation
experiments of echo cancellation to validate the effectiveness
of the proposed algorithm. First, we test the influence of the
momentum factor on the mixing parameter. *en, we
compare the performance of our proposed algorithm and
other methods. *e simulation results show that the
NCPAP-SSAF algorithm is not affected by stationary noise
or impulse noise to a certain extent, and it can accurately
obtain the optimal combination parameters under different
conditions and thus obtain the optimal filtering perfor-
mance. In the case of double-talk speech, NCPAP-SSAF can
maintain faster convergence speed and smaller steady-state
error and has a certain ability to resist near-end speech
interference and strong robustness. Compared with other
algorithms, our proposed method accelerates the conver-
gence speed, reduces the steady-state error, and improves
the robustness. In future research, we will improve the
combination structure and simplify unnecessary calcula-
tions to reduce the computational complexity of the
algorithm.
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Agriculture is suffering from the problem of low fertility and climate hazards such as increased pest attacks and diseases. Early
prediction of pest attacks can be very helpful in improving productivity in agriculture. Insect pest (whitefly) attack has a high
influence on cotton crop yield. Internet of *ings solution is proposed to predict the whitefly attack to take prevention measures.
An insect pest prediction system (IPPS) was developed with the help of the Internet of *ings and a RBFN algorithm based on
environmental parameters such as temperature, humidity, rainfall, and wind speed. Pest Warning and Quality Control of
Pesticides proposed an economic threshold level for prediction of whitefly attack. *e economic threshold level and RBFN
algorithm are used to predict the whitefly attack using temperature, humidity, rainfall, and wind speed. *e seven evaluation
metrics accuracy, f-measures, precision, recall, Cohen’s kappa, ROC AUC, and confusion matrix are used to determine the
performance of the RBFN algorithm.*e proposed insect pest prediction system is deployed in the high influenced region of pest
that provides pest prediction information to the farmer to take control measures.

1. Introduction

*eFood and Agricultural Organization (FAO) predicts that
the world population will reach 8 billion people by 2025 and
9.6 billion people by 2050 [1]. Due to an increase in pop-
ulation, the need of foods is increasing day by day. *e basic
needs (foods etc.) of humans cannot be met by using old
traditional farming methods. *e old farming methods
consume more manpower and are less efficient. *e risk of
less productivity is still there by using old traditional farming
methods. *e crop yield can be increased by using new
farming methods with the usage of IoT technology. *e
“Internet of *ings” (IoT) is a creative idea integration
through which any object can transfer data through the
network [2,3]. *e “Internet of *ings” (IoT) is an excep-
tionally encouraging group of innovations that are capable
of offering numerous solutions towards the modernization
of agriculture [4]. Agriculture is one of the sectors that is

expected to be highly influenced by the advances in the
domain of IoT.

Cotton is one of the most well-known fiber crops. Cotton
is a significant business crop around the world. It is known
as the lord of fiber and is designated “as white gold” as-
suming a key job in numerous socio-economic parts of the
world. Cotton is cultivated in 77 countries of the world
including Pakistan [5]. Cotton crop employs millions of
farmers and workers. It supports the cotton textile industry
of Pakistan. It provides not only fiber for the textile industry
but also cotton seed which is a major source of edible oil for
human consumption. Its proteinaceous oil cake is used as a
food supplement for dairy animals.

*e cotton crop yield is influenced by many kinds of
insect pests. Whitefly (Bemisia tabaci) is one of them, having
a severe effect on cotton crop yield [6].*e attack of whitefly
is a global problem for cotton crop with extreme danger to
worldwide sustainable agricultural development [7].
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Sustainable agriculture is a new farming concept which is
based on scientific innovations to fulfill the need of food and
textile needs of society. Climatic conditions have a potential
impact on whitefly [8]. IoTapplication is suitable to increase
the cotton crop yield with the monitoring of environmental
conditions [3,9]. IoT can perform a significant role in the
prediction of whitefly based on environmental factors.

As the agricultural sector is facing many challenges
regarding climate change, the current challenges of the less
favorable climatic conditions flourish the more serious
hazards for cotton crops. *e climatic conditions influence
crop production which results in the economic loss to the
farmers [10]. *erefore, continuous monitoring of the cli-
matic conditions is suggested to reduce the attack of whitefly
on cotton crop. Different environmental parameters such as
temperature, humidity, rainfall, and wind speed could be
monitored through IoT technology. As a result, whitefly
prediction would be held through the data of environmental
parameters and deep learning algorithms.

Figure 1 shows the flow of the pest attack prediction
process at any crop. In the first step, it shows the types of
crops such as cotton, wheat, rice, and sugarcane, which are
the main crops of Pakistan. In Figure 1, step 2 represents the
stages of crop growth such as seed planting, germination,
sprout, plant, flowers, and fruit. In Figure 1, 3rd step il-
lustrates the environmental parameters such as temperature,
humidity, rainfall, and wind speed which have effects on
different stages of crop growth. *e 4th step shows the
growth of pests after the climatic effect on different stages of
crop growth.

(i) Whitefly’s attack time/month is an important factor
because in a specific time/month, the growth of
whitefly is probably more

(ii) Environmental factors such as (temperature, hu-
midity, rainfall, and wind speed) are major factors
for the growth of whitefly insect pests [11]

(iii) Whitefly insect pest growth is more in a dry
environment

(iv) High wind speed can transfer the larva and eggs
from one place/area to another

*e study aims is to seek protection from insect pest
attacks with the early prediction using environmental factors
to produce high crop yield and to alert the farmer of taking
prevention measures.*e remaining paper is structured into
“related work,” “methodology,” “implementation,” and
“results and discussion.”

2. Related Work

During the literature, we will discuss the smart agriculture
system especially focusing on different insect pest predic-
tions and their solutions.

Raghavendra et al. [12] focused on weather-based pre-
diction of pest in cotton by using different prediction model
machine learning algorithms such as multiple linear re-
gression (REG) and generalized linear model (GLM). *e
authors also applied statistical correlation on weather

parameters. *e weather parameters were consisting of
maximum temperature, minimum temperature, morning
humidity, evening humidity, and rainfall. *e experiments
were conducted on both training and test datasets. *e
weather parameters’ data used were from 2006 to 2010.

Shang et al. [13] proposed a prediction model to predict
the occurrence of insect pests by combining the twomachine
learning algorithms: artificial neural network and genetic
algorithm. *e prediction model included three parts i.e.,
input layer, hidden layer, and output layer. *e author used
metrological data (precipitation, sunshine hours, mean
temperature, relative humidity, and so on) as an input to
predict the occurrence of insect pests. *e author claimed
91.67% accuracy of prediction of insect pests due to an
intelligent model and by applying a hybrid algorithm.

Kim et al. [14] presented a FaaS (Farm as a Service)
model which consists of EMS (Equipment Management
Service), DMS (Data Management Service), MMS (Model
Management Service), FMS (Smart Farm Monitoring Ser-
vice), FCS (Smart Farm Control Service), and FOS (Smart
Farm Operation Service). *is model had been used to
predict pest and disease in the strawberry crop, in which
image capture devices and sensors were used for the pre-
diction of pests and disease in crops. *e authors analyzed
the environmental factors, pathogens, and host plants and
simulated the captured data. *e captured data was pro-
cessed and analyzed through the FaaS Model. *is model
predicted the pest and disease occurrence and sent the alarm
to the farmer through the mobile-based service.

Sajjad et al. [15] focused on the effect of climate change
(temperature, humidity, rainfall, and sunshine) on major
crops (e.g., sugarcane, maize, rice, and wheat) in Pakistan.
*e authors stated that the high temperature has a severe
negative impact and low temperature has a positive impact
on major crop production. *e standard error techniques
HAC (heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation) and FGLS
(feasible generalized least square) were used to find the
regression result.

Tripathy et al. [16] predicted the pest/disease, collected the
sensory data which consists of temperature, humidity, leaf
wetness, and soil moisture, and continuously monitored these
parameters. *e authors have developed a decision support
system by using DM (data mining technique) and multivariant
regression mining algorithm for groundnut crop. *e authors
developed a predictionmodel and these above techniques were
used in this model. *e authors claimed to achieve high ac-
curacy in the prediction of pest attack.

Rubanga et al. [17] focused on small-scale greenhouse
farming. Due to the shortage of labor in Japan, there is a dire
need to develop a smart agricultural system. *e smart
system gathered real-time climate data through a wireless
sensor network (WSN) and stored it in a web-based data-
base. *e stored data is used to calculate, analyze, and
formulate the whole data which displayed the result on
screen. *e result is displayed in the form of a graph for the
ease of understanding to help the farmer in decision-making
to increase the production of tomatoes. *e growing degree
day (GDD) algorithm was used to calculate and analyze the
microclimate environment in the greenhouse.
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Wang et al. [18] developed a dynamic simulation model
for the prediction of rice brown plant hoppers by using
historical metrological data.*emodel consisted of complex
features that were dynamic, persistent, nonlinear, and
multivariable. *ere were five inputs (temperature, hu-
midity, rainfall, intensity of light, and sunshine hours) to the
simulation model, and one output result was the growth rate
of brown plant hoppers. *e authors claimed to achieve the
high accuracy for the prediction of rice brown plant hoppers.

Mekala et al. [19] presented different techniques to boost up
the agriculture market by using CLAY-MIST measurement
techniques which were based on the sensed temperature and
humidity to assess the comfort level of the crop. It presents the
IoT cloud model which shows 5-layer architecture. *e results
are gathered by using different hardware such as micro-
controller, sensor, communication protocols, and IoT cloud
servers, and the authors developed a CMM algorithm for
measurement of the CLAY-MIST index. *is algorithm found
the issues, calculated accurate decisions about issues, and sent a
report to the farmers. *e outcomes were 94% exact with less
execution time when compared with the current warm comfort
strategies.

Trogo et al. [20] presented agriculture as amajor industry in
every country. *e use of technology had great influence to
increase the yield.*ey used a smart agricultural solution, called
DSSAT. DSSAT used Automated Weather Station (AWS)
sensors and SMS technology, as well as expert knowledge of the
farmers.*e use of technologies such as SMS played a vital role
to alert to the farmers. With the usage of technology, climate
alerts, dry soil, and fertilizer alerts could be made accessible to
the farmers.

Mathurkar et al. [21] presented that the agricultural
sector performs a crucial role in the economics of every
country. *ese days everything operates automatically.
*ere are sensors to operate farms automatically. *e
enhancement in the crop yield could be done with the
usage of FPGA. By using sensor devices, sense the data
such as moisture level, temperature, and humidity and
apply FPGA to monitor the environmental and soil
condition required to know the timings of water supply to
the fields for better growth of plants.

Table 1 presents the detail of previous studies which
display the techniques/sensors and purpose of the study
about the pest monitoring and prediction system.

Types of crop
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Figure 1: Climate role in growth of whitefly insect pests.
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(i) Previous studies focused more on insect pest de-
tection not prediction

(ii) Previous studies focusedmore on image processing-
based pest prediction

(iii) Previous studies more focused on insect pest disease
identification or detection

(iv) Previous studies had not focused on the accuracy of
prediction

(v) Previous studies had not used sensors for insect pest
prediction

(vi) Intelligent decision-making was not used for
prediction

3. Methodology

*is portion explained about the model and design of the
suggested solution about whitefly insect pest prediction,
methods, and algorithm.

3.1. Architecture of Suggested Prediction Method. *e sug-
gested insect pest prediction method is designed with the ca-
pability of intelligent categorization of environmental factors
such as temperature, humidity, rainfall, and wind speed. Our
approach focuses on efficient energy consumption as it does not
turn on all the sensors all the time. *e proposed approach
precisely monitors the whitefly insect pest growth environment
by classifying the environmental factors by continuing with a
RBFN. *e proposed architecture consists of several layers, as
shown in Figure 2. It describes that the five layers of the
prediction system are input layer, gateway layer, storage layer,
prediction layer, and application layer. *e implementation of
each layer is given below.

3.1.1. Input Layer. In Figure 2 hierarchical structure, the first
layer consists of sensors of different environmental pa-
rameters such as temperature, humidity, rain, and wind

speed. *e data is collected by using sensors of these
abovementioned parameters. *ese sensors are deployed at
an experimental plot.

3.1.2. Gateway Layer. In Figure 2 hierarchical structure, the
second gateway layer consists of a different hardware device
such as a microcontroller (Arduino). *e microcontroller is
responsible for collecting data measured by sensors.*eWi-
Fi module is responsible for the transfer of the data to the
IoT server.

3.1.3. Storage Layer. In Figure 2 hierarchical structure, the
third storage layer consists of an IoT server. *e previous
gateway layer transfers the data to the IoT server and stores
the data in MySQL. *e MySQL data can be exported in the
CSV form.

3.1.4. Prediction Layer. In Figure 2 hierarchical structure,
the fourth prediction layer consists of a machine learning
algorithm on the IoT server for the prediction of whitefly
insect pest by using exported data from MySQL in the CSV
form. At this layer, RBFN, a deep learning algorithm is
deployed for prediction.

3.1.5. Application Layer. In Figure 2 hierarchical structure,
the fifth application layer consists of predicted output which
is displayed or transferred to the Android application for
farmers to take necessary action.

In Figure 2, all layers have a strong relationship. *e
first input layer is basically related to the perception layer
in IOT architecture in which it consists of sensors. *is
input layer can send data through the gateway layer using
Wi-Fi modules to the server and store data at the storage
layer. *e next prediction layer is basically a processing
layer in which the RBFN algorithm develops and makes

Table 1: Relevant prediction methods in the previous study.

Study Year Sensor/method used Objective

Li et al. [22] 2008
No sensors/ISODATA iterative self-
organizing data analyzed technique

algorithm
Prediction of disease/insect pests for Guangdong vegetables

Wei and Lin [23] 2009 No sensor/fuzzy radial basis function neural
network Pest predicting

Li et al. [24] 2010 No sensor/maximum likelihood algorithm Forecast model for vegetable pests

Raghavendra [12] 2014 No sensor/multiple linear regression and
generalized linear model Prediction of pests in cotton

Lee et al. [25] 2017 No sensor/correlation between pests and
weather Prediction for multiple crops

Li et al. [26] 2020 Image processing Crop pest recognition in natural scenes using convolutional
neural networks

Liu and Wang [27] 2020 Image processing Tomato diseases and pests detection based on improved Yolo V3
convolutional neural network

Xiao et al. [28] 2019 No real time/use weather dataset Occurrence prediction of pests and diseases in cotton on the
basis of weather factors by long short term memory network

Türkoğlu and
Hanbay [29] 2019 No sensor/image processing Plant disease and pest detection using deep neural network

He et al. [30] 2019 Camera and light source/imaging system Detect oilseed rape pests based on deep learning
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prediction using test and train data which are obtained
from the storage layer, and the last layer is the application
layer in which prediction about pest can be sent to the
farmers.

*e strength point of the problem is that the sensors
sensed real-time data from the field and addressed the
unique idea to predict the pest attack in the field. Farmers
can take prevention measures according to the environment.

*ere are many key technologies of IoT but the main key
technologies used in architecture are RFID at the gateway
layer, sensor technology at the input layer, communication
technology Wi-Fi modules at the gateway layer, and cloud
computing at the storage layer.

3.2. Radial Basis Function Network for Prediction of Whitefly
Insect Pest. RBFN is used as a deep learning algorithm for
getting the proposed prediction. RBFN is selected due to its
performance in binary class prediction with the indepen-
dence condition of datasets. Deep learning is too beyond the
machine learning. *e machine learning algorithm already
has the solution of binary classification but the suggested
model uses RBFN due to five reasons.

(i) RBFN has supremacy in terms of accuracy when
trained with a huge amount of data. Keeping in view
with the passage of time, the data of environmental
parameters such as temperature, humidity, rainfall,
and wind speed have been increased.

(ii) More reliable when a huge amount of data are
processed through RBFN.

(iii) Accuracy will be increased when the amount of data
size has been increased.

(iv) RBFN techniques have an efficient decision support
system for prediction.

(v) RBFN has high accuracy with a complex problem.

RBFN consists of many layers. Details are given below:

(i) *e first layer is the input layer where environ-
mental parameters are given

(ii) *e second layer is a hidden layer that consists of
one layer where processing or learning has been
performed

(iii) *e last layer is the output layer where output/
prediction is displayed

*e regression or classification problem could be
resolved with the use of the RBFN Algorithm. *e most
significant benefit of deep learning is that feature ex-
traction has been performed automatically. Deep learn-
ing has a great influence on the industry and agricultural
sectors.

Any neuron in the neural network has two parts, as
shown in Figure 3. One is the calculated linear function, and
the other is to calculate the activation function.

*e linear function in weights’ nonlinear function is
known as activation function.

Figure 4 describes the structure of RBFN which has one
input layer, one hidden layer, and one output layer.

Compute linear and nonlinear/activation function of the
hidden layer:

Input layer

Gateway layer

Storage layer

Application layer

Prediction layer

Figure 2: Layered architecture of the proposed model.
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f(x) � 
m

j�1
wjhj(x), (1)

h(x) � exp −
(x − c)

2

r
2  . (2)

In (1) and (2), f (x) is the output which consists of x as
inputs and wi as the weight of the hidden layer multiplied by
Gaussian activation function h (x), h (x) is a Gaussian ac-
tivation function with the parameter r radius of the neuron,
and c is the center defined separately at each RBF unit.

RBFN consists of three layers i.e., one input layer, one
hidden layer, and one output layer.

(i) Input layer is called X, which consists of input data
from sensors taken by Pest EnvironmentMonitoring
System (PEMS). *e input data consists of tem-
perature, humidity, rainfall, and wind speed.

(ii) Output layer is displays the output in the form of Yes
or No.

4. Implementation

*is section shows experimental settings, layout of experi-
mental area, prototype model deployment in an experi-
mental area, and RBFN implementation.

4.1. Experimental Area. *e hardware is deployed in the city
of Faisalabad of Pakistan. *e location of Pakistan in the
world is presented in Figure 5.

4.2. Crop, Season, and Insect Pest. *e scientific name of
cotton is Gossypium hirsutum. Pakistan is a cotton-growing
land. Due to the attack of whitefly pest, the cotton growth is
decreasing with the passage of time. *e suggested solution
is deployed for the prediction of the whitefly pest [31]. *e
suggested solution is extendable to any other insect pest. *e
selected area has two cropping seasons. To conduct the
experiment, 2nd season is selected which prevails from May
to November.

4.3. Experimental Plot Layout. *e selected area for the
experiment is one acre (43,560 ft2) having length and width
of 208× 208 feet. To observe the whitefly attacks, a dataset
having 416 rows and 62 coloumns was used. Each column
has 416 plants. One foot space has 2 cotton plants. Total
cotton plants are 12,896 for the prediction of the whitefly

population. *e layout detail of the experimental area is
shown in Figure 6.

4.4. Equipments Used. Temperature, humidity, rainfall, and
wind speed sensors are used for the model to execute the
suggested solution. *e attributes of the sensor devices
describe the predictive features.

4.4.1. Temperature and Humidity Sensor. Figure 7 presents a
temperature sensor device known as DHT-22 to produce
highly accurate data (sense the temperature and humidity)
from the atmosphere. DHT-22 device is low cost and low
powered. DHT-22 provides numeral results. *e technical
details of DHT-22 with characteristics are mentioned in
Table 2.

4.4.2. Rain Detection Sensor Device. In our suggested model,
the usage of the rainwater detection sensor device is dis-
played in Figure 8 which is a low cost, low powered, and
lightweight device for measuring the intensity of rainwater
in the open air. *e rainwater detector sensor provides both
digital and analog output. *e rain sensor module is an easy
tool for rain detection. *e technical details of the rainwater
detector with characteristics are mentioned in Table 3.

4.4.3. Anemometer/Wind Speed Sensor Device. In our sug-
gested model, the usage of the wind speed sensor device is
displayed in Figure 9, which is a reliable and stable sensor for
measuring the intensity of wind speed in the open air. *e
anemometer/wind speed sensor provides an analog output.
*e wind speed sensor is an easy tool for wind speed
measurement. *e technical details of the wind speed sensor
with characteristics are mentioned in Table 4.

4.4.4. Microcontroller. In our suggested model, a micro-
controller having name WeMos D1 Wi-Fi UNO-based
ESP8266 shield for Arduino, as shown in Figure 10, with
characteristics in Table 5 is used.

4.5. PrototypeModel andDeployment. *e prediction model
is shown in Figure 11, with Wi-Fi Arduino and sensors. *e
developed model is used to observe the whitefly attack with
the effect of environmental factors such as temperature,
humidity, rainfall, and wind speed values. *e hardware
model is developed and deployed in the crop field, as shown
in Figure 11.

*e web application is developed using the PHP Lan-
guage;MySQL is implemented at the IoTwebserver.*eweb
application captures the environmental data, processes it,
and stores it. Four times in a day, data of sensors are
captured through sensors. *e libraries “ESP8266WiFi.h”
and “DHT.h” are used in a web application to send data from
the sensors to the server (May to November) and store data
in the database, as shown in Figure 12.

b

Input x Output y^

w

Nonlinear function is known as activation functionLinear function in weights 

Figure 3: Neuron in RBFN.
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4.6.RBFNImplementation. Optimum values for cotton crop
of environmental factors such as temperature, humidity,
rainfall, and wind speed with respect to insect pest whitefly
are given in Table 6.

Whitefly has positive relation with temperature and
wind speed, while negative relation with humidity and
rainfall. *e whitefly population increases with the increase
of temperature and wind speed, while the whitefly pop-
ulation decreases with the increase of relative humidity and
rainfall [11].

4.7. Display Result. *e predicted output has been displayed
at the Android app for farmers to take further necessary
action to control the whitefly pest at the initial level. *e
sample output message is shown in Figure 13.

5. Results and Discussion

Our suggested model (RBFN) has the capability of decision-
making to predict the attacks of the whitefly. *e deploy-
ment of layered design and prototype is depicted in the

earlier sections. *e four sensors (temperature, humidity,
rainfall, and wind speed) and a microcontroller have been
deployed on the selected zone to assess the result. Cotton is
developed in May and finishes in November in the selected
zone. *e deployment time of hardware is from May to
November of 2018 and from May to November of 2019. *e
proposed model captured the temperature data as displayed
in Figures 14 and 15 for the year 2018 and 2019 with daily
maximum temperature, every day minimum temperature,
and daily average temperature.

Figures 14 and 15 plot the maximum, minimum, and
average temperatures from 1st May to 1st December for the
year of 2018 and 2019. Maximum temperature was 47°C and
48°C in June month and minimum temperature was 5°C and
4°C in November for the year of 2018 and 2019, respectively.
*e plotted graph represents the maximum temperature in
the blue line, the minimum temperature in the red line, and
the average temperature in the green line. *e X-axis rep-
resents the time interval and Y-axis represents temperature
in Celsius.

Figure 16 shows daily data about average temperature,
humidity, rainfall, and wind speed fromMay to Nov of 2018
captured from sensors, stored in the database, and then
downloaded in the CSV form.

Figure 17 shows daily data about average temperature,
humidity, rainfall, and wind speed fromMay to Nov of 2019
captured from sensors, stored in the database, and then
downloaded in the CSV form.

5.1. Performance of RBFNModel. Performance of the RBFN
is detected in terms of accuracy, precision, recall, and f-
measure. Precision is the fraction of the correct prediction
out of the total prediction made, and recall is the ratio of the
accurate prediction to all the prediction in the binary class.
*e execution of RBFN is performed in Python language by
using the “Keras” library. *e achievement of the RBFN
algorithm is measured by using the “sklearn.metrics” library

Temperature

Humidity

Rain fall

Wind speed

Input layer Hidden layer Output layer

f (x)

h1(x)

W1

W2

W3

W4

h2(x)

h3(x)

h4(x)

Figure 4: RBFN.

Figure 5: Pakistan’s location in the world map.
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in Python with the accuracy of RBFN 82.88%, high F1,
precision, recall, support, Cohen’s kappa, ROC AUC, log
loss, and confusion matrix of different predictive features, as
shown in Table 7 and 8, respectively.

*e actual and predicted values of 2018 and 2019 plotted,
as shown in Figure 18.

Figure 18 plots the output as expected and predicted
results. *e plotted graph represents the expected (actual)
results in the blue line and the predicted results in the orange
line. It is observed that there is a fluctuation in the results
which is why we have not got 100% accuracy in the result.
*e X-axis represents the record of test data, and the Y-axis
represents the prediction output from 0 to 1.

5.2. Field Evaluation of Proposed Model. Field evaluation is
performed by observing the economic threshold level (ETL)
of whitefly of 5 adult or nymph or both per leaf [32] in the
fields at different times. One-acre sampling points of the

cropping area plotted from May to November of 2018 and
2019 in the experiment plot and observation were started at
the start of May. Infield evaluation below the ETLmean does
not exist and above the ETL mean exists. *e maximum
whitefly has been observed in July 15, 2018 to August 15,
2018 and May 15, 2019 to August 30, 2019. In the selected
experimental area, a maximum of 24 whiteflies per leaf has
been observed. *ese 24 whiteflies consist of different forms
of whitefly such as egg, pupal, and adults. *e observed
whitefly intensity is presented in Table 9.

*e intensity of whitefly in May to Nov. 2018 has been
observed during field evaluation, as shown in Figure 19.

During the field evaluation, the population of whitefly
has been observed, and the observed data are plotted in
Figure 19. In Figure 19, the maximum intensity of whitefly
has been observed during July and August in the year of
2018. *e plotted graph represents the X-axis as a time
interval and the Y-axis as the intensity of the whitefly
population.
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Figure 6: Sampling point for insect pest whitefly observation in the field.

Figure 7: DHT22 temperature and humidity sensor device.
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*e intensity of whitefly in May to Nov. 2019 has been
observed during field evaluation, as shown in Figure 20.

Again in 2019, population of whitefly has been observed
during field evaluation, and the observed data are plotted in
Figure 20. In Figure 20, the maximum intensity of whitefly
has been observed during the end of July and start of the

August in the year of 2019. *e plotted graph represents the
X-axis as a time interval and the Y-axis as the intensity of the
whitefly population.

Hot spots of whitefly above ETL have been observed
during a field evaluation of May to Nov. 2018 in the ex-
perimental area, as shown in Figure 21.

Figure 21 displays different whitefly hotspot points in the
experimental area. It shows different whitefly intensity levels
for different experimental points. *e graph plots in three-
dimension represent the length, width of the plot, and in-
tensity of the whitefly population. *e 72.5% hotspots of
whitefly above ETL have been observed during field eval-
uation in the experimental area in 2018.

Hot spots of whitefly above ETL have been observed
during a field evaluation of May to Nov. 2019 in the ex-
perimental area, as shown in Figure 22.

Figure 22 also displays different whitefly hotspot points in
the experimental area for the year of 2019. It shows different
whitefly intensity levels for different experimental points. *e
above graph plots in three-dimension represent the length,
width of the plot, and intensity of the whitefly population.*e
74.5% hotspots of whitefly above ETL have been observed
during field evaluation in the experimental area in 2019.

Table 2: Characteristics of the DHT-22 sensor device.

DHT-22 temperature and humidity sensor device
Length and width 1.5 cm× 2.5 cm
Voltage 3V to 5V
Maximum current flow 2.5mA
Temp. measuring Range −40∼80°C
Humidity 0∼100%
Temperature measurement precision ±0.5°C
Humidity measurement precision ±2% RH

Figure 9: Wind speed measure sensor.

Table 3: Characteristics of the rainwater detector sensor.

Rainwater detector sensor device
Driver dimensions 32mm× 15mm× 9mm (L×W×H)
Collector board size 54mm× 40mm× 1.5mm (L×W×H)
Power 3.3–5V

Figure 8: Rainwater detector sensor.

Table 4: Characteristics of the wind speed sensor.

Wind speed sensor
Max current 4–20mA/0–5V
Power supply DC12–24V
Start wind speed 0.2m/s
Effective wind speed measuring range 0 to 30m/s
Sensor styles *ree cups
Signal output way: pulse current 4–20mA/0–5V
Working temperature −40C∼80C
Transmission distance More than 1 km

Figure 10: Microcontroller (Arduino).

Table 5: Characteristics of a microcontroller (Arduino).

Microcontroller (Arduino)
Microcontroller ESP-8266EX
Operating voltage 3.3V
Clock speed 80MHz/160MHz
Dimension 68.6mm× 53.4mm
Weight 25 g
Digital I/O pins 11
Analog input pins 1
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Figure 11: Hardware model.
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Figure 12: Sensor data stored on the server database.

Table 6: Optimum values of environmental factors.

Abiotic factors Optimum values
Temperature [11, 32] 35–51°C
Humidity [11, 32] Below 65%
Rainfall [11] 1-2mm
Wind speed [11] 5.50–5.75 km/h
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(a) (b)

Figure 13: Android application for displaying predication message to the farmer.
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Figure 14: Maximum, minimum, and average temperature from May to Nov. 2018.
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Figure 15: Maximum, minimum, and average temperature from May to Nov. 2019.
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Figure 16: Daily average temperature, humidity, rainfall, and wind speed from May to Nov. 2018.
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*e average 73.5% hotspots of whitefly above ETL have
been observed during field evaluation in the experimental area
in 2018 and 2019, while on the other, the deep neural network

prediction of whitefly accuracy of 82.88% has been observed.
Efficient monitoring of environmental parameters is important
for effective prediction processes to achieve the desired results.
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Figure 17: Daily average temperature, humidity, rainfall and wind speed from May to Nov. 2019.

Table 7: *e evaluation metrics of results is precision, recall, F1, and support.

Class F1 Recall Precision Support
0.0 0.51 0.37 0.83 27
1.0 0.90 0.98 0.83 84
Macro avg. 0.70 0.67 0.83 111
Weighted avg. 0.80 0.83 0.83 111

Table 8: Cohen’s kappa, ROC AUC, log loss, and confusion matrix measure for predictive features.

Class Cohen’s kappa ROC AUC Log loss Confusion matrix

Binary class 0.427058 0.862434 0.38 [[ 10 17]
[ 2 82]]
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Figure 18: Actual and predicted values of test dataset 2018-2019.

Table 9: Population of whitefly in percentage.

Insect pest (white fly) intensity
Pest population Population (%)
26–40 per leaf 76–100%
16–25 per leaf 51–75%
11–15 per leaf 26–50%
5–10 per leaf 1–25%
0–4 per leaf 0%
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5.3. Limitation of the Study. *e prediction is based on the
abiotic factor only. Many other factors such as the number of
host plants, area of host plant cultivation, presence of

predators, and pesticide usage affect the pest population.*e
factors are important but out of the scope of the study.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

*e IoT-assisted crop field context in terms of temper-
ature, humidity, rainfall, and wind speed is used to
monitor the environment daily to predict the whitefly
attack to take necessary action for the adoption of control
measures. *e necessities are upgraded by the predom-
inant conditions in the field to effectively serve the target
of prediction. *ese predictions are used to train and test
the RBFN algorithm for the deep learning model to
optimize these predictions to prevent the attack of
whitefly in the cotton crop field. *e prediction proved to
be very effective regarding the recommendation of pes-
ticides. *e prediction of real-time sensor-based envi-
ronmental data i.e., temperature, humidity, rainfall, and
wind speed helps to increase the yield of the crop with
high accuracy. *e implementation of the suggested
model shows major developments in controlling the
whitefly attack on the cotton crop area.

*e pest prediction needs to be evaluated for other
types of pests on different other crops. *e inclusion of
other factors of pest predictions such as the area of host
crops available for the pest can significantly improve the
accuracy of the pest prediction mode. Different other
biotic and abiotic factors can improve the accuracy of the
pest prediction model.

Data Availability

*e data used to support the findings of the study are
available from the corresponding author upon request.
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Because the sensors are constrained in energy capabilities, low-energy clustering has become a challenging problem in high-
density wireless sensor networks (HDWSNs). Usually, sensor nodes tend to be tiny devices along with constrained clustering
abilities. To have a low communication energy consumption, a low-energy clustering scheme should be designed properly. In this
work, a new cloned chaotic parallel evolution algorithm (CCPEA) is proposed, and a low-energy clustering model is established to
lower the communication energy consumption of HDWSNs. By introducing CCPEA into the low-energy clustering, an objective
function is designed for evaluating the communication energy consumption. For this problem, we define a clone operator to
minimize the communication energy consumption of HDWSNs, use the chaotic operator to randomly generate the initial
population to expand the search range to avoid local optimization, and find the parallel operator to speed up the convergence
speed. In the experiment, the effect of CCPEA is compared to heuristic approaches of particle swarm optimization (PSO) and
simulated annealing (SA) for the HDWSNs with different numbers of sensors. Simulation experiments demonstrate that the
presented CCPEAmethod achieves a lower communication energy consumption and faster convergence speed than PSO and SA.

1. Introduction

In recent years, because of technological innovation and
progress, the volume of microsensor devices has reached
the size of a grain of sand. ,e reduction in volume has
made the functions of large-scale wireless sensor networks
more perfect, and the cost has also been greatly reduced
[1, 2]. Besides, with the development of wireless com-
munication technology and distributed wireless sensor
network technology, the high-density wireless sensor
networks (HDWSNs) with a large number of nodes, which
are densely distributed, gradually become a hot research
topic. ,e HDWSNs are usually made up of a great number
of microsensor nodes distributed in the surveillance region
at random without any infrastructure support and are self-
organized into clusters [3, 4]. ,e high-density wireless
sensor network generally refers to a network in which a
large number of wireless sensor nodes are arranged in a
small geographic area to achieve a dense perception of
targets. At present, this kind of network mostly adopts tree-

like and star-like structures and seldom arranges the ag-
gregation node; the sensor node can reach the base station
directly or through a few hops. Due to the high deployment
efficiency of high-density sensors and strong environ-
mental adaptability, they profoundly impact many fields,
such as national defense and military, smart home, agri-
cultural engineering, environmental monitoring, and many
other fields [5, 6].

,e HDWSNs are widely used in remote atmospheric
monitoring, seismic, radiation, and medical data collection
due to their outstanding advantages in information quality,
network robustness, network cost, and network adaptability
[7, 8]. ,e HDWSNs are generally self-organizing networks
but have different design goals from traditional mobile ad
hoc networks.,e latter maximizes bandwidth utilization by
optimizing routing and resource management strategies in a
highly mobile environment while providing users with
certain service quality assurance [9]. Most nodes in
HDWSNs are static, and there are only a few special nodes
that may move. ,e change of network topology generally
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originates from the demise of node energy exhaustion or the
demise of node caused by other external reasons [10, 11].

In HDWSNs, sensor nodes are usually randomly
dropped by drones to the target area [12]. Although the
deployment is simple, the randomness of the deployment
cannot guarantee the rationality of the distribution distance
of the sensor nodes. Besides, the communication distance
between the sensor nodes is also limited, which leads to
wasted power consumption for sensor node communication
[13, 14]. ,erefore, how to select cluster head nodes for
clustering in large-scale and high-density sensor networks,
which can reduce sensor energy consumption while en-
suring the completion of detection tasks and improve the life
cycle of sensor networks, is a crucial problem within the
research of high-density sensor networks [15, 16]. Due to
their size limitation, small wireless sensors have constrained
clustering ability [17]. Considering that the power supply
capability of sensors is limited, low-energy clusters play a
vital role in minimizing communication energy consump-
tion, while most research for low-power clustering is cor-
responding to a low-power clustering algorithm [18, 19].

In [20], a shuffled frog leaping algorithm (SFLA) tech-
nique is presented to search the communication energy
consumption in wireless sensor networks (WSNs). SFLA can
get lower communication energy consumption than the
genetic algorithm (GA). ,e SFLA technique is simple and
fast but suffers from premature convergence. A simple low-
energy clustering technique based on quantum genetic al-
gorithm (QGA) while simultaneously evaluating the com-
munication energy consumption to obtain a lower
communication energy consumption has also been
attempted in [21]. ,e represented method has presented
good results in terms of low energy and communication
energy consumption. ,e QGA is flexible but suffers from
the problem of high computational complexity. A low-en-
ergy clusteringmodel is suggested in [22] and particle swarm
optimization (PSO) is used to resolve the problem. ,is
algorithm has been shown to perform well with a small
number of sensors. However, the PSO approach cannot
quickly solve the problem while incurring high computa-
tional costs.

Based on the concepts and principles of parallel and
chaos theory, the new CCPEA is presented in this article.
Compared to the traditional evolutionary algorithms (EAs),
this technology achieves a better balance and better results.
Generally speaking, the hallmark of the CCPEA is a simple
heuristic with a good equilibrium mechanism that can
flexibly expand and adapt to global and local intelligence
capabilities, which has attracted widespread research
attention.

In this study, the minimal power clustering issue for low-
power WSNs is formulated as a combinatorial optimization
problem, taking into account the constraints of energy and
monitored area, which is an NP-hard problem. However, it
is impossible to perform detailed searches in real-time in
HDWSNs [23, 24]. ,erefore, numerous heuristic algo-
rithms have been created to reduce WSNs communication
power consumption and improve WSNs performance
[25–31].

In this article, the clustering problem is transformed into
an evolution problem and then solved by the CCPEA. First,
we design a new formula for the goal function to match low-
power consumption. Furthermore, two new operators, the
clone and chaotic operators, are constructed to lower the
communication energy consumption in HDWSNs. CCPEA
uses powerful parallel operators to mix the advantages of
clone selection and chaos generation to solve low-energy
clustering problems. We also construct a clone selection to
avoid local optima.

Simulations are carried out to denote a comparison of
CCPEA through the other two algorithms. From the sim-
ulation results, we can get the following conclusions:

(1) Firstly, the CCPEA can resolve the low-energy
clustering problem with lower communication en-
ergy consumption than PSO and simulated
annealing (SA) techniques. For example, when the
number of sensor nodes is 100 and the cluster head
ratio is 10%, the energy consumption reduction of
CCPEA is 8.46% and 18.55% lower than PSO and SA,
respectively.

(2) Secondly, the CCPEA combines the advantages of
the clone operator and the chaotic operator, avoiding
the premature convergence problem of PSO and SA.
,e simulation results show that when the cluster
head ratio is 10% and the number of sensor nodes is
300 and 400, the convergence speed of CCPEA is
significantly higher than that of PSO and SA.

(3) Finally, the overall energy loss of the sensor network
depends on the sum of the energy loss of the sensor
nodes transmitting data and receiving data. As the
number of nodes increases, CCPEA can still achieve
lower communication energy consumption than
PSO and SA technologies while taking the same
computational complexity.

2. Related Work

HDWSNs are widely used due to their easy deployment and
strong environmental adaptability. Literature [32] installed a
large number of wireless sensor nodes on the car and
constructed a unique and novel vehicle self-organizing
network. ,e in-vehicle network can analyze the data per-
ceived by the nodes to obtain the driving behavior of the
driver and finally give the corresponding insurance level. In
[33], the author presents a large-scale high-density wireless
sensor network for monitoring the temperature in central
Tokyo. ,e system has a total of 200 sensor nodes arranged
in eight monitoring areas, with a node density of approx-
imately 1,800 per square kilometer.

In many industrial applications, it is an important
problem to optimize energy by using intelligent algorithm
[34–37]. In HDWSNs, an effective low-energy clustering
scheme can achieve lower energy consumption, reduce
energy costs, and extend network life. For heterogeneous
WSNs, literature [38] suggested a brand new distributed
low-energy node protection time-driven clustering algo-
rithm (LEPTC) to ensure more uniform energy
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consumption of nodes, thereby reducing energy con-
sumption and extending network life. In this algorithm,
initialization is performed according to the energy level.

In [39], the author proposed an energy-efficient dis-
tributed clustering algorithm in the coverage area. ,is al-
gorithm considers the redundancy of coverage and the
remaining energy of nodes, making the distribution of
cluster heads more reasonable. Facts have proved that this
algorithm can achieve lower network energy consumption
and higher coverage quality.

In [40], the authors proposed a cluster-based routing
algorithm in wireless sensor networks based on the genetic
algorithm. ,is algorithm quickly reorganizes clusters in a
network with uneven distribution of nodes and selects new
cluster heads to achieve a balance of energy consumption,
thereby achieving a longer network life.

In [41], a method based on the energy-efficient genetic
algorithm is proposed, which improves the overall perfor-
mance of WSNs based on the Virtual Grid-Based Dynamic
Routes Adjustment (VGDRA). Compared with other
methods, this dynamic method better balances the load and
optimizes it, thereby creating more opportunities and
achieving better results with fewer loops.

In literature [42], the author proposed a multiobjective
Bat algorithm to find the best cluster formation inWSNs and
proposed a routing model. ,e optimal node is used as the
cluster head and the communication distance is modeled by
Bat loudness parameters to optimize the energy consump-
tion in WSNs.

According to the characteristics of WSNs, the study in
[43] suggested a routing algorithm for WSNs based on ant
colony optimization. ,e outcomes demonstrate that the
enhanced scheme has good performance in terms of power
consumption and global optimization capabilities.

Aiming at the defect of premature convergence of the
traditional K-means clustering algorithm, the article [44]
proposed an improved GA based on the hybrid K-means
clustering algorithm, which can prevent the algorithm from
falling into the local optimum by introducing an adaptive
function.

,e study in [45] proposed a hybrid method called KGA,
which aims to combine GA and K-means algorithm to
search for the optimal number of clusters, thereby opti-
mizing the communication energy in WSNs.

In [46], low-energy clustering problem approach for
low-energy clustering problems in WSNs to minimize the
communication energy consumption is researched based on
PSO. In their article, they minimize the communication
energy consumption without considering energy restriction.
However, it also suffers from an excessive computational
time requirement.

In [47], clustering design techniques based on SA have
been represented in order to maximize the network lifespan
in a long network lifespan. ,eir design is a similar concept
to the GA. ,e SA approach is simple and fast but suffers
from premature convergence.

In [48], the clustering design strategy for clustering
design in WSNs to maximize the network lifespan is ex-
plored based on the quantum evolutionary algorithm

(QGA). ,e QGA method employs an individual to suggest
the solution and obtains the longer network lifespan iter-
atively. QGA performs well in the beginning, but it suffers
from premature convergence and a low convergence rate
only after a few iterations.

3. System Model

In this section, a low-energy clusteringmodel is proposed for
the constraints of sensor node power and communication
energy consumption in HDWSNs. ,e typical network
structure diagram of HDWSNs studied in this article is
shown in Figure 1:

As shown in Figure 1, in the HDWSNs, the clustering
structure means that a cluster head node will be chosen from
a similar area within the monitoring range, and a node
cluster will be formed around the cluster head node. Each
sensing node perceives the target and then uploads the
sensing result to the primary cluster node in the node cluster
after completing the sensing task. ,e cluster head node
collects the sensing results uploaded by the sensing nodes in
the cluster and then directly uploads the results to the
gateway node in multiple hops. ,e monitoring task per-
formed by the sensing node is that the gateway node
publishes the task to the cluster head node; after that, the
cluster head node distributes the task to the sensing nodes in
the cluster.

,is article mainly studies how to minimize the power
consumption of HDWSNs by optimizing the energy
consumption of communication between nodes through
reasonable clustering. As the communication distance
between sensor nodes is limited, the communication power
consumption of the sensor network when sending and
receiving data cause serious waste of energy [17, 49, 50].
,erefore, it is extremely important to develop a reasonable
and efficient low-energy clustering scheme. According to
the low-energy clustering model in literature [51], the
formula for the energy consumed by the sending node to
transmit b bits of data to the receiving node can be obtained
by the following formula:

costsend(b, l) � Eelec · b + εamp · b · l
n
. (1)

In formula (1), costsend represents the energy consumed
when the node sends b bits data to the receiving node and the
distance between the two nodes is l. Among them, Eelec
represents the electronic energy parameter, εamp represents
the power amplification parameter, and the value of n,
usually between 2 and 4, is generally determined according
to the quality of the communication environment.,e better
the communication environment, the smaller the value of n.
At the same time, the communication energy required by the
receiving node to receive b bits data is shown as follows:

costreceived(b) � Eelec · b. (2)

In formula (2), costreceived indicates the communication
energy required by the receiving node to receive b bits
energy. In the model of this article, suppose b is 1M bits,
εamp � 100 pJ/bit/m2, Eelec � 50 nJ/bit, n � 3.
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4. CCPEA-Based Low-Energy Clustering
Problem in HDWSNs

,e EA is one of the most popular metaheuristic algo-
rithms, which attempts to mimic the procedure of natural
selection [19]. It is also an exploit method that mimics the
procedure of natural selection in nature, which is an op-
timization algorithm to search an input region while
minimizing a result function under given restraints
[23, 52, 53]. ,e primary thought is to get inspired analogy
from the natural mechanisms of gene recombination and
mutation. ,ere exist multiple alternatives to imple-
mentation for heuristic operators. EA is researched as a
suitable metaheuristic, usually used to settle complicated
optimization issues [54].

Inspired by traditional EAs, this section describes the
design of the CCPEA for the low-power clustering problem.
In this article, a novel clone method has been studied to
minimize the communication energy consumption in
HDWSNs. Furthermore, two novel procedures, the chaotic
and parallel procedures, are formed. On the one hand, we
reveal that a chaotic procedure depending on the binary
region can be naturally integrated with EA so that feasible
solutions are completely searched. On the other hand, with
the parallel operator, it is more effective for the operator of
diverse lengths of chromosomes compared to the traditional
EA. In CCPEA, clone, chaotic and parallel procedures are
helpful to enhance the population diversity of CCPEA and
avoid premature convergence.

,erefore, the depicted CCPEA procedures are repeated
at a time granularity stationary by HDWSNs requirements.
,e CCPEA employs various simple procedures in order to
simulate evolution. So, the suggested CCPEA-based clus-
tering problem can be summarized as follows:

(i) Initialize the chromosomes of CCPEA
(ii) Select superior chromosomes as parents to feed into

the genetic procedure
(iii) Generate a novel population by crossover and

mutation

(iv) ,en, their result function value with the result
function is evaluated

(v) Update the population by switching inferior
chromosomes

,e loop is repeated until the stopping condition is
satisfied. ,e comprehensive description of the CCPEA
utilized to explore the almost best clustering problem is
defined in what follows.

4.1. Representation of Chromosomes. ,e first step to design
CCPEA is to find a suitable chromosome representation
scheme.,e efficiency of a CCPEA depends on the encoding
technique employed. In CCPEA, a solution is presented by a
chromosome. For a low-energy clustering problem, each
chromosome in the group might imply a collection of
randomly selected clustering problems. For the scope of this
article, the variable should be suggested by a binary code
representing the clustering problem for the low-energy
clustering problem. ,e Boolean coding representation is
correct and powerful because it is closest to the clustering
problem, and the string length is the number of sensors. A
chromosome is composed of a string of binary symbols. By
doing this, each chromosome is converted from the Boolean
string into real numbers to gain the communication energy
consumption associated with each member of the group.
Each chromosome is made up of bits. CCPEA is easy to use
since there are only two options to utilize to a bit: 0 or 1.

If the code of a chromosome is “0100110101,” the
number of genes in the chromosome is 10, and each gene
represents a sensor node; that is, the quality of sensor nodes
in the sensor network is 10. In other words, the chromosome
symbol length is the number of sensors in the HDWSNs.
When the gene at a location is 1, it means that the sensor at
that location is a cluster head node, and 0 is a sensory node.
For example, if the second digit of the chromosome is 1, the
second sensor node is the cluster head node.

4.2. Initial Population. ,e CCPEA requires a group of
potential solutions to be initialized at the beginning of the
CCPEA procedure. ,e CCPEA solves the optimization
problem by manipulating a group of chromosomes. CCPEA
solves optimizing issues according to a group of a stationary
number, referred to as the group size, of solutions. Generally,
in the case of a very small population, only a small part of the
exploited area is explored, thereby increasing the risk of
premature convergence to local extremes. It keeps a group of
chromosomes that evolves over successive generations. In
CCPEA, a group is randomly created. In finding bits that
satisfy constraints, CCPEA applies a random number
generator. A random initial group is generated as a group of
solutions of clustering problems. In this article, the size of
the initial population is set to S, and there are N genes in the
initial population; that is, there are N sensor nodes in the
HDWSNs, and the amount of cluster heads is fixed to M.
,e population coding can be described as

Cluster head node Sensing node

Node cluster
Monitoring range

Gateway
node

Figure 1: Cluster structure of density sensor network.
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In formula (3), QS is expressed as the sth individual, and
whether the nth sensor in the sth individual is a cluster head
node is expressed by the value of qs,n. If qs,n � 1, it means that
the sensor node is a cluster head node; otherwise, it is a
sensing node. Formula (4) is the constraint on the number of
cluster head nodes in each individual, and the fixed value is
M. For example, when the number of sensors in a certain
individual is 100, then N � 100. If the cluster head ratio is
selected as 10%, then M is 10.

4.3. Fitness Evaluation. In the given context, we calculate the
result function value of each chromosome according to the
communication energy consumption. ,e purpose of this
article is to minimize communication energy consumption.
In this way, the value of fitness is lower, the quality of the
chromosomes is better. CCPEA solves stochastic optimi-
zation problems, and each chromosome is evaluated by a
fitness function. ,e fitness function blends the satisfaction
of restrictions by handling the clustering design problem.
For an individual in the CCPEA, its fitness value is calculated
based on the fitness function. In this article, the fitness value
of the chromosome is calculated by (5). In CCPEA, we
calculate the communication energy consumption of each
chromosome’s fitness value. ,erefore, in terms of fitness
value, our aim is to find a solution using

Fit(Q) � 
N

n�1
costsend + costreceived( . (5)

4.4. Selection. ,e CCPEA adopts a roulette wheel selection
strategy to select the parents. ,e selection procedure adopts
the best preservation approach and roulette technique. In
the roulette wheel, the individual with better result function
values has more possibility of being selected. ,us, it is
possible to select the same chromosome at various times.
According to this selection probability, a pair of parent
solutions is chosen from the current population. ,e al-
gorithm then replaces low-quality solutions through re-
cently developed high-quality solutions to obtain a much
better current group. ,e survived chromosomes are then
utilized to produce the next iteration. In this way, chro-
mosomes that are more common in the survived population
are more likely to be inherited. ,e replaced individual is
chosen randomly, but whose result function value must be
above the average level in the community.

In order to ensure that individuals with lower com-
munication energy consumption get a greater probability of
being chosen, the probability of individual Qs, that is, the
possibility of an individual being chosen, is inversely pro-
portional to the degree of fitness, as shown in

FSELECT Qs(  �
1/Fit Qs( ( 


S
i�1 1/Fit Qs( 

. (6)

4.5. Crossover. By the chance of selection, the chosen
chromosomes are directly transferred to the crossover.
Crossover is to find a better solution to deal with the current
solution. ,e crossover is an operation carried out to pro-
duce offspring by taking characteristics from the parents.
Crossover is a heuristic procedure for recombining two
parent solutions into two new solutions.

According to the literature [55], the concept of GA
crossover, assuming that the two individuals Q1 and Q2 are
cross-operated, Q′ is first obtained through the logical and
operation. Q′ is to compare the Boolean algebras of the
corresponding positions in the two individuals. If the
Boolean algebra of the corresponding position is the same, it
remains unchanged, and if it is different, it becomes 0, as
shown in Figure 2.

Secondly, perform the logical AND operation on the two
individuals to get Q″. Q″ changes the positions of the
Boolean algebra of the corresponding positions in Q1 and Q2
to 0, and the difference to 1 as shown in Figure 3.

Finally, evenly distribute the ‘1’ in the position of Q″
to the corresponding position in Q′ to obtain two new
individuals generated by crossover. As shown in Figure 4,
the number of ‘1’ in Q″ is evenly allocated to Q′, and
the position is random. ,erefore, the two newly ob-
tained individuals can be Qnew1 � [1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1] and
Qnew2 � [1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0].

4.6. Mutation. Each chromosome had a given possibility of
being mutated; for the CEAEA, this probability is defined to
0.05. ,e main goal of the mutation program is to maintain
diversity within the group. Considering that the amount of
cluster heads in an individual is constant, the mutation
operation randomly changes a position of “1” in the indi-
vidual to “0” with a mutation probability and randomly
selects one of the positions where the value is “0” and
changes it to “1,” as shown in Figure 5.

4.7. Clone. ,e cloning algorithm is an optimized algorithm
inspired by the cloning principle of the biological immune
system. ,e cloning algorithm combines the adaptive ability
of the biological immune system with the prior knowledge of
the problem, so the algorithm has good robustness in the
information search process and guides the search process to
converge in the direction of the global optimal solution. ,e
CCPEA algorithm increases the population size through the
cloning operator, effectively increases the diversity of the
population, and helps to find the global optimal solution.
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4.8. Chaotic. In CCPEA, when the EA initializes the pop-
ulation, it has a greater impact on the iterative optimization
of subsequent generations. ,erefore, the use of chaotic
sequence logistic mapping to improve the evolutionary
population can enrich the diversity of the initial population
and accelerate the optimization speed. Because chaotic
mapping causes chaos in the feasible region of the inde-
pendent variable, it is predictable in a short initial time, but it
is random in a long time. ,erefore, chaotic mapping has a
positive effect on the convergence speed of EAs.

4.9. Parallel. In CCPEA, a shared area is opened by the main
thread to save the optimal individual of each thread. ,e
child threads run their GAs, synchronize their optimal in-
dividuals to the shared area every hundred generations, and
introduce optimal individuals from other threads.

4.10. Computational Complexity Analysis. In this part, we
analyze the computational complexity of the proposed
CCPEA. In the low-energy clustering problem, the distance
between sensor nodes directly affects the energy cost be-
tween sensors, so it is necessary to calculate the distance and
energy consumption between each sensor node. In the
systemmodel of this article, there are N sensor nodes, so the
computational complexity of energy consumption calcula-
tion is O(N2). For CCPEA, there are S individuals in a
population, and each contains N sensor nodes. If the
number of iterations is H, the computational complexity is
O(N2) + O(HSN).

5. Simulation and Discussion

We propose the simulation results for low-power clustering
in HDWSNs with CCPEA, PSO, and SA in this section.
Simulations were performed to verify the low-energy clus-
tering performance of the proposed CCPEA method. We
test the performance of the schemes on a PC with Intel Core
i7-8550U, 2.00GHz, 8GB RAM, Win10 operating system,
and MATLAB software to denote its applicability to the
clustering design problem. To evaluate the performance of
the CCPEA and other heuristics, a single result function, as
described in Section 4, is utilized in the experimental results.
,en, we develop sensor nodes, and the coordinate of each
sensor node is randomly specified within the square region.
Four low-power clustering problem cases with diverse
numbers of sensors are tested. ,e performance of the
CCPEA, PSO, and SA is reported.

For CCPEA, the selection of parameters is based on the
range of empirical values based on existing research, and the
parameters are adjusted according to the range of empirical
values. Due to the sensitivity of the parameters, slight
changes in parameter data will affect the performance of the
algorithm.,erefore, many experiments must be carried out
and the parameters must be adjusted several times until the
algorithm achieves better performance. At present, a sim-
ulation model close to reality is used to verify the rationality
of the experimental results, which will be implemented in the
actual system in the near future.

In our simulation, all comparisons between CCPEA,
PSO, and SA were reported using 100 generations and 40
individuals. In CCPEA, using recommendations, we select

Q1 = [1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 ]

Q2 = [1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 ]

Q′ = [1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 ]

Figure 2: Crossover.

Q1 = [1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 ]

Q2 = [1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 ]

Q′′ = [0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 ]

Figure 3: Crossover.

Q′ = [1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 ]

Q′′ = [0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 ]

Qnew1 = [1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 ]

(a)

Q′ = [1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0]

Q′′ = [0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1]

Qnew2 = [1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0]

(b)

Figure 4: Crossover.

Q1 = [1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1]

Q2 = [1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1]

Figure 5: Mutation.
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0.05 as mutation probability and 0.8 as crossover possibility.
,e parameter values in the PSO are based on a parametric
study, the learning factor C1�C2� 2 is selected, and the
maximum velocity of the particle is fixed to 6. In SA, the
initial temperature and annealing temperature coefficients
are 200 and 0.85, respectively. ,e specific description of the
parameters is shown in Table 1.

,e basic concept taken in this work is as follows: the
nodes are connected by wireless communication, and the
energy consumption is composed of the sum of the energy
consumed by the receiving node and the sending node when
sending and receiving energy. In the experiment, in order to
consider the influence of the number of different sensor
nodes and different cluster head ratios on the experimental
results, a large number of simulation experiments were done
for the different numbers of sensor nodes and different
cluster head ratios, and the following similar situations were
obtained. ,is article mainly focuses on the comparison of
the communication energy consumption of the three al-
gorithm schemes when the ratio of cluster heads is 10% and
the number of sensor nodes is 100, 200, 300, and 400, re-
spectively. And when the ratio of cluster heads is 5%, 10%,
15%, and 20%, the energy consumption of the three algo-
rithms is compared when the sensor nodes are 200, 400, 600,
800, 1000, and 1200, respectively, as shown in Table 1.

Figures 6(a)–6(d) show the comparison of communi-
cation energy consumption optimized by CCPEA, PSO, and
SA when the number of sensor nodes is 100, 200, 300, and
400 when the proportion of cluster heads is 10%. For each
technique, we just choose the optimum solution in each
iteration from the present population. It must be noted that
the experiment of CCPEA is superior to the PSO and SA
methods, which can be obtained in Figure 6. In Figure 6(a),
compared to other techniques, after 100 generations, the
communication energy consumption of CCPEA is reduced
to 68.25 J. However, PSO and SA attain suboptimal results,
and the communication power consumption acquired by the
PSO and SA is 74.56 J and 83.79 J, respectively. CCPEA
reduces communication energy consumption by 8.46% and
18.55% than PSO and SA.

In Figures 6(b)–6(d), 200, 300, and 400 sensor nodes are
used to obtain similar results. In Figure 6 6(b), the com-
munication energy consumption of CCPEA, PSO, and SA
reached 112.52 J, 125.78 J, and 147.72 J, respectively. And
compared with PSO, SA, CCPEA achieved a faster conver-
gence rate in the first 50 generations and achieved lower
energy consumption in the later 50 generations. In
Figure 6(c), the communication energy consumption using
the CCPEA method dropped to 162.27 J, while PSO and SA
dropped to 184.68 J and 219.44 J, respectively. In Figure 6(d),
the communication energy consumption of CCPEA, PSO,
and SA is 183.36 J, 207.82 J, and 257.69 J, respectively. ,e
communication energy consumption of CCPEA is reduced by
11.77% and 28.84% lower than that of PSO and SA. And
before the 40th generation, the convergence speed of CCPEA
was significantly faster than the other two algorithms.

As shown in Figure 6, the value of communication
energy consumption initially decreases with the growth of
generations. It can be seen that CCPEA finds high-quality

experiments much faster than PSO and SA. On the other
hand, the PSO and SA denotes a quite slower convergence,
hence proving the superior reliability of CCPEA. CCPEA
combines the advantages of the cloning operator, accel-
erates the convergence speed, has better reliability, and
solves the shortcomings of the slow convergence speed of
traditional intelligent algorithms. In CCPEA, the cloning
operator is used to replicate the 5 best individuals in the
population and inherit them to the population in the next
generation to ensure the population in the next generation
is better than the previous population. ,erefore,
achieving better convergence can be achieved. It is evident
that CCPEA has converged to better solutions and it is
prevented from premature convergence. In all 100 gen-
erations, the communication energy consumption of
CCPEA is lower than that of PSO and SA, and the chaotic
operator is used to generate a random initial population,
expand the search range of the population, which helps to
find a better solution, achieve lower energy consumption,
and effectively avoid the algorithm from stagnating early.
It can be seen that the solutions found by CCPEA propose
stable performance, which denotes the robustness of the
algorithm. ,e simulation results present that the sug-
gested CCPEA method offers lower communication
power consumption over the current PSO and SA
methods.

Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show a comparison of the
communication energy consumption changes of CCPEA,
PSO, and SA with different amount of sensor nodes when
the proportion of cluster heads is 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20%,
respectively. Figure 7(a) illustrates the communication
power consumption corresponding to the number of
different sensor nodes while the proportion of cluster
head nodes is 5%. ,e specific values can be seen in
Table 2.

As shown in Table 2, when the number of sensors is 1200,
the optimal communication energy consumption of CCPEA
is 361.54 J, while the communication energy consumption
obtained by PSO and SA is 389.77 J and 518.82 J, revealing
that the CCPEA is more robust than PSO and SA for
minimizing the communication energy consumption. ,e
same result can be obtained in Figures 7(b)–7(d).

Figure 7(b) illustrates the communication power con-
sumption corresponding to the number of different sensor
nodes while the proportion of cluster head nodes is 10%. It
can be seen from Figure 7(b) that when the number of sensor
nodes is 1200, the energy consumption cost of CCPEA is
428.42 J, and the energy consumption costs of PSO and SA
are 534.56 J and 872.69 J, respectively. ,e energy con-
sumption cost of CCPEA is much lower than that of PSO
and SA.

Figure 7(c) illustrates the communication power con-
sumption corresponding to the number of different sensor
nodes while the proportion of cluster head nodes is 15%.
When the number of sensor nodes is 1200, the energy
consumption cost of CCPEA is 509.53 J, and the energy
consumption costs of PSO and SA are 788.24 J and 1277.36 J,
respectively. ,e energy cost of CCPEA is 35.36% and
60.11% lower than that of PSO and SA, respectively.
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Figure 7(d) illustrates the communication power con-
sumption corresponding to the number of different sensor
nodes while the proportion of cluster head nodes is 20%.
When the number of sensor nodes is 1200, the energy
consumption cost of CCPEA is 663.72 J, and the energy
consumption costs of PSO and SA are 1058.47 J and

1726.68 J, respectively. ,e energy cost of CCPEA is 37.29%
and 61.56% lower than that of PSO and SA, respectively.

When the number of sensor nodes is fixed at 1000, in
Figure 8(a)-8(b), the communication energy consumption of
the three algorithms at different cluster head ratios is
compared. In Figure 8(a), the communication energy of

Table 1: Description of parameters.

Parameters Description
Number of individuals An individual represents a solution to a low-energy clustering problem
Number of iterations Algorithm optimization times
Mutation rate Probability of binary code mutation
Crossover rate Probability of binary change exchange between two individuals
Learning factors C1 and C2 Acceleration constant, normally, C1�C2� 2
Maximum velocity of the particle Maximum speed of particle movement
,e initial temperature A sufficiently large temperature defined before the first iteration
,e annealing temperature coefficient Cooling rate coefficient, when the cooling rate coefficient is smaller, the cooling rate is faster
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Figure 6: Energy consumption of CCPEA, PSO, and SA ((a) 100 sensor nodes; (b) 200 sensor nodes; (c) 300 sensor nodes; (d) 400 sensor
nodes).
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CCPEA is 318.60 J with a cluster head ratio is 5%, while the
low-energy clustering solutions in PSO and SA are 331.01 J
and 423.67 J, respectively. In Figure 8(b), when the cluster
head ratio is 10%, the communication energy of CCPEA is
381.67 J and PSO and SA are 482.49 J and 715.77 J, re-
spectively. Figure 8(c) represents the communication energy
cost of the three algorithms when the cluster head ratio is
15%.,e communication energy of CCPEA is 421.46 J, while

that of PSO and SA is 623.13 J and 1108.34 J, respectively. In
Figure 8(d), the communication energy of CCPEA is
318.60 J, and those of the PSO and SA are 331.01 J and
423.67 J, respectively. In Figures 8(a)–8(d), we can also
clearly conclude that CCPEA is more robust and stable than
ACO and SA. Simulation denotes that the suggested CCPEA
strategy outperforms the conventional ACO and SA tech-
nologies with smaller communication energy consumption.
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Figure 7: Energy consumption of CCPEA, PSO, and SA ((a) 5% cluster head ratio; (b) 10% cluster head ratio; (c) 15% cluster head ratio; (d)
20% cluster head ratio).

Table 2: Energy consumption when the cluster head ratio is 5% (J).

200 sensors 400 sensors 600 sensors 800 sensors 1000 sensors 1200 sensors
CCPEA 148.70 189.48 224.89 276.18 318.60 361.54
PSO 152.66 211.72 263.32 295.29 331.01 389.77
SA 193.34 257.26 306.31 387.46 423.67 518.82
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6. Conclusion

,is work presents a novel clone chaotic parallel evolu-
tionary algorithm (CCPEA), which uses the merging clone
operator and chaotic operator. In this article, we first de-
scribe a new formulation of the objective function to
minimize the communication energy consumption to suit
the low energy. By introducing CCPEA into the low-energy
clustering, a result function for evaluating the communi-
cation energy consumption is designed to minimize the
communication energy consumption for HDWSNs. Com-
prehensive analysis and experiments are carried out to assess
the performance improvement of CCPEA compared to
methods according to PSO and SA.,e experimental results
show that, in the case of different cluster head ratios and
different sensor nodes, the communication energy con-
sumption of CCPEA is lower than that of PSO and SA. ,e
cloning operator, chaos operator, and parallel operator in
CCPEA expand the scope of optimization and reduce the

energy consumption of communication while avoiding the
premature convergence and evolutionary stagnation of the
algorithm.
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Aiming at the real-time requirements for industrial control systems, we proposed a corresponding trust chain method for
industrial control system application software and a component analysis method based on security sensitivity weights. A dynamic
length trust chain structure is also proposed in this paper. Based on this, the industrial control system software integrity
measurement method is constructed. Aimed at the validity of the model, a simulation attack experiment was performed, and the
performance of the model was repeated from multiple perspectives to verify the performance of the method. Experiments show
that this method can effectively meet the integrity measurement under the condition of high real-time performance, protect the
integrity of files, and improve the software credibility of industrial control system.

1. Introduction

Industrial control system security, as an important part of
the industrial control system, profoundly affects the de-
velopment of industrial control network-related industries
and has a strong degree of industrial relevance and industrial
penetration. Information security of industrial control
systems has become an important part of the integration of
the two industries. -e security risks it brings are no longer
just “small” problems such as information leakage and
unavailability of information systems. With the attack
technology and means of industrial control system be-
coming more and more advanced, complex, and mature, the
security threat of industrial control system is becomingmore
and more serious. -erefore, security measures are urgently
needed to deal with the security threat of industrial control
system. Trusted computing technology is widely concerned
by industrial control industry because it can provide security
immunity. As an active defense method, trusted computing

can improve security of industrial control system from
inside [1].

Considerable achievements have been made in the
credibility of industrial control systems, but most of these
achievements are based on traditional computer systems
[2, 3]. Because the reliability and real-time requirements of
industrial control system are not considered, these methods
cannot be directly applied to industrial control system.

For the top-level design of industrial control system
security, Cheng et al. [4] proposed a trusted computing-
based industrial control security solution. -is solution
improves the security of industrial control systems through
the cooperation of firewall technology, intrusion detection
technology, and trusted computing technology. An et al. [5]
realized the application of trusted computing technology in
power system, realized higher level security protection of
power system, set a precedent, and provided a case worthy of
reference for the construction of security immunity engi-
neering in other industries.
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In trusted computing field, the traditional construction
mode of trust chain is only applicable to a single system. For
the dual redundancy system, it causes break of transitive
trust. Wang et al. [6] proposed a trust chain structure based
on a dual redundant system to implement credibility de-
termination in the automatic switching process when an
industrial control computer fails. Shang et al. [7–9] dis-
cussed the credibility of traditional PLC (programmable
logic controller) in industrial control from different angles
and achieved specific analysis of common equipment in
industrial control systems.

-e TCG trust chain has great potential in the con-
struction of a trusted operating system [10], but for the
measurement process from the operating system to the
application, the structure of TCG trust chain is too simple to
meet the diverse requirements of the application layer, and
there are fewer applications in the application layer.

IMA (integrity metric architecture), as the first integrity
measurement architecture based on TCG standard, is of
great significance [11]. IMA determines the trustworthiness
of software by performing integrity metric before the pro-
gram runs, but it does not mean the trustworthiness of the
program at run time. Shi et al. [12] proposed BIND (binding
instructions and data), a fine-grained attestation service for
securing distributed systems, which achieves small granu-
larity dynamic verification by measuring the integrity of key
code segments. However, it needs to identify key code
segments and establish binding relationship between input
and output data before running, which is a complex process.
Shankar et al. [13] provided a largely automated system for
verifying Clark-Wilson interprocess information-flow in-
tegrity. -ey defined a weaker version of Clark-Wilson
integrity, called CW-Lite, which has the same interprocess
information-flow guarantees, but which requires less fil-
tering, only small changes to existing applications. But the
formal validation capability of the model is not sufficient to
formally validate the system.

Li et al. [14] proposed a dynamic trusted application
model for privilege isolation, maintaining flexibility in ap-
plication loading and improving the trustworthiness of the
application layer. Garfinkel et al. [15] enabled the mea-
surement of applications by using DRM (digital rights
management) approach to deliver trust. Zhang et al. [16]
proposed a trustworthiness analysis method for the appli-
cation layer, which uses a nondisruptive behavioural ap-
proach to achieve real-time application metrics.

Industrial control system is a typical system that does not
need to be restarted frequently, which makes the application
of TCG trust chain in industrial control system very difficult
and cannot meet the actual application requirements
[17–19]. -e purpose of building a trusted operating system
is to ensure that the application has a trusted execution
environment and that the trust relationship can continue.
For industrial control systems, based on meeting the reli-
ability and real-time requirements of industrial control
systems, improving the credibility of application programs is
a very critical issue [20, 21]. In this paper, we start with the
static measurement method, focus on real-time, and build a
trusted approach at the application layer. Compared with the

existing literature, this paper has the following major
contributions:

(1) A software component analysis method is proposed
that takes security sensitivities into account. -is
approach enables a hierarchical protection scheme
for different files by dividing the software compo-
nents by considering the security sensitivity of the
files. -e solution can effectively improve the real-
time performance of applications when performing
integrity checks.

(2) A new dynamic length chain of trust transfer model
is proposed. -e model can be adapted to different
real-time requirements and complete integrity ver-
ification on the basis of meeting the real-time re-
quirements of industrial control systems. -is new
dynamic length chain of trust structure has the
features of easy updating, dynamic structure, and
adjustable real-time requirements.

(3) A software trustworthiness verification model based
on dynamic length chains of trust is proposed. Adopt
the concept of differentiated design of the applica-
tion software’s own components and the system’s
common components to achieve classification and
management of different components and to opti-
mise the efficiency of integrity verification. Effec-
tively improve the efficiency of system integrity
verification, reduce the burden of trusted computing
on the system so that trusted computing technology
means can continue to be used in the absence of
system resources and can be effectively compatible
with the old industrial control system, and enhance
the system’s trustworthiness as much as possible at a
lower upgrade cost. -e update process of the model
is also discussed, which is characterised by easy
software updates.

-e rest of this paper is organized as follows. ICS
software analysis is discussed in Section 2. A software trust
measurement model based on dynamic length trust chain
(DLTC) is proposed in Sections 3. -e effectiveness of the
algorithm is verified by a simulation experiment in Section 4.
Finally, the conclusions are given in Section 5.

2. ICS Software Analysis

2.1. Real-Time. Industrial control system is facing a large
number of new security challenges, and industrial control
computer is undertaking more and more information se-
curity responsibilities. Information security protection
methods generally adopt the combination of active defense
and passive defense. As an important technology of active
defense, trusted computing is becoming more and more
important. Generally, the combination of dynamic and static
methods is used to ensure the credibility of the system.
Integrity measurement is a common static measurement
method. However, it also has an inherent disadvantage:
integrity measurement of trusted computing is usually
performed before the program runs. For services with real-
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time requirements, careful consideration must be given to
whether to use static measurement methods for integrity
measurement [22].

Real-time means that the input, calculation, and output
of the signal are completed in a very short time and pro-
cessed in time according to the changes in the generation
process. Real-time is the ability to perform specified func-
tions within a limited time and respond to external asyn-
chronous events. Emphasis is on the specified time, as long
as the completion within the specified time is real-time [23].

Specifically, for any stimulus-response system, there is a
time from the stimulus input to the response output, that is,
the stimulus-response period T, which represents the time
response capability of the system.

If the response time T of the system can meet the re-
quirement of the response time t specified by the system, that
is, t≤T, the system is a real-time system.

In industrial control systems, two main factors are af-
fecting the real-time performance of the system: on the one
hand, the real-time nature of the unit components in the
system.-at is, controllers, sensors, and actuators must meet
real-time requirements. On the other hand, it refers to the
real-time nature of the industrial communication network,
and the information interaction between field devices must
be completed within a certain time.

According to the requirements of different systems for
real-time requirements, field information can be divided
into real-time information and nonreal-time information.
Real-time information must be processed on time, with high
requirements for real-time performance. Priority must be
given to prevent system failure. At the same time, the
credibility of this operation is higher. -e execution of this
part of the program is related to the credibility of the sys-
tem’s fault handling behavior.

-e integrity measurement method usually increases the
delay and affects the real-time performance of the system.
-erefore, for systems with high real-time requirements,
integrity is to measure integrity on the premise of meeting
real-time requirements.

Integrity measurement and real-time are usually mu-
tually limited. For hard real-time systems, the delay fluc-
tuation in integrity measurement may have a significant
impact, resulting in that system cannot operate normally.
For soft real-time system, the impact of integrity mea-
surement is less than that of hard real-time system. At the
same time, the availability of industrial control system is very
important. -ere is a strong positive correlation between
real-time and availability. Generally speaking, availability
and real-time should be considered first when considering
the security of industrial control system.

2.2. File Type. Documents have different security sensitiv-
ities and different levels of security protection. For security-
sensitive files, more security measures need to be added to
ensure that they are secure. For security-sensitive files, such
as dynamic link library, static link library, and Perl script,
this paper analyzes the file characteristics of Linux platform
and the emphasis of integrity measurement.

-is paper mainly analyzes and studies the common file
types in Linux system. For example, the binary file is the
traditional executable file, while the script language program
is generally described as a text file.

-is paper considers that security-sensitive files under
the Linux platform which can be divided into the following
three categories: the first category is executable files, which
includes the files that can be executed with executable
permission, and the files that can be executed after getting
executable permission but have no executable permission at
present. -ese files include the main files that can be directly
run, including dynamic link libraries, static link libraries,
binary files, and scripts. -e second category is the files
containing sensitive data. -ese files store information that
may be used during program operation, such as files that
record the hash value of files. -ey need to be verified for
integrity to prevent hackers from modifying it after
obtaining administrator rights of these files. -e third cat-
egory is the user-defined security-sensitive files. Users can
define files as security-sensitive files according to actual
needs.

2.3. Component Analysis Method Based on Security
Sensitivity. -e previous paper analyses the software re-
quirements and characteristics of industrial control systems
from three perspectives. To better describe the internal
connections and characteristics of these files, a two-di-
mensional attribute is constructed to describe the charac-
teristics of the files. -rough cluster analysis of the file
characteristics, the internal connections of the files are
obtained, and the files are decomposed to meet the needs of
establishing a real-time trust chain structure.

Software attributes are constructed from two dimen-
sions: the first is the weight of security sensitivity. Different
levels of security sensitive files need different weights, which
need to be determined artificially and protected by different
protection levels. -is is a “hierarchical protection” method
[24], which can effectively deal with complex practical
situations.

-e second is the relationship and function between
calling and called. -e calling relationship in a program is
usually organized by function. -e granularity of analyzing
software behavior based on function is too small, which leads
to too many details involved in measurement. Usually, the
number of files involved in a program that performs a
specific function is fixed, and not all files are involved. By
analyzing the calling relationship of a specific function, the
number of files that need to be verified when using the
function can be effectively reduced, so as to improve the real-
time performance of integrity measurement.

Due to the difference of software structure, it is difficult
to analyze the calling and called functions with automatic
method, and it depends more on experience. Taking
OpenPLC as an example, it is mainly based on the inclusion
of header files, and the calling relationship of program files is
determined by the operation of header files. OpenPLC file
structure is clear and easy to identify. Usually, each folder is a
file that performs independent functions.
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-rough the above two attributes, different files can be
classified and processed. -e software is written with dif-
ferent software structure, and the analysis is slightly dif-
ferent. A well-designed software should meet the
requirements of “high cohesion and low coupling.” For such
software, it is easy to handle at the file and folder level.

According to these two principles, files with similar
functions are put in the same “package.” -e package
consists of several files with similar functions and security
sensitivity [25]. -ese files should show the relationship
between the calling and the called. -e concept of package
essentially defines the delay of component, but the granu-
larity of the component is different from the traditional
definition [26, 27]. -is method puts more emphasis on the
security sensitivity of files, which is an improvement of
component definition.

2.4. Dynamic Length Trust Chain. In the industrial control
system, the software update is slow, and it takes a lot of time
to realize the dynamic measurement method in the indus-
trial control system [28]. At present, static method is widely
used because of its simple and easy deployment [29].

Generally speaking, these methods are easy to imple-
ment and highly customized, and traditional models use
TPM as the source of trust. As a trusted root, TPM has been
proved to be a feasible solution and has been widely used.
Many scholars put forward the construction technology of
virtual trusted root in cloud environment [30–32]. For some
industrial control systems without TPM, the trusted root
based on USB can be used, which can also bring the expected
effect [33, 34].

-e trust chain length of TCG organization is fixed, and
the measurement time is relatively fixed, which cannot meet
the real-time requirements of industrial control system. If we
give up the measurement of some documents directly, it is
difficult to guarantee their credibility. -erefore, we need a
dynamic length of trust chain, and cut the length of the trust
chain to meet the requirements of trust degree. At the same
time, the chain trust transfer model cannot effectively de-
scribe the call and transfer of control between applications.
Even for entities with measurement capability, with the
increase of the number of entities in the computing plat-
form, the chain trust transfer model will become difficult to
manage.

In view of these shortcomings, this paper proposes a
Dynamic length trust chain (DLTC) structure for real-time
industrial control systems. -is structure effectively solves
the problems of fixed length of trust chain, fixed mea-
surement time, and poor real-time performance. At the same
time, this structure can also effectively describe the calling
relationship between software. -e description of software
dependency can adapt to the current software environment.

-e file package sequence obtained by using the analysis
method based on security sensitivity and components is
F0, F1, F2, . . . , Fn, recorded as Ω, as shown in (1). F0 is the
main function; n is the number of file package; there are n+1
file packages in Ω:

Ω � F0, F1, F2, . . . , Fn . (1)

For a program, the description of its package is shown in
(1), and then a corresponding chain of trust can be described
as an ordered sequence as described in (2); φi� 1 means the
file package is in TL; φi� 0 means the file package is not in
TL; in particular, φ0�1 means the trust chain always
contains the main function.

TL � φ0,φ1,φ2, . . . ,φn . (2)

-e calculation method of the length definition of the
trust chain is shown in

len � 
n

i�0
φi. (3)

Equations (1) and (2) describe the elements contained in
the trust chain. In essence, the trust chain is still a chain
structure trust chain, but because the successor nodes of
each node in the trust chain are dynamically determined, it
forms a tree structure trust chain.

3. Software Trust Measurement Model
Based on DLTC

3.1. Real-Time Mathematical Description. For an entity, the
system response time requirement is T, whichmeans that the
response time [35] meets the following equation:

t≤T. (4)

For an entity, the response time without adding the
integrity measurement method is t1, and the time required
for its integrity measurement is t2, and then the total re-
sponse time satisfies the following equation:

t � t1 + t2. (5)

-en, the expected maximum response time of the chain
of trust is defined, which is as shown in equation (6). In
equation (6), α is the dynamic coefficient, and 0≤α≤1. Its
existence is to leave a margin for the estimation error of the
system in the required measurement time, so as to ensure
that the system will not fail due to exceeding the response
time requirement under hard real-time conditions.

Thmax � α × T − t1( . (6)

For any package Fi(1≤ i≤ n), the files in it are marked as
fij. -ere are two attributes for anyone, one is the file size,
marked as sij; the other is the expected measurement time of
the file, marked as τij, which describes the end of the
comparison of the completeness of the hash calculation
value integrity check result of the file.

-e expected measurement time τij for any file satisfies
the following equation:

τij � a + b × sij. (7)

-e calculation of equation (7) is obtained by least
square fitting, which describes a relationship. -e time
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required for a file to perform integrity measurement consists
of two parts. One is the file I/O time, and the other is the time
required for hash calculation. In equation (7), a describes the
fixed overhead time of file I/O, and b describes the mea-
surement time that increases as the file size increases. -is
part of the time is mainly generated by the hash operation.

-e actual values of the parameters a and b need to be
calculated according to the actual configuration of the
system. -e calculation process of this parameter in the
experimental environment of this paper is detailed in Sec-
tion 4.2.

-en, the integrity measurement time of each file
package is jτij, which is defined as the measurement time
sum of all files contained in the file package.

-e most time-consuming step in the dynamic generation
of a complete trust chain is the hash operation, but other
smooth processing also consumes a lot of time.-emain steps
of trusted chain generation include the following parts: (1) Due
to the serial original in the TPM, the backlog of unfinished
operations will affect the subsequent operations, which will
cause delays, which is recorded as tTPM, as shown in Figure 1.
(2) Processing hashmetric list (HML) operations requires time.
HML is defined in Section 3.2. -is part of the time can be
divided into HML reading time, recorded as tHMLr, and time to
write HML, recorded as tHMLw. (3) -e time consumed to
generate the random number, process the random number,
and generate the chain of trust is trandm. (4) -e time to cal-
culate the integrity of all the files in the chain of trust.

Th max can also be described in the following equation:

Thmax � tTPM + tHMLr + trandm + 
n

i�0
TL(i) × tFi. (8)

3.2. HashMetric List. For a program, its related information
is recorded in a text file, called a hash metric record table,
abbreviated as Hash Metric List (HML). It is stored in a
trusted storage space controlled by the TPM, it is encrypted
by the encryption algorithm contained in the TPM, and the
key is stored in the TPM to ensure the security of the HML.
-e file structure of the HML is shown in Figure 2.

-e main information stored in HML includes the
following contents: the file structure of the software and all
files, the number of measurements transferred by each file,
total number of measurements, the file size, and the integrity
measurement results of each file.

In order to prevent the HML file from being tampered,
integrity measurement and report should be carried out
before using the HML file every time to determine the
credibility of the HML file.

To maintain HML more conveniently and efficiently, we
divide HML file into two types, the first one is a system hash
metric record table, denoted as SHML (system hash metric
list), and the second one is an application hash metric record
table, denoted as AHML (application hash metric list).
SHML is used to store the hash value measurement results of
public resources in the system, and AHML is used to record
the hash value measurement results of the application’s files.

-e main reasons for adopting this design method are as
follows:

(1) Storing all records in a unified HML will lead to too
large HML file and low search efficiency, which
cannot meet the design goal. -e use of large HML
files will have a great impact on the real-time per-
formance of the system.

(2) -e component-based design method produces a
large number of public resources. Many of them are
public resources in the system as dynamic link li-
brary (DLL). A large number of services call DLL. If
each HML stores relevant information, it will cause a
great waste of resources.

(3) Credibility of integrity measurement results can be
considered as short-term rather than long-term, or
invalid after measurement. Whether two integrity
measures are needed in two calls to common re-
sources in a short time is worth discussing. By
considering the validity period of integrity mea-
surement, we can effectively reduce the time of in-
tegrity measurement and improve the real-time
performance of the system.

(4) Consider the security principles of “least privilege”
and “as needed.” -ese DLL modules only serve
specific programs. If they are all stored in a unified
HML file, it may bring information security risks.

In summary, the HML is divided into a system-main-
tained SHML for controlling common components and an
application-specific AHML.

As described in Section 2.3, through the analysis of
software components, the files in a complete software are
classified, and the loose file structure is changed into a
compact file package structure. -e granularity of the
package can be adjusted according to the measurement
requirements. AHML is dynamically formed in the trust
chain constructed in this paper. To ensure information
security, two files are used to manage AHML, AHML-H, and
AHML-F.

AHML-H is used to store software packages, absolute
path names and integrity metrics. It stores sensitive infor-
mation. In order to prevent tampering, it separates the
information that needs to be modified from the information
that does not need to be modified during the operation.
AHML-H stores the integrity measurement results and
encrypts them with the encryption function provided by
TPM.

AHML-F is used to store packages. -e main infor-
mation it stores is the file package, package size, measure-
ment times, measurement interval, security sensitivity
weight, and total measurement times. -e file is dynamic
when the trust chain is generated. In order not to store
sensitive check value information and ensure security, the
random number selection algorithm is used to achieve the
measurement times, so as to achieve better robustness and
ensure the correct operation of the program when the
measurement times have problems.
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Implementing AHML as two files has the following
advantages: firstly, the separation of sensitive information
and nonsensitive information is realized. AHML-H and
AHML-F are stored in trusted storage areas. -ere is no
sensitive information in AHML-F, and it will be modified
dynamically during the running of the program to ensure its
security. Once the memory leak occurs, the impact will be
very small. AHML-H file stores sensitive integrity mea-
surement results, which can ensure its security by only
reading and not modifying.

Secondly, unnecessary information can be hided. AHML-
H file itself does not reflect those files that need to be
measured, which can reduce the time of file path and integrity
measurement results appearing in memory and prevent the
information security problem that the software cannot be
loaded into memory when using static measurement method.

Finally, the size of related files can be reduced, and the
complexity of AHML-H file retrieval can be reduced. It can
save time to measure while retrieving. By separating reading
AHML-H file from writing AHML-H file, the writing op-
eration of AHML file is independent of measurement, which
can save measurement time.

3.3. Trust Chain Generation Method Based on Roulette Rules.
For a software, a series of packages are obtained by using the
“analysis method based on security sensitivity and com-
ponent,” which maintain an AHML-F file and an AHML-H
file. -e operating system maintains a SHML file. For
AHML-F, the data item “measures” constitutes an arrayM of
lengths 1×n, where Mi is number of times the i-th file
package was measured. -e combination of arrays M and

TPM performs run unfinished tasks

Read HML

Random number processing and generate
chains of trust

Hash operation, integrity measurement 

Start-up
so�wareWrite HML

Measurement or not N

Y

Recovery
process

Encrypted storage
of HML

tTPM

tHMLr

trandm

tis ≈ 0

tHMLw

tTPM

th max

TL (i) × tFi
i = 0

n

Figure 1: Trust chain generation process and time consumption.

HML
Strategy developers: ······ 
Digital certificates: ······
Digital signatures: ······
Total number of measurements: ······
Id; file-package; absolute path filenames; size; integrity metrics; number of measurements;

Figure 2: File structure of the HML.
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random numbers determines the generation of trust chains.
-e random number is generated by the TPM. -e random
number generator is one of the several functions provided by
the TPM. Its data item “security sensitivity weight” con-
stitutes an array W of lengths 1×n, whereWi is the weight of
the i-th file package.

Each time TPM generates a random number R, the
mapping between the random number and the file package is
generated by the roulette selection method. -e steps of
generating trust chain file by roulette selectionmethod are as
follows.

3.3.1. Handling Arrays M and Arrays W. -e arrayW exists
in the form of characters and needs to be converted into
numeric values. -e array W reflects the adjustment of the
trust chain structure according to the security sensitivity of
the package, which affects the structure of the trust chain in a
proportional way. Depending on the sensitivity, the values
are 4, 3, 1, and 0.5.

To improve the robustness of the algorithm, restrictions
are added. For packages that meet the conditions shown in
equation (9), in the selection of trust chain, the probability of
being selected is 1, where max-() means calculating the
maximum value of the array. k is the limited number of
times, which can be adjusted according to the actual situ-
ation. In this paper, k� 5.

max(M) − Mi > k. (9)

Equation (9) is to ensure that the difference between the
number of times any two packages are measured is not
greater than 5, so as to ensure that in extreme cases, non-
security sensitive data can also get a limited number of
integrity measures. -e robustness of the algorithm is
improved.

3.3.2. Selection Probability. Roulette selection method, also
known as proportional selection method, is based on the
proportion of individuals in the whole. First, the array M is
updated by the following equation:

Mi � max(M) − Mi + 1. (10)

-en, the probability of selection is calculated by the
following equation:

P Fi(  �
Mi × Wi


n
i�1 Mi × Wi

. (11)

3.3.3. Cumulative Probability. Selection probability of each
package is calculated by the following equation:

qi � 
i

j�1
P Fi( . (12)

3.3.4. Random Number Selection. -e random number R
generated by the TPM is used to determine the file package

to be selected. If R< q [1], select package 1; if q[h-1]<R< q
[h], select the h-th individual.

3.3.5. Repeating the Above Process until Sufficient Data Are
Generated. In this way, the trust chain structure can be
generated dynamically. Due to the robustness of the algo-
rithm, the measurement times of the algorithm will not be
greatly different.

3.4. Trust ChainUpdateMechanism. -e trust chain of TCG
chain structure adopts the extension operation of hash,
which makes it difficult to update. Once the hash value of a
node is updated, the trust chain needs to recalculate the hash
value and carry out the extension operation, which leads to a
lot of calculation work. To solve this problem, the star trust
chain stores hash values for different nodes, which can ef-
fectively solve the problem of updating. -e trust chain
structure proposed in this paper has the characteristics of
star structure trust chain and is easy to update.

-e update process of file modification is as follows:

(1) Update AMHL-H file. Update the files that need to
be updated and modify the corresponding records in
the AMHL-H file.

(2) Update the AHML-F file. Update the file size of the
corresponding package.

-e update process of file addition is as follows:

(1) Calculate the distance between the feature descrip-
tion of the new files and the cluster center; classify
the new files to the closest file package.

(2) Update AMHL-H file. Add new records to the
AMHL-H file.

(3) Update the AHML-F file. Update the file size of the
corresponding package.

-e update process of file deletion is as follows:

(1) Update AMHL-H file. Delete related records located
in AMHL-H files.

(2) Update the AHML-F file. Update the file size of the
corresponding package.

4. Experiment

4.1. Simulation Platform Building. -e configuration of the
experimental platform is shown in Table 1. Due to the
limitation of experimental conditions, TPM v1.2 is adopted.
-eoretically, all functions implemented on TPM v1.2 can be
implemented on TPM 2.x [36].

-is experiment only verifies the effectiveness, and the
performance experiment only represents the running effect
in the current experimental environment. -e benchmark
data measured in Section 4.2 only represent the current
experimental platform.

4.2. Benchmark Data Measurement. In order to objectively
measure the impact of device configuration on the time
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consumption of TPM hash operation, the following ex-
perimental scheme is used to test:

(1) Randomly generate 1024 files, the file size is from
1KB to 1024KB, and the interval is 1 KB.

(2) Hash these files and extend them to PCR through
extend operation, and record the time required for
each operation, the unit of measurement is ms, and
measure 100 times repeatedly.

(3) Processing data: remove the data less than the
smaller quartile, remove the data greater than the
larger quartile, and calculate the arithmetic mean of
the remaining data to replace the whole data.

(4) -e data calculated in step 3 are fitted by least square
method, and the fitting calculation is carried out by

Thash � 0.0022 × Fs + 0.0621, (13)

where Thash is the time required to hash the file, and the unit
of measurement is ms; Fs is the size of the file to be mea-
sured; the unit of measurement is KB.

-e determination coefficient of the fitting equation is
r2 � 0.9989, which indicates that the fitting result is good.

4.3. Case Analysis Based on OpenPLC. OpenPLC is an easy-
to-use programmable logic controller based on open-source
protocols [37, 38]. For OpenPLC, the first dimension of its
file attributes is analyzed in two steps:

Step 1: filter the installation file name and authority.

-rough the LS command in Linux, output all the file
names and related authorities, and filter out the files that can
be considered as the security-sensitivity weight ofD through
reverse filtering. Files with such characteristics are usually as
follows:

(1) C/C++ language source code, Java source code,
Makefile and other files with source code: script files
are not included. For OpenPLC, these files are only

used in the installation, and do not work in the
subsequent software operation.

(2) Config files used during software installation: these
files serve Linux software installation. Config file
used in the software running process is not included.

(3) Intermediate files in the compilation process: there
are a lot of C/C++ programs in OpenPLC, which will
produce some intermediate files in the process of
compiling.

(4) Auxiliary function files: these files are used to assist
users and have nothing to do with the trusted op-
eration of the software. -ese files mainly include
help documents, readme, installation logs, and
copyright license files.

(5) Files unrelated to the installation platform: in
OpenPLC, there are related files for Windows
platform and docker container. Whether these files
have security sensitivity depends on different ex-
perimental platforms. For the platform used in this
experiment, these files are useless.

(6) When the software has strong robustness, some
image files can be considered as not security-sen-
sitive. -e important premise is that the software has
enough robustness and will not fail because of the
lack of these image files.
Step 2: through manual measurement, security
sensitivity of files can be determined more
accurately.

For OpenPLC, some folders are used to store software
output files. -ese are software outputs and have nothing to
do with the operation of the software. -e security of these
outputs can be guaranteed by data encryption, which is
beyond the scope of this article.

According to the above method, the OpenPLC package
number and file size are shown in Table 2. As shown in
Table 2, the total size of the file package is 1092.5 KB.
According to (13), the expected measurement time is
24.0961ms, the maximum file package size is 861.4 KB, and
the expected measurement time is 18.5721ms, accounting
for 77% of the total expected measurement time. -e main
reason for this problem is that the file package contains files
with large memory consumption.

4.4. EffectivenessAnalysis. After successful installation of the
experimental environment, comparative experiments are
designed to verify the effectiveness of the algorithm. -e
validation of the algorithm mainly considers whether the
algorithm can effectively prevent illegal start-up behavior.

Table 3 shows the validity of the algorithm. -e above
analysis shows that the algorithm is effective.

4.5. Performance Analysis. Dynamic length trust chain
mainly solves the strict real-time requirements of industrial
control system, so the fluctuation of its performance is very
important for the credibility of industrial control system
software and the performance analysis of model. Real-time

Table 1: Configuration information for the prototype system.

Name Version
System Ubuntu 18.0

CPU Core i5-4200M 2.50GHz, 4
core

Memory 4GB
Secondary cache 4MB
TPM version 1.2
Gun multiple precision
arithmetic 6.1.2

Trousers 0.3.14
TPM-tools 1.3.9.1
TPM chip version 1.2.0.7
TPM spec level 2
TPM errata revision 1
TPM vendor ID ETHZ
TPM version 01010000
TPM manufacturer info 4554485a
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analysis can be done from two aspects: low delay require-
ment and high delay requirement.

First, the test is executed when the real-time requirement
is low, all metrics can be executed, and the expected max-
imum response time is limited.-is time limit can fully meet
the package distribution shown in Table 2. Under this real-
time condition, the experimental data of 100 repeated tests
are shown in Figure 3.

In the data shown in Figure 3, the maximum con-
sumption time is 25.6791ms, the minimum consumption
time is 23.0454ms, the average consumption time is
24.2340ms, and the variance is 0.3627. From the data
fluctuation and variance data shown in Figure 3, we can see
that the stability of the algorithm is very good, and the data
fluctuation is small. In the process of integrity measurement,
the expected maximum response time Th max will not be
exceeded, which can meet the requirements of low real-time.

Secondly, test is performed for a situation that the real-
time requirement is high and a large number of measure-
ments cannot be carried out. In this case, the scheduling
ability of the algorithm determines the number of times the
file is measured. -e limit dynamic coefficient is α� 0.9, the
maximum expected response time is Th max � 24ms, and the
time required for OpenPLC to perform a hash operation is
T0� 24.0961ms, here T0>Th max. At the same time, con-
sidering the fluctuation of calculation time in the mea-
surement process, the integrity of all files cannot be
calculated in the measurement process. In order to meet the
real-time and robust requirements of industrial control
system, the performance analysis of the algorithm should be
carried out from two aspects: (1) considering the fluctuation
of the algorithm. -e fluctuation of algorithm will lead to
timeout and destroy the availability of industrial control
system; (2) considering the fluctuation of packet measure-
ment process. -e number of times each software package is
measured should be as stable as possible to ensure that each

file has the opportunity to be measured, so as to improve the
credibility of the whole software system.

In Figure 4, the maximum value is 25.3655, and 54% of
them is larger than Th max. All samples are less than Th maxα.
α� 0.9 is used to describe the margin left by the algorithm. It
can be seen that the algorithm does not exceed the limit. -e
results show that the fluctuation of the algorithm is rea-
sonable and will not cause the program execution to fail
beyond the time limit.

Table 2: Package number and size.

No. Directory Size Security sensitivity
0 ./start_openplc.sh 46 4
1 ./utils/dnp3_src/ 182300 4
2 ./utils/libmodbus_src 40139 4
3 ./utils/matiec_src 1161242 4
4 ./utils/st_optimizer_src 32136 4
5 ./webserver/otherfile 8615563 4
6 ./webserver/static 538565 1
7 ./webserver/core 396202 3
8 ./webserver/lib 213255 3
9 ./webserver/scripts 7303 3

Table 3: Algorithm validation results.

Test case Use integrity measurement Do not use integrity measurement
Use correct start_openplc.sh file Successful Successful
Modify one of the security-sensitive files Unsuccessful Successful
Modify the file bool_true.png that does not affect the application Successful Successful
Update libmodbus.o with security measures Successful Successful
Infect files with a virus bootkit [39–41] Unsuccessful Successful
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Figure 3: Running time during low real-time request.
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Figure 4: Running time (Th max � 24ms).
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When dynamic coefficient α� 0.9 and the maximum
distribution of the expected maximum response time
25ms≥Th max≥ 19ms, distribution of the maximum run-
ning time is shown in Figure 5.

5. Conclusions

According to the real-time requirements of industrial control
system, as well as the operating system and application
software rarely involved in TCG related research, the cor-
responding trust chain construction method is proposed in
this paper. According to the characteristics of industrial
control system software, a component analysis method based
on security sensitivity weight is proposed from three aspects
of real-time requirements, component characteristics, and file
characteristics. Based on the analysis of traditional trust chain
structure, a dynamic length trust chain structure is proposed.
-e generation process of this trust chain structure is de-
scribed in detail, and an example is analyzed.

-e effectiveness of the model is evaluated from two as-
pects. -e effectiveness of the model is verified by simulation
attack experiments, and the effectiveness of dynamic length
trust chain is analyzed by simulating the impact of different
attack behaviors on file changes. Experiments show that this
method can effectively deal with various attacks, protect the
integrity of the file, and improve the credibility of the program.
-e performance of the model is analyzed by repeated ex-
periments. Performance analysis experiments show that the
method can meet different real-time requirements.

-is paper studies themeasurement method of operating
system and application in trust chain and proposes a new
trust chain structure. However, this method still needs to be
further improved. At present, the degree of automation of
the analysis process is low, which requires the intervention
of human experience, and the process is more complex. -e
real-time condition is limited, because information security
technology will inevitably lead to delay, and the harsh real-
time requirements cannot be met. -ese are our further
research directions.
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,e coverage of test cases is an important indicator for the security and robustness test of industrial control protocols. It is an
important research topic to complete the test with less use cases. Taking Modbus protocol as an example, a calculation method of
case similarity and population dispersion based on weight division is proposed in this paper. ,e method can describe the
similarity of use cases and the dispersion degree of individuals in the population more accurately. Genetic algorithm is used to
generate and optimize test cases, and individual similarity and population dispersion are used as fitness functions of genetic
algorithm. Experimental results show that the proposed method can increase the population dispersion by 3.45% compared with
the conventional methods and effectively improve the coverage of test cases.

1. Introduction

,e industrial control systems control the data collection,
image and sound signal processing, information transmis-
sion, and process control during the entire production
process. ,e safety and reliability during operation are re-
lated to the stability of the entire system. In recent years, with
the rapid popularization and application of computer net-
works, the traditional industrial control system is gradually
developing towards the direction of interconnection and
intelligence, and some new concepts such as Internet of
things, industrial Internet of things, and industry 4.0 are
proposed. However, the Internet has injected new vitality
into the industrial control system but also brought the same
challenges [1–3].

In security system of the industrial control system,
protocol is an important guarantee for the secure trans-
mission of information. Attacks against the protocol are one
of the most common methods because of low cost, and, with
the rapid development of network, remote attack becomes
possible [4, 5]. As the information transmission medium of

industrial control system, it is necessary to mine possible
vulnerabilities of industrial control protocol through auto-
mated testing method to ensure its security and stability.

At present, the commonly used vulnerability mining
techniques are divided into static analysis, dynamic analysis,
binary comparison, fuzzy testing, and so on [6–12]. Fuzzy
testing has the advantages of high automation, low system
consumption, low false-alarm rate, and being independent
of the source code of the object program [7]. ,e key step in
fuzzy testing is test case generation. Traditional fuzzy testing
often blindly mutates a part of normal test cases when
generating test cases; this blind mutation method makes the
scale of test cases reach 100000 or millions, but the test effect
is not ideal. ,erefore, the design and improvement of test
case generation strategy are one of the hot research contents
of fuzzy test technology.

Test case generation algorithms for fuzzer can be divided
into three categories: generation-based method, mutation-
basedmethod, and combination of the twomethods [13–17].
In the current protocol testing, there are some irrationalities
in the coding method and similarity determination of test
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cases, which will affect the coverage of the test, and it needs
to be improved. ,erefore, we compared the advantages and
disadvantages of the three methods, combined with the data
packet structure characteristics of the test protocol, and
propose a new method based on weight division to calculate
the case similarity and the use case average similarity. ,e
goal is to generate use cases with better coverage and im-
prove test efficiency. Compared with the existing literature,
this paper has the following major contributions:

(i) A new method to determine the similarity of use
cases and the concept of population dispersion are
proposed, which provides a new idea and method to
improve the use case coverage in the process of
protocol testing.

(ii) Different weight and distance calculation methods
are set according to different protocol fields, so the
similarity can be determined more accurately
according to the function and data content of the
use case. ,e change of coding method also solves
the problem of inaccurate similarity judgment
caused by data mutation.

(iii) ,e genetic algorithm is used to generate the use
case, and the similarity and the population dis-
persion of the case are used as the fitness function of
the genetic algorithm. Automatic optimization of
the use case generation is realized.

,e rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section
2, we discuss the related work. In Section 3, we provide an
introduction to Modbus protocol test case design method.
Section 4 is about the computing method for test cases
average similarity and population dispersion. Section 5
contains simulations and results and evaluates the results
based on the requirements, while Section 6 draws conclu-
sions and reviews based on the results.

2. Related Work

2.1. Generation-Based Method. Generation-based method is
to build mathematical model according to the protocol
specification of test object and then generate test cases au-
tomatically. Martins et al. [18] describe a tool called ConData
used as test generation for communication protocols specified
as extended finite state machines. ,e strategy for test gen-
eration combines different specification-based test methods.
Although the values for fields of interactions are automatically
generated, the human intervention is always needed to de-
termine more suitable values for test case purposes. Banks
et al. [19] present SNOOZE, a tool for building flexible, se-
curity-oriented network protocol fuzzers. SNOOZE imple-
ments a stateful fuzzing approach that can be used to
effectively identify security flaws in network protocol imple-
mentations. But SNOOZE is not evaluated using the code
coverage metric. Li et al. [20] present an automatic vulner-
ability discovering method that combines automatic Protocol
Reverse Engineering technology and Fuzz Testing. ,e
method is a four-step program involving packets clustering,
multiple sequences alignment, special fields recognition, and

fuzzer production, which find the structure of network packets
and pursue Fuzz Testing. However, the effectiveness of the
proposed method depends on the diversity of the sampling
packet itself, so it is necessary to sample the network protocol
multiple times and try to ensure that the network protocol is
used with different parameters each time. Voyiatzis et al. [21]
present the design and implementation of MTF, a Modbus/
TCP Fuzzer.,eMTF incorporates a reconnaissance phase in
the testing procedure so as to assist mapping the capabilities of
the tested device and to adjust the attack vectors towards a
more guided and informed testing rather than plain random
testing. ,e disadvantage is that Modbus/TCP Fuzzer should
be redesigned for different implementations of the Modbus
protocol. Liu et al. [22] proposed a heuristic network protocol
fuzzy test case generation method based on the heuristic
search algorithm and classification tree thought. ,e Peach
and FTP are selected as the verification platform and target
protocol, respectively.,e test result verified the feasibility and
effectiveness of fuzzy test case generation method of heuristic
network protocol. However, the coverage of test cases in this
paper depends on the accuracy of network protocol classifi-
cation tree construction. Felix et al. [23] introduced a novel
fuzzer, Policy Generator (PG). PG utilizes a number of
heuristic techniques to improve space coverage over existing
fuzzers. ,e empirical study demonstrates that PG generates
superior coverage compared to current generation techniques.
However, many of the metrics correlate and care needs to be
taken when interpreting the presented data. In addition, while
it is believed that the experimental framework describes this
evaluation accurately, the analysis cannot be safely generalized
beyond the grammatical expression of the generic firewall
policy utilized in this article. Liu et al. [24] propose a vul-
nerability miningmethod combining protocol reverse analysis
and fuzzy method. An improved effective counting method
based on local greedy algorithm is proposed to improve the
accuracy of protocol keyword extraction by 65%. Combining
the lossy counting method to construct a protocol syntax tree
reduces the number of spanning tree nodes by 40%. Although
the performance of the proposed method is better than tra-
ditional method, it still needs to be improved in terms of
operation efficiency and applicability. For example, due to the
NLPmethod, the performance will decrease significantly while
extracting keywords for pure binary protocol reverse analysis.

,e main advantage of generation-based method is that
the same set of test cases can be used directly for the same
test objectives, and the generated test cases have high
coverage [25, 26]. ,e main disadvantage of generation-
based method is that it takes a lot of time and effort to
complete the understanding of file format or protocol
specification and the writing of rules. Different target types
of software differ greatly. It is difficult to reuse and has a
small scope of application [25, 26].

2.2. Mutation-Based Method. Mutation-based method is
that a new generation of test cases is generated by mutation
strategy designed based on the existing input samples. Gu
et al. [27] propose a novel message matrix perturbing mode
to generate test case through data mutation for application
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layer protocol. Additionally, a new statistical keyword
extracting technique with priority recursive splitting pattern
is introduced to provide useful information for intelligent
datamutation.,e work presented in the paper is not perfect
at several aspects. First, the static statistical analysis just finds
a balance between extracting performance and computa-
tional complexity. Second, the keywords with low occur-
rence frequency cannot be grasped through the current
method. Last but not the least, the discrimination on dif-
ferent protocol elements is not explicit enough for intelligent
fuzzing. A test case generation technique based on mutation
algorithm of precaptured IPC data is introduced in [28] in
order to improve the fuzzing test efficiency. Two high-risk
vulnerabilities are detected in Android 5.1.0. Analysis of
these vulnerabilities highlights a critical design issue in the
system services of Binder mechanism. ,e test case gener-
ation algorithm needs to be improved leveraging program
analysis technique. Lai et al. [29] proposed a vulnerability
mining method for industrial control network protocol
based on fuzz testing. Protocol feature values were generated
by testing cases variation factors for industrial control
network protocol, each of which represented a type of ICS
vulnerability features. Different test cases were generated by
Modbus TCP features and variation factors. ,rough bypass
monitoring method and Modbus TCP features relation
between request and response, the difficult problem of de-
termining the validity of testing cases was solved. However,
the learning results of industrial control private protocol
feature learning method will produce uncertainty due to
different data sets. If the characteristics of private protocol
need to be analyzed deeply, some manual analysis needs to
be done. Cai et al. [30] give a fuzzy security test method
based on the grammatical model and propose a grammar
model for industrial control protocol based on high-order
attribute grammar. ,e model proposes a fuzzy security test
algorithm, combined with the characteristics of the indus-
trial control protocol, and elaborates on the analysis tree
structure, test case generation, and mutation strategy. ,e
model performs comparative experiments by simulating
Modbus/TCP communication which verifies that anoma-
lous results can still be found at a lower time cost when
generating fewer test cases. Accuracy of description model
for the industrial control protocol based on subjective un-
derstanding will impact test case coverage. Xu et al. [31]
proposed the use of deep learning technology to assist test
case generation. Using the advantage of recurrent neural
network to deal with character text sequences, it learnt
training structure features through sample data, predicted
new data that conformed to structural features, and con-
structed an automatic generation model to combine with
random mutation algorithm. In order to make the test case
generation more targeted and easier to trigger exceptions,
the appropriate deep learning network should be studied to
learn the auxiliary weight knowledge such as the charac-
teristics of vulnerable points and the oriented distribution of
anomalies. A fuzzing test data generation method was
proposed in [32] based on dynamic construction of muta-
tion strategy. ,e method was designed to use the feedback
information of instrumentation to dynamically construct the

control mutation strategy and the keyword mutation
strategy and to guide the fuzzer to generate test data with
high coverage. However, the test effect of this method is not
ideal for the target program with large input. Dynamic
construction mutation method needs repeated exploration
of test data and program structure. If the test data is large, it
will increase the exploration time and reduce the efficiency
of test data generation. Lyu et al. [33] present a novel
mutation scheduling scheme MOPT, which enables muta-
tion-based fuzzers to discover vulnerabilities more effi-
ciently. MOPT utilizes a customized Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) algorithm to find the optimal selection
probability distribution of operators with respect to fuzzing
effectiveness and provides a pacemaker fuzzing mode to
accelerate the convergence speed of PSO. Yue et al. [34]
present a knowledge-learn evolutionary fuzzer based on
AFL, which is called LearnAFL. LearnAFL does not require
any prior knowledge of the application or input format.
Based on our format generation theory, LearnAFL can learn
partial format knowledge of some paths by analyzing the test
cases that exercise the paths. ,en LearnAFL uses this
format information to mutate the seeds, which is efficient to
explore deeper paths and reduce the test cases exercising
high-frequency paths compared to AFL.

,e main advantage of the mutation-based method is
that this method does not need to understand the structure
and format of the current sample file, so it can be widely used
[25, 26]. ,e main disadvantage of the mutation-based
method is that it is highly dependent on the initial samples.
Different initial samples will bring different code coverage,
test depth, and test effect, so the efficiency is low [25, 26].

2.3. Combination of Two Methods. Hodován et al. [35]
present Grammarinator, a general-purpose test generator
tool that is able to utilize existing parser grammars as
models. Since the model can act both as a parser and as a
generator, the tool can provide the capabilities of both
generation-based and mutation-based fuzzers. ,e pre-
sented tool is actively used to test various JavaScript engines
and has found more than 100 unique issues. Grammarinator
can exploit the fact that the same grammar that can generate
new tests can also be used to parse existing test suites and
then create new content resulting from their recombination
or mutation. ,e tool has proven its usefulness in the
hardening of real-life projects by revealing more than 100
valid unique issues. Atlidakis et al. [36] introduced Pythia,
the first fuzzer that augments grammar-based fuzzing with
coverage-guided feedback and a learning-based mutation
strategy for stateful REST API fuzzing. Pythia’s mutation
strategy helps generate grammatically valid test cases and
coverage-guided feedback helps prioritize the test cases that
are more likely to find bugs. Pythia is the first fuzzer that
augments grammar-based fuzzing with coverage-guided
feedback and a learning-based mutation strategy for stateful
REST API fuzzing.

A new test case generation method based on the ad-
vantages of the above methods is proposed in this paper.
Firstly, the characteristics of general transmissionmessage of
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industrial control protocol are analyzed, test cases are
designed based on the construction of description model,
and coding method of use cases is designed for genetic
algorithm. Secondly, genetic algorithm is used to generate
and optimize use cases, which realizes the automatic iter-
ation and update of use case population. Finally, in order to
improve test coverage and vulnerability discovery rate, the
concept of dangerous point is proposed, and, based on this, a
composite fitness function is designed to monitor and adjust
the state of use case population.

3. Modbus Protocol Test Cases Design

3.1. Message Feature Analysis and Encoding. Choosing ap-
propriate encoding method of use cases for protocol testing
can reduce the time complexity of generating test cases and
complete the conversion from encoding files to data packets
faster. Figure 1 shows the data fields contained in the data
packets of Modbus communication protocol and the byte
length of each field [37].

In Modbus protocol packets, because the transmission
identifier and protocol identifier are independent of the
packets’ content, these two fields cannot be considered when
constructing test cases [38], so each test case can be
mathematically expressed as in the following equation:

case � l u f d , (1)

where l is the length of the data field, and its value matches
the data length contained in the following three fields. u is
the address identifier, and value range is 0 to 255. f is the
function code, which is divided into public function code
and user-defined function code in Modbus, and its value
range is 1 to 127. d is a data field, and the data information of
this field depends on the function code.

When encoding test cases, binary encoding is the most
common encoding method, and Hamming distance can be
used to measure similarity between two test cases, as shown
in the following equation:

d(A, B) � 
n

i�0
Ai ⊕Bi, (2)

where Ai and Bi denote the i-th characters of the strings A

and B; ⊕ means to judge whether Ai and Biare the same;
when they are the same, Ai ⊕Bi � 0; when they are not,
Ai⊕Bi � 1.

However, when comparing the similarity of two test
cases to calculate the Hamming distance, the Hamming cliff
problemmay occur [39].,erefore, Gray code is used in this
paper, which can effectively avoid the Hamming cliff
problem and realize a more accurate description of the
similarity of protocol packets. Assuming that there is a
binary code of B � BnBn−1Bn−2 . . . B1B0 and its corre-
sponding Gray code is G � GnGn−1Gn−2 · · · G1G0, then the
value of the two codes satisfied the following equation:

Gi � Bi, i � n,

Gi−1 � Bi−1 ⊕Bi, i � 1, 2, · · · , n − 1,
 (3)

where Gi are the i-th bits of binary code and Gray code and ⊕
is XOR operation.

Figure 2 shows the effect of clustering on the same set of
data when calculating distance using two different encoding
methods. It can be seen from the figure that some data may
not be able to find the cluster center accurately when using
binary code (Figure 2, left) to calculate the distance, while
Gray code (Figure 2, right) can effectively avoid this problem.

In summary, Gray code avoids the Hamming cliff
problem in binary coding, so the similarity between two
Gray-coded strings can be described by the number of
different bits, namely, Hamming distance.

3.2. Method for Calculating Similarity of Test Cases with
Weights. In the Modbus protocol, the length of each field of
the message sequence is basically fixed, but the length of the
data storage field is dynamic, and the function of each field
and the impact on the security of the message are different.
Some fields are related to each other. If the Hamming
distance is directly used as the similarity determination
between the encoded strings of the two test cases, there is a
certain irrationality.

In order to solve these problems, a weight distance
calculation method based on internal classification is pro-
posed in this paper. ,e weight of different fields is set in
different value, and the distances of different fields are
calculated according to corresponding functions. ,e data
segment is special, because it is related to other fields, and a
unique design is required to calculate the relevant distance.
,e weight coefficient of each field is determined by Analytic
Hierarchy Process (AHP).

Assuming that there are test cases A and B, first calculate
the corresponding distances of each functional field of them,
then combine the weights of the fields, and calculate their
overall similarity. ,e final calculation formula is shown in
following equation:

disAB � 
4

i�0
wi.d Avi, Bvi( , (4)

where w � [w1, w2, w3, w4] is the weight of each field. Avi

and Bvi are the corresponding fields of the two test cases, and
d(Avi, Bvi) is the distance between the two corresponding
fields. ,e distance calculation method for different fields is
slightly different.

Transaction
identifier

Protocol
identifier Length Unit 

identifier
Function

code Data

Byte 2/3Byte 0/1 Byte 4/5 Byte 6 Byte 7 Other

Figure 1: Modbus data packets structure.
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,e pairwise comparison matrix determined by Analytic
Hierarchy Process is shown in the following equation:

A �

1 3
1
3

1
2

1
3

1
1
5

1
3

3 5 1 3

2 3
1
3

1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

. (5)

Consistency of the pairwise comparison matrix was
checked. If test coefficient CR � 0.0386< 0.9, then consis-
tency check is passed. ,e calculated weight of each field is
shown in the following equation:

w � 0.1682 0.0769 0.5167 0.2382 . (6)

According to the characteristics of theModbus test cases,
the length of length field, address identifier field, and
function code field are fixed, while the length of the data field
is dynamically variable and is associated with other fields.
,erefore, when calculating the distance between the cor-
responding fields of the two use cases, two different methods
are used to calculate the distance of the fixed-length and
variable-length fields. For fixed-length fields, the Hamming
distance can be directly used.

,e length of the data field is dynamically variable.When
describing the distance, Hamming distance will have a large
deviation, and Levenshtein distance can solve this problem.
Levenshtein distance is to find the minimum number of
transformations required to convert string A to string B. It
can more describe the difference between two strings of
different lengths accurately. ,e calculation method is
shown in the following equation:

levA,B(i, j) �

max(i, j), min(i, j) � 0,

min

levA,B(i − 1, j)

levA,B(i, j − 1)

levA,B(i − 1, j − 1) + 1Ai ≠ Bj

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

, min(i, j)≠ 0,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(7)

where i and j are the subscripts of string A to string B.
max(i, j) is the maximum value. min(i, j) is the minimum
value.

,erefore, the similarity calculation equation (4) of the
two test cases can be further optimized into the following
equation:

disAB � 

3

i�1
wi · d Avi, Bvi(  + levAd,Bd

(m, n), (8)

where levAd,Bd
(m, n) is the Levenshtein distance between the

two data fields of m and n.

4. Average Similarity and Population
Dispersion of Test Cases

In the test case generation process, the iteration is based on
the population, so it is necessary to describe first-generation
population from the perspective of the whole population.
Here, the average similarity of population test cases is
designed to describe the population state. ,e average
similarity of test cases refers to the overall degree of dis-
persion among individuals in a population. When the av-
erage similarity of test cases is low, it means that the overall
similarity of individuals within the population is too high,
and the coverage of test cases is low [40]. At this time, the
parameter information in the test cases generation process,
such as the mutation probability and the similarity
threshold, can be appropriately changed to adjust the
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Figure 2: Clustering results of two encoding methods.
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distribution of the generated test cases and improve the
coverage of the test cases.

When describing the average similarity of test cases of
individuals in the entire population, it can be described by
the average distance between individuals. ,is method is
feasible to some extent, but each individual needs to cal-
culate the distance between itself and all other individuals.
As a result, this method has a lot of repeated calculation and
low efficiency. In addition, if an extremely uniform edge
distribution occurs, it will also lead to misjudgment.
,erefore, the concept of average similarity of test cases is
proposed in this paper, and a new calculation method is
designed to accurately reflect the distribution of individuals
in the population and reduce the amount of calculation.

Firstly, values of individual fields in the population are
normalized, which is expressed mathematically in the fol-
lowing equation:

vn �
cn − cn min

cn minn max
, (9)

where cn max is the maximum value of the field in the
population; cn min is the minimum value of the field in the
population.

,e sum of each field is averaged to calculate the mean
center test case, as shown in equation (10), and the calcu-
lation method of each field is as in equation (11).

case � lv uv fv dv , (10)

v �
1
m

· 
m

i�1
vi, (11)

where m is the total number of test cases in the population
and vi is the current field of the test cases.

,e similarity between the test cases and the central test
case can be used to indicate the outlier degree of the test
cases, as shown in the following equation:

s � 

3

i�1
wi · d Avi, Cvi(  + lev

Av4 ,Cv4
(m, n). (12)

,e calculation time complexity of the average similarity
of the test cases is 2n; compared with the time complexity nlgn

of the general method, there will be a significant efficiency
improvement when n is larger. ,en the dispersion of the
whole population can be described by the following equation:

sca �
1
n

· 
n

i�1
si. (13)

5. Experimental Evaluation

By designing the encoding method and the similarity cal-
culation method between test cases, combined with the
description of the average similarity of test cases in the test
cases population, theoretically, it can effectively improve the
efficiency of test cases generation and increase the coverage
of test cases. In order to verify the correctness of the pro-
posed method, a set of comparative experiments are

designed, and genetic algorithm is used as the core algorithm
for test case generation. ,e encoding method, individual
similarity, and average similarity of test cases are calculated
by the proposed method and the conventional method,
respectively, and the test cases generated by the two methods
are compared and analyzed.

Genetic algorithm is an intelligent optimization algo-
rithm, which is often used to find the global optimal solution,
and we adjust the population optimization direction by de-
signing the corresponding fitness function. In the test case
generation method designed in this paper, the population
convergence direction of genetic algorithm is a suspicious case
in historical data. Suspicious test cases are cases that cause test
target anomalies during the test process. Taking these cases as
the convergence center of next genetic algorithm can effec-
tively reduce the randomness of test case generation. ,ese
test cases are called “suspicious points.” Based on this, the
fitness function of the genetic algorithm designed for two sets
of experiments is shown in the following equation:

fp sA(  � 1 −
sA

smax
, suspocious points exist,

fp(A) � 1 −
dis dpp, Ai 

max dis dpp, Ai  
, else,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(14)

where dis is the similarity between the test case and the
suspicious point; the calculationmethod is shown in formula
(3). sA is the average similarity of the test case.

,e meaning of fitness function is that when there are
suspicious points in the population, the population con-
verges to the suspicious case. When there is no suspicious
point, the population with higher average similarity of test
cases is preferred. Other parameter settings of genetic al-
gorithm are mutation probability Pm � 0.2 and crossover
probability Pc � 0.6.

,e whole experimental procedure designed is shown in
Figure 3. Firstly, the initial test case population for the two
experiments is constructed manually, and the initial pop-
ulation is encoded according to the encoding method
mentioned above. Secondly, the initial population is input
into the test case generation module, and two different
fitness function calculation methods are used to generate
and optimize the test cases. Finally, the result monitoring
module records the operation results.

,e script development language of the experiment is
Python 3, and Modbus communication simulation software
used in the test is Modbus Poll and Modbus Slave. Firstly,
Modbus Poll is used to establish data communication with
Modbus Slave, Wireshark packet capture tool is used to
obtain normal communication messages, and representative
data messages are selected to analyze the data characteristics
and construct the initial population. Secondly, the initial
population is sent to the test cases generation and optimi-
zation module to iterate, optimize, and update test cases.
Finally, each generation of population is sent to the target for
testing. Statistical analysis was performed on the test cases
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data generated by the two methods. During the experiment,
the average similarity of the first 5000 generations of pop-
ulation test cases was calculated. ,e results are shown in
Figure 4.

In two groups of experiments using different methods,
during the population iteration process, the dispersion
gradually increased and eventually stabilized. At the be-
ginning of the experiment, since the same initial population
was used, the dispersions of two groups were the same.
However, with the iteration of the population, when both of
them are stable, the dispersion of the population produced
by the improved method is 3.45%, which is higher than that
of the conventional method. It is generally believed that the
higher the dispersion between individuals within a pop-
ulation, the higher the coverage of test cases [21]. ,erefore,
it can be considered that the coverage of test cases generated
by the improved method is higher than the conventional
method, and it also proves that the method proposed in this
article has certain advantages over the conventional method.
Based on the proposed method, we design a fuzzy tester [41].

6. Conclusion

A new test cases similarity determination method and the
concept of population dispersion are proposed in this paper,
which provides a new idea and method for improving the
test cases coverage in the protocol testing process. In the
determination of test cases similarity, different weights and
distance calculation methods are set according to different

protocol fields, which can more accurately determine the
similarity according to the function of the test cases and data
content, and the change of the encoding method effectively
resolves the problem of inaccurate similarity determination
caused by data mutation. ,e genetic algorithm is intro-
duced into the test cases generation algorithm, and the test
cases similarity and population dispersion are used as the
basis for constructing the fitness function of the genetic
algorithm, and the automatic optimization of the test cases
generation is realized. ,e test cases data generated in the
experiment shows the effectiveness of the method. Our
planned future work is twofold. First, we plan to improve the
applicability of the method and apply it to the generation of
test cases for other protocols. Second, we plan to optimize
the time complexity of the algorithm.
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As more andmore surveillance cameras are deployed in the Internet of,ings, it takes more andmore work to ensure the cameras
are not occluded. An algorithm of detecting whether the surveillance camera is occluded is proposed by comparing the similarity
of the images in this paper. Firstly, the background modeling method based on frame difference is improved. ,e combination
method of the background difference and frame difference is proposed, and the experimental results showed that the combination
algorithm can extract the background image of the video more quickly and accurately. Secondly, the LBP (Local Binary Patterns)
algorithm is used to compare the similarity between the background image and the reference image. By changing the window size
of the LBP algorithm and setting an appropriate threshold, the actual demands can be satisfied. So, the algorithms proposed in this
paper have high application value and practical significance.

1. Introduction

In the context of the Internet of ,ings and communication
technology being ever-changing, from smart home to smart
city, the coverage of the Internet of ,ings is getting wider
and wider. ,ere are more and more surveillance cameras
deployed in the Internet of ,ings. ,ese surveillance
cameras are closely related to many fields of our life and
work. ,e surveillance cameras have many functions, such
as live watching, video watching, and abnormal warning,
which are very important for maintaining personal and
social security. However, the camera will be occluded due to
various accidents or human factors. For example, some
criminals and suspicious people deliberately occlude the
cameras in order to avoid being caught [1, 2]. ,erefore, it
has very important application value and practical signifi-
cance to ensure the surveillance camera is not occluded.

At present, the methods detecting whether the surveil-
lance camera is occluded are mainly based on the difference
between frames [3, 4]. ,is kind of method is aimed at the
monitoring image changing significantly in a short time
when the camera is occluded, so it can detect whether the
camera is occluded by comparing the difference between
frames. But any error will lead to an inaccurate detection

result; the rates of false negatives and false positives are high
and the application range is small.

In actual application, the scene monitored by the same
camera is unchanged, so the monitoring image can be di-
vided into two parts: the unchanged background image and
the changed foreground image. Based on this feature, the
methods [5, 6] that determine whether the camera is oc-
cluded or not are proposed bymany scholars.,esemethods
mainly measure the difference between the current frame
image and the reference image by using some appropriate
image feature vectors. However, the presence of foreground
in the current frame image would have a certain impact on
the detection results.

In view of the above methods’ shortcoming, the existing
background modeling method based on frame difference is
improved in this paper by combining the background dif-
ference. ,is improved method can be used to extract the
background image of the video more quickly and accurately.
Compared with other image features, LBP (Local Binary
Patterns) feature is easier to extract, the calculation of the
LBP feature is simpler, and the accuracy of the LBP feature is
higher. ,erefore, the LBP feature is used to construct a
feature vector to measure the similarity between the back-
ground image and the reference image in this paper. And
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whether the surveillance camera is occluded can be deter-
mined according to the similarity. ,e calculation of oc-
clusion detection based on comparison of image similarity is
simple, so it is easy to be implemented. Occlusion detection
based on comparison of image similarity not only effectively
eliminates the influence of foreground but also is robust to
illumination.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1.%ePrincipleof theBackgroundModelingAlgorithmBased
on Background Difference and Frame Difference. In machine
vision, backgroundmodeling is the basic technology of video
processing. In recent years, a large number of background
modeling methods have been proposed by many experts and
scholars. Currently, the widely used background modeling
methods mainly include median background modeling
method [7], mean background modeling method, Gaussian
distribution background modeling method [8], and ViBe
algorithm [9]. Not only do these algorithms require a large
number of video frames for background modeling but also
the calculation is complex and requires a long time to extract
the video background, which is difficult to meet the real-time
requirements when detecting whether the surveillance
camera is occluded.

,e frame difference method is the most primitive and
the simplest background modeling method. ,e frame
difference method can be implemented quickly and it has a
wide range of applications. In literature [10], an improved
frame difference method is proposed for background
modeling of video. Combined with the idea of time series
statistics, the background model is established by counting
the number of continuous frames. If the gray value of a pixel
changes little for several continuous frames, the gray value is
considered as the gray value of the background at the point.
If the gray value of a pixel changes a lot between two adjacent
frames, the gray value is considered as the gray value of the
foreground. ,e gray value of the two adjacent frames will
continue to be compared until the gray value of the back-
ground at this point can be determined. For the background
point whose gray value cannot be determined for a long
time, the gray value of the pixel point in the last frame is
taken as the gray value of the background point. Because the
area is small, it has little influence on the background model.

,e above-improved frame difference method still needs
a certain number of video frames for background modeling.
So the real-time requirements still cannot be satisfied when
detecting whether the surveillance camera is occluded. In
this paper, the background modeling method is further
improved by combining the background difference method.
,e gray value of the current frame is compared with the
gray value of the reference image at the same pixel point. If
the difference is small, the gray value of the current frame is
considered as the gray value of the background at this point.
If the difference is large, the improved frame difference

method in literature [10] is used to determine the gray value
of the background at this point.

In the improved frame difference method in literature
[10], determining whether the gray value of every pixel
point is the gray value of the background at this point needs
at least Thread2 frames (Thread2 is an adaptive threshold).
In the background modeling algorithm based on back-
ground difference and frame difference, determining
whether the gray value of every pixel point is the gray value
of the background at this point only needs at least 1 frame.
So, the background modeling algorithm based on back-
ground difference and frame difference is easier to meet the
real-time requirements.

2.2.%e Process of the BackgroundModeling Algorithm Based
on BackgroundDifference and FrameDifference. ,e specific
process of the background modeling algorithm based on
background difference and frame difference is shown in
Figure 1.

Img1 is the previous frame image, Img2 is the current
frame image, BImg is the background image which needs to
be built, RImg is the reference image extracted from an
unoccluded surveillance video, BimgFlag is the number of
continuous frames whose gray value change little at the same
pixel point, Flag is the number of pixels whose gray value is
not determined in the background image. In the background
modeling algorithm based on background difference and
frame difference, there are three adaptive thresholds
Thread1, Thread2, and Thread3: Thread1 is the difference
threshold of two frames, Thread2 is the number threshold of
continuous frames whose gray value changes little at the
same pixel point, and Thread3 is the number threshold of
pixels whose gray value is not determined in the background
image. ,e specific process is as follows:

(1) Initialize: ,e first frame image Img1 and the ref-
erence image RImg are loaded, and both the values of
BImgand BimgFlag are set as the full-zero matrix.
,e value of Flag is set as the number of pixels in the
image Img1.

(2) Judge the number threshold of continuous frames: a
new frame image Img2 is loaded. For every pixel
point in Img2, if BimgFlag (x)< Thread2, let
DiffImg (x) � |Img2 (x) − RImg (x)| and turn to
Step 3. Otherwise, Step 2 will be performed to
continue the iteration.

(3) Judge the difference threshold between the current
frame and the reference image: for each pixel that
meets the condition in Step 2, if
DiffImg (x)<Thread1, let BimgFlag (x) � Thread2,
BImg(x)� Img2(x), Flag � Flag − 1, and turn to
Step 5. Otherwise, let DiffImg (x) � |Img2 (x)−

Img1 (x)| and turn to Step 4.
(4) Judge the difference threshold between the current

frame and the previous frame: for each pixel that
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Figure 1: ,e specific process of the background modeling algorithm.
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meets the condition in Step 3, if
DiffImg (x)<Thread1, let BimgFlag (x) �

BimgFlag (x) + 1. Otherwise, let BimgFlag (x) � 0.
If BimgFlag (x) � Thread2, let BImg (x)� Img2 (x),
Flag � Flag − 1.

(5) Judge the iterative condition: When Flag<Thread3,
it shows that the constructed background image has
met the requirements. ,en, the gray value of the
pixel points which meet BimgFlag<Thread2 in the
background image will be set. Otherwise, let Img1 �

Img2 and turn to Step 2, and the iteration is done.

In the background modeling algorithm based on
background difference and frame difference, the threshold
Thread1 is the key factor to determine the gray value of the
background pixel point. Its value depends on the difference
in the gray value between the background and the fore-
ground.,e threshold Thread2mainly depends on the speed
of the object moving in the video. ,e slower the object
moves, the larger the value should be.,e threshold Thread3
is the condition of iteration, its value is related to the
micromovements in the video. ,e value of Thread3 affects
the number of iterations and the quality of training. By
setting the thresholds, the noise interference can be removed
to a large extent and the background image can be obtained
more ideal.

2.3.%e Principle of LBPAlgorithm. ,ere are many features
that can be used to measure the differences between different
images, including gray histogram, edge histogram, color
histogram, corner feature, and scale invariant feature [11].
,rough the analysis and study, it is found that there is a
certain difference in texture features of the background
between the occluded video and the unoccluded video.
,erefore, the LBP algorithm (local binary mode) is selected
to measure the difference of different background images in
this paper. ,e LBP algorithm is widely used in face rec-
ognition [12], facial expression recognition [13], image re-
trieval [14], image classification [15], and other fields, and it
has achieved good results. Compared with other simple
methods of feature extraction, the recognition accuracy of
the LBP algorithm is higher. Compared with other methods
with high recognition accuracy, the calculation of the LBP
algorithm is more simple and the LBP feature is easier to
extract. Based on the above characteristics, the requirements
of real-time and accuracy can be better met by using the LBP
algorithm when detecting whether the surveillance camera is
occluded.

,e LBP algorithm is not only a nonparameter algorithm
to describe the difference of the gray value between the
center pixel and its neighborhood pixels in the image, but
also an efficient algorithm that describes local texture fea-
tures. ,e original LBP operator takes the gray value of the
central pixel point as the threshold in the window of 3 × 3.
,e gray values of eight neighborhood pixel points are

compared with the threshold. If the gray value of the
neighborhood pixel point is greater than the threshold, the
coding value of the neighborhood point is 1. Otherwise, the
coding value of the neighborhood point is 0. ,en, the
coding value of each neighborhood pixel point is assigned
weight 2i, i � 0, 2, . . . , 7. ,rough the above coding, the
coding values of the eight neighborhood pixel points can
form into an eight-bit binary. ,e decimal value represented
by the binary is the LBP value that we want to find. ,e LBP
value can effectively reflect the texture information in the
window and it will be used to replace the gray value of the
original center pixel points.

As shown in Figure 2, in the window of 3 × 3, it is as-
sumed that the gray value of the center pixel is pc and the
gray values of eight neighborhood pixels are pi, i ∈ [0, 7]. If
pi >pc, the coding value of pi is 1. Otherwise, the coding
value of pi is 0. ,e calculation process of LBP value is as
follows:

LBPP,R � 

p−1

i�0
s pi − pc( 2i

. (1)

In formula (1), P is the number of neighborhood pixel
points, its value is 8. s is the symbolic function:

s(x) �
1, x≥ 0,

0, x< 0.
 (2)

,e LBP algorithm only subtracts the gray values of the
central pixel points and the neighborhood pixel points in the
selected window. It can simply and quickly extract the local
texture feature of the image without a complex learning
process. So, the calculation of the LBP algorithm is simple
and the range of LBP algorithm’s applications is wide.

2.4. %e Algorithm of Occlusion Detection for the Surveillance
Camera. First, the improved frame difference method in
literature [10] is used to extract the reference image by using
an unoccluded surveillance video. ,en, the background
modeling method based on background difference and
frame difference is used to extract the background image of
the video which needs to be detected. ,e LBP algorithm is
used to dispose the reference image and the background
image, respectively, and the image disposed by the LBP
algorithm is called mapping. In practical application, the
blocked histogram of the mapping is used to construct the
feature vectors. ,e feature vectors are compared by using
the nonparametric method to measure the difference be-
tween images. ,ere are many nonparametric methods that
can be used to compare the difference of two histograms,
such as Euclidean distance, chi-square statistics, Histogram
Intersection, and logarithmic likelihood statistical method.
,e chi-square statistics is used to measure the difference of
two histograms in this paper, and the formula of chi-square
statistics is shown as
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In formula (3), S and M are two different feature vectors
and Si and Mi are the values of the same location in the
different vectors S and M.

Figure 3 shows the specific process of the algorithm that
detects whether the surveillance camera is occluded. ,e
process that the background modeling method based on
background difference and frame difference and the LBP
algorithm are used to detect whether the surveillance camera
is occluded is as follows:

(1) Firstly, a surveillance video which is not occluded is
used to extract the reference image. ,en, the LBP
algorithm is used to dispose the reference image and
obtain the texture mapping. Finally, the blocked
histogram of the mapping is calculated to construct
the feature vectors. ,e feature vectors will be stored
and it will be called the reference feature vectors.

(2) Firstly, the video sequence which will be detected is
loaded and the background modeling method based
on background difference and frame difference is
used to extract the background image. ,en, the LBP
algorithm is used to dispose the background image
and obtain the mapping. Next, the blocked histo-
gram of the mapping is calculated to obtain the
feature vectors. Finally, the chi-square statistic is
used to measure the similarity between the feature
vector and the reference feature vector. And whether
the video is occluded at this moment will be de-
termined according to the similarity. ,e higher the
similarity is, the less likely the video is occluded; and
the lower the similarity is, the larger the area of the
video is occluded.

(3) If the last frame of the video has not been read, Step 2
will continue to be performed. Otherwise, according
to the continuous number that the video is detected
as occlusion, whether the surveillance camera is
occluded will be output. ,e more the continuous
number is, the more serious the surveillance camera
is occluded.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. %e Background Modeling Algorithm Based on Back-
ground Difference and Frame Difference. Set Thread1 is 8,
Thread2 is 10, and Thread3 is 10. ,e background image of
surveillance video is extracted by using the improved frame
difference method in literature [10] and the background
modeling method based on background difference and
frame difference proposed in this paper. Figure 4 shows the
background images extracted from two different videos.

From Figure 4, it can be found that the background
modeling algorithm based on background difference and
frame difference can extract a better background image with
fewer video frames. By comparing the background images
extracted from the two videos, it can be found that the
background modeling algorithm based on background
difference and frame difference has more obvious advan-
tages compared with the original method when the fore-
ground objects whose movement speed is slow exist in the
video.

In order to further verify the effectiveness of the back-
ground modeling algorithm based on background difference
and frame difference, the videos with different occluded
areas are shot by using mobile phones. ,e above two
background modeling methods are used to extract the
background image of the videos, respectively. Figure 5 shows
the results.

From Figure 5 it can be seen that fewer video frames will
be used when the background modeling algorithm based on
background difference and frame difference is used to

p7 p0 p1

p6 pc p2

p5 p4 p3

Figure 2: ,e window of the LBP algorithm.

The video sequence 
which will be 

detected is loaded

The background 
image is extracted

The texture mapping 
of the background
image is extracted

The feature vector 
is constructed

The reference 
image is extracted

A surveillance 
video which is not 
occluded is loaded

The texture mapping 
of the reference 

image is extracted

The reference feature 
vector is constructed

The similarity 
is compared

Whether the 
surveillance camera is 

occluded is output

Figure 3: ,e process of occlusion detection for the surveillance
camera.
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extract the background image for the videos with different
occluded areas. By comparing the background images
extracted by the two algorithms, it can be found that the
background image extracted by the background modeling
algorithm based on background difference and frame dif-
ference is more effective.

In order to quantitatively compare the improved frame
difference method in literature [10] and the background
modeling algorithm based on background difference and
frame difference, the same videos with different occluded
areas are disposed. Each video is 13 seconds long and
consists of 400 frames. Using the background modeling

Some frames in the video

�e background images 
extracted by the 

algorithm in paper [10]
(235 frames are used)

�e background images 
extracted by the improved 

algorithm in the paper
(86 frames are used)

(a)

Some frames in the video

�e background images 
extracted by the 

algorithm in paper [10]
(73 frames are used)

�e background images 
extracted by the improved 

algorithm in the paper
(33 frames are used)

(b)

Figure 4: ,e background images extracted by two different algorithms. (a) ,e background images extracted from the video whose
surveillance scene is the hallway. (b) ,e background images extracted from the video whose surveillance scene is the highway.

39 frames are used

36 frames are used

34 frames are used

62 frames are used

59 frames are used

85 frames are used

�e background images 
extracted by the algorithm 

in paper [10]

�e background images 
extracted by the improved 

algorithm in the paper

39 frames are used

29 frames are used

35 frames are used
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Figure 5: ,e background images extracted from the videos with different occluded areas.
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algorithm based on background difference and frame dif-
ference can extract 87 background images and the success
rate of background modeling is 82.76%. Using the improved
frame differencemethod in literature [10] only can extract 48
background images and the success rate of background
modeling is 77.08%. So, the background modeling algorithm
based on background difference and frame difference is
better than the improved frame difference method in lit-
erature [10].

3.2. %e Algorithm of Occlusion Detection for the Surveillance
Camera. ,e similarity between the background images
with different occluded areas and the reference image is
calculated by the original LBP algorithm, and the results are
shown in Figure 6. Because the occluded areas are a white
wall and there is little texture information in it, the texture
information in the background image will not change sig-
nificantly when a small area of the white wall is occluded. For
example, the similarity between the background image and
the reference image is 0.34 when a small area of the white
wall is occluded in the background image. ,e similarity
between the background image which is not occluded and
the reference image is 0.14. So, whether the surveillance
camera is occluded cannot be easily determined according to
the similarity. Only when the similarity gradually increases
with the occluded area increase, whether the surveillance
camera is occluded can be determined according to the
similarity.

After analysis, it is found that this problem can be solved
by expanding the window size of the LBP algorithm. Al-
though there is no difference in gray between the white wall

and the white wall, there is a difference in gray between the
white wall and the ground. So, the texture features can be
extracted according to the difference in gray between the
white wall and the ground by adjusting the window size.
When the area of the white wall is occluded, the difference in
gray between the white wall and the ground will change. So,
the texture information extracted will be obviously different.
,en, whether the surveillance camera is occluded can be
determined according to the similarity between the back-
ground image and the reference image. Figure 7 shows the
result that the similarity between the background image and
the reference image gradually increases with the occluded
area increase when the window size is 41 × 41 in the LBP
algorithm. According to the result, the similarity threshold
should be preliminarily set at around 1.0. When the simi-
larity between the background image and the reference
image is greater than the threshold, it can be determined that
the surveillance camera is occluded, and the larger the
similarity is, the larger the occluded area will be.

In order to further verify the effectiveness of occlusion
detection for the surveillance camera based on a comparison
of image similarity, the videos with different occluded areas
are disposed. Whether the camera is occluded is determined
according to the similarity between the background image
and the reference image. Each video is 13 seconds long and
consists of 400 frames. When set Thread1 is 8, Thread2 is 10,
and Thread3 is 10, about 10 background images can be
extracted from each video. It means whether the camera is
occluded can be determined every 1.3 seconds. 87 back-
ground images are extracted from all videos, and when the
similarity threshold is set as 0.8,0.9,1.0,1.1, and 1.2, the

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 6: When the size of the window is 3 × 3, the similarity of the background image with different occluded areas and the reference
image. (a) No area occluded 0.14. (b) A small area occluded 0.34. (c) A large area occluded 1.70. (d) A large area occluded 1.83.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 7: When the size of the window is 3 × 3, the similarity of the background image with different occluded areas and the reference
image. (a) No area occluded 0.16. (b) A small area occluded 1.09. (c) A large area occluded 2.82. (d) A large area occluded 2.89.
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accuracy rate of recognition, the false positives rate, and the
false negatives rate are shown in Table 1.

From Table 1, it can be seen that the accuracy rate of
recognition, the false positives rate, and the false negatives
rate are better when the similarity threshold is set as 1.0.

4. Conclusions

Considering previous background modeling methods have
the disadvantages that the calculation is complex and
constructing the background image takes a long time, the
background modeling method based on frame difference is
improved in this paper. Combining the background dif-
ference, a new background modeling method based on
background difference and frame difference is proposed.,e
simulation results show that fewer video frames are used
when the background modeling algorithm based on back-
ground difference and frame difference is used to extract the
background image, and the background image extracted is
better. ,e above advantages are a good foundation that
whether the camera is occluded can be determined by
comparing the similarity of the background image and the
reference image because the real-time requirements will be
satisfied. In the algorithm of occlusion detection for the
surveillance camera based on comparison of image simi-
larity, the LBP algorithm is used to compare the similarity
between the background image and the reference image. By
setting an appropriate similarity threshold, the actual de-
mand can be well met and the application value is very high.
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Distributed control has good real-time performance and can better meet the control requirements of active distribution networks
with a large number of distributed generations. Some distributed applications require real-time feeder topology to achieve control.
In this paper, the demand for distributed control applications for feeder real-time topology is analyzed. Based on IEC 61850
modeling method, a new cell topology logic node and a new topology slice node are built to express feeder topology. Using the
topology information of smart terminal unit (STU) configuration and the current status information of switchgear, based on the
depth-first search, the feeder real-time topology identification can be realized, which meets the application requirements of
distributed control. 'e study case verified the effectiveness of the method.

1. Introduction

Distributed control has good real-time performance and can
better meet the control requirements of active distribution
networks with a large number of distributed generations. For
distributed applications that need to use feeders or local
information to make decisions, a real-time feeder topology is
needed to achieve control. Taking distributed feeder auto-
mation (FA), which is a typical application of distributed
control, as an example, it can realize rapid fault location,
isolation, and service restoration of feeders, shorten the
power outage time of nonfaulty sections to a few seconds,
and improve power supply reliability [1, 2].

Distributed FA does not rely on the master station, it
only needs the communication between the distribution
STUs to make decisions, so it can effectively improve the
processing speed of distribution network fault. 'e imple-
mentation of the distributed FA function needs to know the
current real-time topology of the feeder [3, 4], especially the
location of the tie switch when the power supply is restored.
However, due to the operation of fault isolation, load
transfer, and network optimization, the location of the tie
switch may change. 'erefore, for distributed feeder

automation, how to identify the real-time topology of the
distribution network is the key problem to be solved [5, 6].

'e real-time topology of the distribution network is
determined by its static topology combined with the on-off
state of switches on the feeder. 'e purpose of topology
identification is to form the current feeder real-time to-
pology according to the switch real-time state for the op-
eration control of the distribution network [7, 8]. At present,
there are two modes of distribution network topology
processing; one is the master station processing mode and
the other is the distributed processing mode. Some DMS
functions need the real-time topology of the distribution
network, such as centralized FA. 'e topology identification
algorithm mainly includes the tree search method and ad-
jacency matrix method [9, 10]. In the centralized FA mode,
the STU on the feeder does not store the feeder topology
information. 'e static topology of feeders is stored in the
master station, and the real-time topology is obtained by the
topology recognition algorithm. When the topology of
distribution lines changes, the complete topology of feeders
will be updated in the master station. In this way, the to-
pology information is complete, but it can only be used for
centralized processing applications [11]. In order to
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complete the control, the distributed control application
needs the real-time topology of the feeder, but it generally
does not need the complete topology of the feeder. It only
needs the topology information in the control domain [12].
In order to meet the needs of distributed control topology
information, the research of real-time distribution line to-
pology identification has been carried out in the literature.
For the expression and configuration of topology, Zhu and
Cong’ team configure the adjacency relationship of adjacent
switches on feeders based on the user-defined format to
realize the feeder automation function [13, 14]. Zhu’ team
describes the distribution network topology based on the
Process and Line model of IEC 61850 system configuration
language (SCL) and proposes a distributed topology pro-
cessing method based on Graph Segmentation and realizes
the topology identification of distribution network by
communication of STUs [15, 16]. 'e topology description
method based on SCL needs to generate a topology con-
figuration file and store it in the STUs. 'e real-time to-
pology is obtained by transferring and exchanging the
topology configuration file. Except for the topology con-
figuration, other functions are achieved by logical nodes.
Fan’ team proposes a method, which uses the STU local
topology matrix, and realizes topology recognition after
exchanging information between STUs [17].

In this paper, the IEC 61850 method is used to model
logical node (LN) RTCN and RTPM to express the topology
in the feeder. Based on the logical nodes, the topology
recognition algorithm is studied to complete the topology
search of feeders to meet the application requirements of
distributed control applications. Compared with the method
of describing distribution network topology based on SCL,
the method of describing topology information based on
logical nodes, and the method of configuration and acqui-
sition of local topology are consistent with other functional
logical nodes, which is more convenient for application and
promotion of distributed control application.

2. Distributed Control Application Topology

2.1. Distributed Control. Distributed control application
deploys functions to STU and uses STU’s communication
with each other to exchange detection and control infor-
mation to achieve corresponding functions. Taking dis-
tributed FA as an example, after STU on the line switch
detects the fault information, they exchange information
and decide to isolate the fault section. After the fault section
is isolated successfully, the nonfault upstream section is
restored by closing themain breaker. If there is a tie switch in
the nonfault downstream section of the fault section, it is
restored by closing the tie switch.

Taking Figure 1 as an example, CB is the circuit breaker,
S1, S2, S3, and S5 are sectional switches, and S4 are tie
switches. STU is installed at themain breaker, section switch,
and tie switch, and STU communicates through a peer-to-
peer communication network.

In the application of distributed FA, it is necessary to
know the topology relationship of each device. When the
fault isolation of distributed FA is completed, the power

supply of the nonfault section needs to be restored. 'e
system needs to know the topology of the fault line
downstream to determine the appropriate power supply
recovery path.

2.2. Static Topology. Network static topology refers to the
static adjacent relationship between the distribution
equipment and the line. 'e change of the adjacent rela-
tionship between the distribution equipment will lead to the
change of the static topology. 'e construction of distri-
bution lines, such as line extension, switch increase and
decrease, and new equipment put into operation, will change
the static topology of the network.

2.3. ApplicationTopology. Application topology refers to the
real-time adjacent relationship of related devices in the
control domain when a specific function is realized. 'e real-
time topology of the feeder is determined by the static to-
pology combined with the switching state of the switch.
Taking the distributed FA as an example, the real-time to-
pology generally refers to the real-time connection rela-
tionship of the medium-voltage distribution feeder starting
from the substation bus, and the endpoint is the load, the
opposite substation bus, the distributed generation, and the
tie switch. When fault location, isolation, and recovery, it is
necessary to know the upstream and downstream connection
of real-time STU. In this paper, based on the new logical node
to express the static topology of the feeder, combined with the
current switch state information, the search algorithm is used
to obtain the real-time application topology of the feeder.

'e change of switch state will cause the change of
application topology, as shown in Figure 1. Before the fault,
the connection relationship of the distribution network is
CB1-S1-S2-S3 and CB2-S5-S4. After the failure, due to the
switch operation, the application topology changes, as
shown in Figure 2, and its connection relationship becomes
CB1-S1, CB2-S5-S4.

3. Distribution Network
Topology Representation

3.1. Existing Distribution Network Topology Model. 'e to-
pological model of the network is the basis of all network
analysis applications. 'e substation configuration de-
scription language SCL defined in IEC 61850-6 Ed2.1 can
describe the feeder topology, intelligent electronic device
(IED) information model, and communication service of the
system. 'e work by Zhu’ team [18], IEC 61850-6 Ed2.1,
describes the distribution network topology through new
Process and Line elements. In the SCL model description of
IEC 61850 Ed2.1, the main line and branch line in the
distribution network are all represented by the Line element,
and the medium-voltage/low voltage distribution substation
and switching station in the distribution network are de-
scribed by Substation. When the network contains both
Substation and Line, the process container needs to be used
on the upper layer to represent the local network of a system.
After the topological model of feeders described by SCL is
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established, the topological model needs to be configured in
the IED of feeders. 'ere are two configuration modes: the
first is to divide the complete topology model of the feeder in
the master station and then send it to the corresponding IED
on the feeder to complete the configuration, the second is to
use the SCL file on the IED to describe the local topology,
and the IED uploads the master station to form the complete
topology of the feeder in the master station.

3.2. Solution of Topology Description Based on Topology Node.
For distributed FA applications, STU needs to know the
current topology connection relationship to perform fault
location and isolation and need to define the complete to-
pology of the feeder to determine the recovery power supply
path.

To complete the distributed FA application, the detailed
feeder complete topology should be configured in the STU,
which needs large storage space and is difficult to deal with
when using, so it is necessary to study how to effectively
simplify the expression of topology.

When using the topology relationship, distributed FA is
mainly concerned with the connection relationship of
conductive equipment and does not need the length of wire
and other detailed electrical parameters.

In the topological description, we can mode the wire and
regard it as a logical connecting line. After the wire is
modeled as a logical connecting line, the configuration of the
STU can be simplified, and the implementation of distrib-
uted FA applications can be better supported.

Based on this, this paper studies the topology description
and uses IEC 61850 modeling method to create a new logical
node to represent the topology structure.

3.2.1. Cell Topology Logical Node. Based on the modeling
rule of IEC 61850, a new logical node of cell topology is built,
which is the smallest logical unit of feeder topology. Each cell
topology logic node represents the connection relationship
between the conductive equipment on the feeder and its
adjacent conductive equipment.

In the equipment model in CIM, equipment models are
divided into conductors, transformer windings, loads,
connectors, equivalent power supplies, regulating equip-
ment, and switches. Referring to CIM’s equipment mod-
eling, this paper divides the equipment on the distribution
line into the equipment with breaking capacity and the
equipment without breaking capacity. 'e equipment with
breaking capacity is uniformly defined as switch type, and
the equipment type is also defined for the bus and
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transformer, which do not have breaking capacity but affect
the boundary judgment of topology identification.

'e smallest unit of the feeder is represented by the
logical nodes of cell topology, and the local feeder topology
can be represented by multiple logical nodes of cell topology,
and then the local topology is formed by the integration of
the logical nodes of cell topology. When the network
changes, only the data of the cell topology logical node
corresponding to the changed device needs to be updated.

3.2.2. Topology Slice Node. Because STU is not installed on
every switch on the feeder, a container is needed to store a
local area topology of multiple switches. 'e topology slice
node represents the local area topology of feeders. 'e local
area topology is composed of multiple cell topology logical
nodes, so the topology slice node contains all the cell to-
pology logical nodes that make up the local area topology.
'e complete topology of feeders is composed of several
local area topologies. When the adjacency relationship of
local area topology is expressed clearly, multiple local area
topologies can be combined into a complete topology of the
feeder.

When describing the topological relationship of feeders,
all conductive devices have unique names. In the description
of the topology slice, the boundary of the topology slice
needs to be determinate. 'e topological slice is bounded by
bus bars, transformers, and tie switches. 'e cell topology
logic node search in the topology slice is limited to the
boundary of the topology slice. 'e topology slice generally
corresponds to the control area of the STU.

4. Topological Logical Node Modeling

4.1. Cell Topology LN Modeling. According to the require-
ments of distributed FA application for topology, the cell
topology logic node needs to express (1) conductive
equipment on the feeder, (2) type of conductive equipment,
(3) conductive equipment adjacent to the equipment, and
(4) number of adjacent conductive equipment. Based on
this, a new cell topology logical node RTCN is created, where
R represents that the logical node belongs to the protection
related function node group, T is the abbreviation of to-
pology, and CN represents the connection node. 'e main
data objects of the cell topology logical nodes are shown in
Table 1. M/O/C means required/optional/condition
required.

'e CeName attribute in the cell topology logical node
represents the name of the conductive device. PTRType
refers to the type of conductive equipment, which can be
distinguished according to whether it has breaking capacity.
'e equipment with breaking capacity on the line is a switch,
which is represented by constant 1 in PTRType attribute,
while the equipment without breaking capacity is repre-
sented by substation bus, switch station bus, and trans-
former, which is represented by constant 2, 3, and 4 in
PTRType attribute. 'e AdjRTCN attribute represents other
cell topology logical nodes connected to the cell topology
logical node. In this data object, there can be multiple cell

topology logical nodes adjacent to it. Multiple cell topology
logical nodes form an array, and the attribute type is a
character string. 'e AdjRTCNNum attribute indicates the
number of adjacent cell topology logical nodes.

4.2. Topology Slice LN Modeling. On the basis of the logical
node of the cell topology, a new topology slice node (RTPM)
is needed to describe the local area topology of the feeder.'e
topology slice node (RTPM) also belongs to the protection
related function node group.'e topology slice node needs to
express (1) the cell topology logic node covered by this to-
pology slice, (2) other topology slices adjacent to this topology
slice node, (3) the number of adjacent topology slices. 'e
data objects of the topology slice node are shown in Table 2.

'e function of the topology slice node is to describe the
connection relationship between the topology slices and
include all the cell topology logical nodes in the topology
slice. 'e following is a description of the main data objects
of the topology slice node:

(1) AdjRTPM attribute refers to the adjacency topo-
logical slices of this topological slice. All adjacency
topological slices form an array, and its attribute type
is a string.

(2) 'e AdjRTPMNum attribute represents the number
of adjacent topologies. 'e attribute type is a nu-
meric constant.

(3) 'e RTPMCovRTCN attribute represents the cell
topology logical nodes covered by this topology slice.
All the cell topology logical nodes form an array, and
the attribute type is a string.

As shown in Figure 3, the relationship between the cell
topology logical node and the topology slice node and the
relationship between the local topology stored in the cor-
responding STU are shown. 'e cell topology logical nodes
RTCN1 and RTCN2 belong to the topology slice RTPM1,
and the topology slice RTPM1 is stored in STU1.

Taking the feeder in Figure 3 as an example, the topology
of the unit topology logical node and the topology slice node
is described as follows:

(1) 'e AdjRTPM attribute of the topology chip RTPM1
stored in STU1 indicates that the adjacency topology
slice node is RTPM2, AdjRTPMNum indicates that
the number of adjacency topology slices is 1, and the
RTPMCovRTCN attribute indicates that the RTPM1
contains the unit topology logic nodes RTCN1 and
RTCN2. RTPM1 data block diagram is shown in
Figure 4.

(2) RTCN3 included in RTPM2 indicates the switch K1
on the line. 'e AdjRTCN attribute in RTCN3 in-
dicates that the adjacent cell topological are RTCN2,
RTCN4, and RTCN6. Its PTRType attribute is the
constant 1, which represents a switch on the line.'e
CeName attribute indicates that the specific equip-
ment name of the distribution line is
10 kV$∗∗line$K1. RTCN3 data block diagram is
shown in Figure 5.
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Table 1: Main data objects of RTCN.

Attribute name Attribute types Explanation M/O/C
CeName VISIBLE STRING Name of conductive equipment M

PTRType INS Type of conductive equipment M

1- Switch
2- Substation bus

3- Bus of switching station
4- Transformer

5- other
AdjRTCN ARRAY[0. . .Num] of VISIBLE STRING Adjacency RTCN M
AdjRTCNNum INS Number of adjacent RTCN M

Table 2: Main data objects of RTPM.

Attribute name Attribute types Explanation M/O/C
AdjRTPM ARRAY[0. . .Num] of VISIBLE STRING Adjacency RTPM M
AdjRTPMNum INS Number of adjacent RTPM M
RTPMCovRTCN ARRAY[0. . .Num] of VISIBLE STRING RTCN included in RTPM M
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5. Topology Recognition Based on
Topology LNs

When equipment is installed or reduced in the distribution
line, or the state of the tie switch changes, the corresponding
STU notifies the distributed FA application master STU to
initiate a topology search and update the application to-
pology. Reading the local static topology configured in each
STU and searching according to the current switch status
can obtain the application topology. 'e GetDataValues
service of IEC 61850 ACSI can complete the transmission of
topology data.

Topology recognition is mainly two steps: first, search in
the local topology configured by STU itself. When an ad-
jacent cell topology LN is not in the current topology slice,
the adjacent topology slice needs to be obtained. 'e STU

initiates communication with the STU corresponding to the
adjacent topology slice node, obtains the cell topology LNs of
the adjacent topology slice, and then searches and connects
multiple local area topologies to form a complete application
topology of the feeder. 'e flow chart of the topology search
algorithm is shown in Figure 6.

'e process of connecting the logical nodes of the cell
topology to form a topological slice is the process of
identifying the local area topology of the line. In order to
realize the real-time topological identification of lines, the
first step is to traverse the graph. Starting from a given cell
topology logical node in a connected graph, all cell topology
logical nodes in the graph are accessed, and each cell to-
pology logical node is accessed only once.'ere are two ways
to traverse the connected graph: depth-first search (DFS)
and breadth first search (BFS). In this paper, we use the static
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Figure 6: Algorithm flowchart.
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topology information stored in STU and the switch state on
the feeder to identify the local area topology in the topology
slice.

'e feeder topology information represented by the cell
topology LNs and the topology slice LNs is saved in the STU
on the line, and each STU only stores the topology infor-
mation related to the control domain of this STU. It is
necessary to carry out real-time topology search across
topology slices to transfer the local area topology infor-
mation saved by STU. 'e complete topology search of
feeders across the topology slice needs to select a master
STU, and the master STU obtains the topology information
saved by other STU to form the complete topology infor-
mation of feeders.

'e LNs of cell topology and depth-first algorithm are
combined to search the feeder topology, and the bus is the
starting point of topology search. Taking the distribution line
shown in Figure 3 as an example, when the distribution
network topology changes, STU1 is selected as the master
STU to initiate the topology search. 'e search steps are as
follows:

(1) Traverse from RTCN1, which represents bus
A. Access RTCN1 and mark this node as traversed.
'e AdjRTCN element in RTCN1 points to RTCN2,
a neighboring cell topology logical node that is not
traversed.

(2) Access the cell topology logical node RTCN2,
which represents the outgoing breaker CB1. Get
the switch status of the outgoing breaker CB1, and
mark this node as traversed. RTCN1 in the
AdjRTCN element of RTCN2 has been traversed,
while RTCN3 has not. 'ere is no information of
RTCN3 in the topology slice RTPM1, so STU1
communicates with STU2 corresponding to the
adjacent topology slice RTPM2 to obtain the cell
logic node information in the topology chip
RTPM2, and carry out the next topology search
across the topology slice.

(3) Access the cell topology logical node RTCN3.
RTCN3 represents the switch K1, obtains the switch
state of K1, and marks this node as traversed, and the
topology search continues. RTCN2 in AdjRTCN
element of RTCN3 has been traversed, while RTCN4
and RTCN6 have not. You can continue to search for
RTCN4 and RTCN5 in this way.

(4) Access the cell topology logic node RTCN6. RTCN6
represents switch K3, obtains the switch state of K3,
and marks this node as traversed. Switch K3 is a tie
switch. RTCN3 and RTCN4 in the AdjRTCN ele-
ment of RTCN6 have been traversed, while RTCN7
has not.

'e search procedure of the cell topology logical node in
RTPM3 is the same as the above steps. After the cross to-
pology search is completed, the topology slices RTPM1,
RTPM2, RTPM3, RTPM4, RTPM5, and RTPM6 are con-
nected to form the whole feeder topology.

So far, the complete topology identification of feeders is
completed. When the switch operates or the feeder structure
changes, only the changed topology piece information needs
to be updated to complete the real-time topology update.

6. Summary

Distributed control has perfect performance and fast re-
sponse speed, which can effectively improve the safety of the
distribution network and improve the power supply quality
of the distribution network. Based on the IEC 61850
modeling technology, this paper builds new cell topology
logical nodes and topology slice logical nodes based on the
analysis of distributed application topology requirements
and uses logical nodes to express the distribution line’s
topology.'is method does not need to name each section of
the line, simplifies the description of the topological
structure, and can better support the realization of dis-
tributed control.
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In the application process of distributed feeder automation (FA) that is based on peer-to-peer exchange of measurement and
control data between smart terminal units (STUs), there is an urgent need for standardized communication interaction and
necessary security protection.-is paper proposes an IEC 61850 communicationmapping scheme using built-in secure extensible
messaging and presence protocol (XMPP) and the generic object oriented substation event based on the user datagram protocol
(GOOSE over UDP) and a security protection scheme based on hash to obtain random subsets (HORS); one-time signature
algorithm is used to ensure the communication safety of GOOSE messages. -e agent-based distributed FA test system is
developed with the STUs.-e test results show the scheme can meet the requirements of the quick distributed feeder automation.

1. Introduction

-e structure of the distribution line is complex and the failure
rate is high. At the same time, the requirements for power
supply quality and reliability from users become stringent. -e
distributed feeder automation can effectively speed up the
failure processing speed and improve the power supply reli-
ability [1, 2]. -e technology of distributed FA based on the
peer-to-peer exchange of measurement and control data be-
tween STUs has attracted wide attention due to its compre-
hensive utilization of information, fast local control speed, and
perfect performance. However, there are several issues to be
solved in the existing FA system: (1) the private information
model and communication mechanism are adopted in the
information communication of STUs of various manufac-
turers, which lack the support of standard information model
and communication mechanism, resulting in the failure to
realize the interoperability of different STUs; (2) the com-
munication between STUs lacks the unified service scheme and
necessary security protection technology.

Distributed FA control is to realize fault handling
through peer-to-peer communication between STUs, which
requires a unified information model, communication

mapping and reliable communication network. In terms of
information model, at present, the information model of
distribution network is mainly based on IEC 61850. In the
work by Ling’s team [3], the FA controller is used to realize
the control of the terminal and the expansion and control of
the logical node to complete the distributed FA control;
chen’s team [4] proposed a peer-to-peer communication
data exchange method for GOOSE services and established
proprietary logical node and smart distributed FA model. In
terms of information model, new or expanded logical nodes
are often used to meet the requirements of distributed FA. In
terms of communication network, IP communication net-
work is generally used and fiber-optic communication has
become the first choice of distribution communication
network due to its reliable performance and strong anti-
interference ability. Data transmission is mostly realized by
the method of communication mapping. At present, the
research on communication transmission protocol mainly
includes IEC 60870-5-101/104, MMS, Web Services, and
GOOSE. Among them, MMS is mainly used in substation
andWeb Services cannot meet the requirements of real-time
performance and security of distribution network, so there
are few applications of distribution network. IEC 60870-5-
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101/104 is the most widely used communication mapping
protocol in distribution network. In order to ensure the
security of communication information, when IEC 60870-5-
101/104 protocol is applied in distribution network, China
state grid requires encryption when control command is
issued, but it only solves the issue of longitudinal security
frommaster station to terminal and does not solve the lateral
security from terminal to terminal. In order to solve the issue
of communication security, the working group of IEC TC57
proposed XMPP communicationmapping and is developing
corresponding standards; Hussain’s team [5] studied service
mapping scheme for IEC 61850-based XMPP communi-
cation; Wang’s team [6] optimized and improved the
mapping scheme of XMPP and verified the simplicity and
efficiency of the scheme to achieve interoperability among
devices with limited resources in the Internet of -ings.
Cho’s team [7] has built an XMPP platform based on the IEC
61850 of the Internet of -ings, which can effectively
monitor DER; Hou’s team [8] studied the real-time com-
munication of XMPP and verified that the communication
delay time mapped from IEC 61850 to XMPP can meet the
real-time performance requirements of master station and
STUs in distribution automation, and the communication
delay time between STUs can meet the real-time perfor-
mance requirements of slow distributed FA but not the
quick distributed FA. For the fast transmission technologies
of real-time control data, GOOSE transmission mechanism
is often used. In the work by Chen’s team [9], the mapping
scheme of existing GOOSE is introduced in detail, and the
optimized GOOSE mapping method based on TCP protocol
is proposed. In the work by Fan’s team [10], the existing
GOOSE mapping is analyzed based on the requirements of
distributed control communication, and the mapping
scheme of GOOSE over UDP is proposed. Chen and Fan
et al. have verified through experiments that the real-time
performance of the GOOSE mechanism can meet the re-
quirements of distributed control [9, 10]. -e above studies
have solved the cross-communication network issue when
GOOSE transmission is used in the distribution network,
but none of them considers the security protection of
GOOSE transmission.

In order to realize the interoperability between the STUs
of the distributed FA in the distribution network and ef-
fectively solve the issue about communication security, this
paper studies the solution based on the combination of
XMPP and GOOSE over UDP, the XMPP protocol mapping
is used to realize the transmission of conventional data, and
GOOSE over UDP is used to realize the transmission of real-
time control data (such as switch action and protection trip).
A one-time signature algorithm is used to solve the security
protection issue of the GOOSE mechanism, and the real-
time performance of the proposed transmission scheme is
tested on the constructed platform.

2. Distributed FA

-e distributed FA system is composed of master station of
distribution automation system, STUs, and peer-to-peer
communication network. Its main functions are as follows:

(1) when the system is in normal operation, the STUs
monitors the corresponding primary switchgear status in-
formation and reports it to the master station; (2) when a
fault occurs on the system, peer-to-peer real-time interactive
data between STUs realize fault location, isolation, and
service restoration, that is, FLISR function, and report the
processing results to the master station.

When a short-circuit fault occurs on the distribution
lines, the outlet circuit breaker and related STUs detect the
fault current. -e circuit breaker trips to re-move the fault,
and the STU that detects the fault current starts the FA
function and judge the fault section according to whether
there is fault current flowing through adjacent switches. In
Figure 1, because STU0 and STU1, respectively, detect that
there is fault current flowing at CB1 and switch S1, it is
judged that the fault does not occur in the adjacent section of
CB1. STU2 detects that there is no fault current at switch S2
of the switch adjacent to switch S1 and judges that the fault
occurs in the section where K1 point is located. After de-
termining the fault section, STU participating in decision
control runs FLISR algorithm to generate fault isolation and
recovery scheme. STU1 and STU2 execute the command to
disconnect switch S1 and switch S2, respectively, isolate the
fault section, and send the confirmation message. STU3 and
STU0 execute command to close contact switch S3 and
circuit breaker CB1 successively to re-store power supply.

If the distribution lines include distributed energy resource
(DER), as the access of DER changes the structure of the
distribution network and changes in electrical quantities, it is
necessary to locate the fault based on the comparison of the
magnitude of the fault current or the phase comparison [11].

According to the number of STU involved in decision-
making control, the implementation mode of distributed FA
can be divided into cooperative mode distributed FA and
agent mode distributed FA [8].

2.1. Cooperative Mode Distributed FA. Cooperative mode
distributed FA refers to two or more STUs to jointly par-
ticipate in decision-making to realize the function of dis-
tributed FLISR. When a fault occurs on distribution lines,
STU which detects fault information of field switch starts FA
function, exchanges information with adjacent STU and
runs FLISR algorithm, makes logical judgments indepen-
dently, and determines the fault section. After generating the
fault isolation recovery scheme, each STU sends the se-
quence control command locally, and the corresponding
switch executes the action to realize FLISR operation.

2.2. AgentModeDistributed FA. -e agent mode distributed
FA is a decision-making control that a designated STU
completes the FLISR function. Generally, the STU at the
outlet power switch of the substation is selected as the agent
STU by taking the feeder as the unit, and the other STU are
collectively referred to as the slave STU. Each STU in the ring
network transmits the detected information to the corre-
sponding agent STU. -e agent STU initiates the logic of
fault handling and decides the switch action and transmits
the control command to the corresponding slave STU. In
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this mode, the principle of distributed FA is similar to
centralized FA [8], in which the agent STU is equivalent to
the substation of distribution network.

2.3. Real-Time Performance Requirements of Distributed FA.
Distributed FA can effectively speed up the processing speed
of distribution lines faults and reduce the outage time.
According to different load types and communication
conditions, it can be divided into quick distributed FA and
slow distributed FA. -e China national standard GB/T
35732-2017, Technical Specifications of Intelligent Remote
Terminal Unit of Distribution Automation [12] specifies the
information interaction and fault processing time, as shown
in Table 1.

2.4. Communication Security Requirements ofDistributed FA.
In recent years, network security incidents occur frequently.
In 2015, Ukraine, and in 2016, Israel, suffered hacker attacks
on the power system, resulting in power outage. -is in-
dicates that the risk of grid network and information security
exists for a long time and needs to be effectively protected.

In the distributed FA system, the data interaction object
is mainly the STU and the master station. -e STUs are
distributed outdoors and scattered in a broad area in dis-
tribution automation system. Most of the environments are
unattended and vulnerable to attack. -e content of data
interaction involves real-time measured current and voltage
information, fault indication, switch position, control
commands, etc. and its operation object is directly oriented
to sectionalising switches. If the STUs are attacked or the
interactive data are leaked or tampered and the wrong in-
structions are conveyed, the circuit outage and other acci-
dents will occur directly.

Technical report IEC 61850 90-5 is used in the wide area
phase angle measurement application in combination with
communication security standard IEC 62351, and the
method of establishing key distribution center (KDC) sig-
nature authentication is used for security protection. -is
method is more suitable for agent mode distributed FA,
when applied to cooperative mode distributed FA, the
number of key required is large, and the management is
complex. In addition, -e STU as the KDC is limited due to
its computational ability, the key cannot be too long, and the
security protection capability is limited.

At present, for the security protection of distribution
network, China state grid clearly states that the security
protection must be done according to the following re-
quirements: the master station in distribution automation
system should meet the one-way authentication function of
nonsymmetric encryption key technology, and the STUs
should have the function of authenticating the digital sig-
nature of the master station, but it only involves the security
protection between the STUs and the master station; it does
not require the security issues between the STUs. At the
same time, it needs to strengthen the safety monitoring and
management of the STUs and other equipment. Electrical
Internet of -ings also puts forward requirements for grid
security: eliminate the weak links in the grid, use new
technologies or new methods to improve the security pro-
tection of important equipment and time periods in the grid,
and strengthen the security prevention and control of im-
portant information transmission to prevent the impact of
“network attack” on the grid.

In the current IEC 61850 communication protocol,
XMPP can support various kinds of security encryption
algorithms, so in this paper, XMPP mapping communica-
tion is used for information model and measurement data,
and GOOSE over UDP is used for real-time control com-
mand; at the same time, security protection is added to it.

3. Communication Mapping of XMPP in
Distributed FA

3.1. XMPP Working Mechanism. XMPP is an open-source
communication protocol for real-time communication. It is
based on extensible markup language (XML), which can
meet the needs of thousands of STUs online and inter-
connected at the same time. XMPP protocol has been
standardized by Internet Engineering working group, and
core protocols (such as RFC 6120, RFC 6121, and RFC 6122)
have been released and updated. XMPP core specification
has built-in relatively sound security mechanism. -e IEC
61850 8-2 standard which is being developed by IEC TC57
organization adopts the XMPPmapping method to solve the
network security issue.

As shown in Figure 2, XMPP supports mode applica-
tions of client/server (C/S) and server/server (S/S) and can
also communicate with external networks through gateways.

CB1 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 CB2

Substation 1 Substation 2
K1

Peer-to-peer communication network

STU0 STU1 STU2 STU3 STU4 STU5 STU6

Figure 1: A distributed FA system for an open loop overhead line.
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Communication between XMPP clients needs to be con-
nected with XMPP server and forwarded by XMPP server:

(1) -e client establishes a connection with the server
through TCP/IP and optionally sets the encryption
option of transport layer security (TLS) to ensure the
security of transport flow information

(2) -e client and server use simple authentication se-
curity layer (SASL) to obtain identity authentication

(3) Open the XML stream and bind the client resources
to form a complete identification JID (Jabber ID)

(4) -e client makes the JID of target address, and after
the server looks up and authentication, a session
between clients is establish. -e specific message
fragments are encapsulated in the middle of the
stream in the form of XML stanza and transmitted in
the form of XML stream. XMPP defines three dif-
ferent XML stanza-<iq/>, <presence/>, <message/>,
to achieve different functions.

3.2. Distributed FA System Architecture Based on XMPP
Mapping. -e distributed FA system applies XMPP, as
shown in Figure 3. STUs can be used as both the IEC 61850
client and the IEC 61850 server, but both of them are XMPP
clients for XMPP communication.-ey need to be connected
to the XMPP server set up in the communication network
through TCP/IP protocol, and the server will transmit them to
realize the conversation between clients. -e configuration of
the server can be selected according to the size of the system
and the light and heavy load the server bears, for example:

(1) Set up a single server in the master station or run
XMPP server application in the front-end processor

(2) Subregional settings, such as configure the server by
feeder group

Cooperative mode distributed FA and agent mode
distributed FA differ in the number of STUs participating in
decision-making control, resulting in different data flow and
data transmission volume. When a fault occurs on distri-
bution lines, the data transmission capacity of collaborative
mode distributed FA and agent mode distributed FA is
similar in fault isolation and recovery. However, during fault

location, because collaborative distributed FA requires ad-
jacent STUs for two-way interaction, there are many times of
forwarding through the server and the server processes a
large amount of information.-e agentmode distributed FA
only needs to be transmitted from the slave STU to the agent
STU, and there is less interactive data forwarding. -e real-
time performance of the agent mode distributed FA is better
than that of the collaborative distributed FA.

3.3. Service Mapping of XMPP. When XMPP is used for data
transmission, the size of common data packets is usually
several thousand bytes; since it has been transferred,
encrypted, and decrypted through XMPP server, the actual
transmission delaymay be large in case of network blocking or
large data packets; in this paper, XMPP is not used to transmit
real-time control data with high real-time performance re-
quirements; XMPP is used to transmit nonfault information
model data, real-time measurement data, and historical data.
-e data are encapsulated in the XML stream in the form of
XML stanza. After establishing the TCP/IP link, through the
forwarding of the XMPP server, XML stream transmission
from the STU to the STU is completed. -e types of XML
message format include <iq/>, <message/> and <presence/>.

When XMPP is used for information model data mapping,
the most commonly used information exchange models are
DataSet, Report, and Log. Among them, DataSet defines data
values and data attribute values of logical nodes, and when the
Report monitors that the information changes, that is to say,
when the trigger condition is reached, the Report will im-
mediately send the data set members to the client, and the
whole process is recorded by Log; when the real-time mea-
surement data and historical data are transmitted, the client
completes the data transmission from the client to the client by
forwarding the data set through the server in the XML stream.
-e association established before mapping uses two party
application association of end-to-end information flow control.

Abstract communication service interface (ACSI) has
no communication function and does not specify specific
message format and encoding/decoding syntax [13];
therefore, IEC 61850 maps the information model and
services of ACSI to specific communication service
mapping (such as MMS and XMPP), in which MMS uses
ASN.1 to make corresponding format regulations for
service coding, and the coding format is BER, while XMPP
mapping also uses similar data unit structure, but the
coding mode is XER, and the specific mapping rela-
tionship is shown in Table 2.

3.4. Safety Protection of XMPP. Distributed FA uses XMPP
for data transmission, mainly in the form of XML stream
between the master station and the STUs or between the

XMPP client XMPP client

XMPP server XMPP server

C/S
stream

C/S
streamS/S

stream XMPP
Gateway

External network

External agreement

Figure 2: Typical network architecture of XMPP.

Table 1: Technical requirements for distributed FA.

Types of distributed
FA

Information interaction time
(ms)

Fault upstream switch isolation
time (ms)

Recovery time of nonfault
area (s)

Signal up time
(s)

Quick distributed FA ≤20 ≤200 ≤5 ≤3
Slow distributed FA ≤200 ≤5000 ≤45 ≤3
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STU and the STU. During the transmission process, it may
be subject to external malicious tampering, so this process
needs effective security protection. XMPP itself contains two
security mechanisms of transport layer security (TLS) and
simple authentication security layer (SASL). Among them,
TLS is used to encrypt the communication channel to ensure
the information security of the data flow from the client to
the server or from the server to the server; SASL is used to
authorize the user, and multiple authentication mechanisms
are included to ensure the safety of the transmission of
information.

XMPP has two built-in security mechanisms; among
them, TLS is divided into two layers. -e three protocols of
handshake, password specification change, and alarm con-
tained in the upper layer, respectively, have the functions of
identity authentication, security parameter negotiation and

change notification, flow closing, and error alarm, which can
ensure the security of communication; the lower record layer
protocol can encrypt and decrypt data, decompress and
compress data, and check data integrity to ensure data security;
it uses STARTTLS extension. -e sender sends <starttls/
>command to indicate the start of STARTTLS negotiation.
-e receiver uses <processed/> or <failure/> to reply.

Since authentication information needs to be sent during
SASL negotiation, STARTTLS negotiation needs to be
completed before SASL negotiation; SASL provides GSSAP,
DIGEST-MD5, SCRAM (SCRAM-SHA-1 and SASL-
SCRAM-SHA-1-PLUS), PLAIN and other mechanisms to
realize authentication. In distributed FA, authentication
between STU and STU or between STU andmaster station is
realized by SASL built-in XMPP, and the security of
transmitted data is protected by TLS lower layer, identity

Table 2: Distributed feeder automation related ACSI mapping table.

IEC 61850 object ACSIe service ASN.1 BER of MMS XML stanza and type of XMPP

Associate Associate
Initate-requestPDU IQ Type-set
Initate-responsePDU IQ Type-result
Initate-errorPDU IQ Type-result

Data

GetDataValues Read-requestPDU IQ Type-get
Read-responsePDU IQ Type-result

SetDataValues Write-requestPDU IQ Type-set
Write-responsePDU IQ Type-result

GetDataDefinition GetVariableAccessAttrbute-requestPDU IQ Type-get
GetVariableAccessAttrbute-responsePDU IQ Type-result

Report

Report InformationReport-requestPDU Message Type-normal

GetBRCBValues Read-requestPDU IQ Type-get
Read-responsePDU IQ Type-result

SetBRCBValues Write-requestPDU IQ Type-set
Write-responsePDU IQ Type-result

Control Operate Write-requestPDU IQ Type-set
Write-responsePDU IQ Type-result

LCB SetLCBValues Write-requestPDU IQ Type-set
Write-responsePDU IQ Type-result

File SetFile ObtainFile-requestPDU IQ type-get
ObtainFile-responsePDU IQ Type-result

Data set
GetDataSetValues Read-requestPDU IQ Type-get

Read-responsePDU IQ Type-result

SetDataSetValues Write-requestPDU IQ Type-set
Write-responsePDU IQ Type-result
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XMPP client
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server
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Figure 3: -e architecture of XMPP in distributed FA systems.
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authentication and error alarm are realized by TLS upper
layer, and the security of data transmission is realized by
XMPP built-in security protection.

4. Security Protection Scheme of GOOSE for
Real-Time Data Transmission

In the distributed FA, this paper uses GOOSE to complete the
transmission of fast real-time data. In order to realize the fast
transmission of the message in the IP layer, the way of
GOOSE over UDP is adopted, and it has the characteristics of
based on peer-to-peer communication, fewer protocol control
options, short message delay time, and fast transmission
speed. At the same time, it meets the real-time performance
requirements of distributed FA for control commands.

4.1. 1e Information Transmission of GOOSE over UDP.
GOOSE over UDP adopts the publisher/subscriber mecha-
nism. In order to ensure the data of real-time performance,
priority is set in the Type of Service (TOS) field of the IP
protocol in the network layer. TOS is considered to be
composed of differentiated service code point (DSCP) and
explicit congestion notification (ECN); in order to ensure the
reliability of the data, the fast multiple retransmissions
mechanism is adopted. At the same time, whether the
message is lost or whether the communication is interrupted
can be judged according to the allowable lifetime of the
message. According to the status number (StNum) and the
sequence number (SqNum), it can be judged whether the
transmitted message has frame loss, wrong sequence, or
repetition, and for more important information (such as
switch action), double frame receiving mechanism is adopted
to ensure the reliability of transmission information.

When using GOOSE transmission mechanism to realize
FLISR function, such as agent mode distributed FA, mul-
ticast application association is adopted for communication,
fault indication DataSet is sent to service restoration con-
troller (SRC) through Report service for fault section
judgment, and SRC completes fault isolation and recovery of
nonfault section through Operate service [14].

4.2. 1e Security Protection of GOOSE over UDP.
Distributed FA is used for fault handling, which has high
requirements for the real-time performance, reliability, and
safety of transmission messages. In order to ensure that the
distributed FA can quickly and accurately implement the
FLISR function, effective security protection is required for
GOOSE messages.

In order to solve the security issue of GOOSE commu-
nication in substation, IEC 62351 recommends the authen-
tication algorithm based on message authentication code
(MAC). -e MAC shall be generated through the compu-
tation of a 32 bit FCS calculated by ISO/IEC 13239 (ISO
HDLC). Message digest is signed by RSASSA-PKCS1-V1_5
algorithm specified by RFC 2437 to generate digital signature
with security encryption. In the work by Farooq’s team [15],
the encryption algorithm in IEC 62351 standard is tested for
the encryption and decryption performance of GOOSE data.

-e encryption and decryption time is 4.31ms when the CPU
is Intel i5-3210M, the main frequency is 2.5GHz, and the
GOOSE data packet is 256 bytes. At present, the CPU speed of
distribution terminal is relatively low. Taking the STUs of
Kehui’s PZK-360H as an example, the main frequency of
STUs is 454MHz, and the encryption and decryption time is
24.303ms after conversion according to the CPU speed. If the
GOOSE data packet exceeds 256 bytes, the encryption and
decryption time is longer. -erefore, the real-time perfor-
mance does not meet the requirement that information in-
teraction time is less than 20ms in the fast distributed FA. In
addition, the memory overhead of the encryption algorithm
recommended by IEC 62351 is also large.

In order to solve the security issue of real-time control
data in distributed FA, this paper uses the authentication of
one-time signature based on HORS to enable GOOSE over
UDP to detect whether the message is complete and whether
it is intruded. -e one-time signature is based on one-way
function without trap gate, which has asymmetric secret
information. At the same time, it has low requirements for
hardware equipment, and it is fast in generating and verifying
signature, which makes the one-time signature suitable for
multicast authentication. GOOSE uses the one-time signature
for the transmission of multicast data as shown in Figure 4.

SRC is used as key distribution center (KDC). KDC
protocol based on RFC 3547 allows to support one-time
signature algorithm. At the same time, in order to ensure
that the key will not be stolen or tampered, KDC needs to
update the key and refer to the handlingmethod of the key in
IEC 61850 90-5; the key update can be divided into two
types: regular update and irregular update. -e regular
update is the update of the key under normal conditions, and
the time is generally set as 30min to 48 h. Because the
computing power of STUs is relatively weak, the key length
is relatively short. In order to ensure sufficient security, the
maximum key lifetime is set as 30min.-e key generated by
KDC is sent to each STU through UDP/IP multicast. After
receiving the key, the STUs will save it. When using GOOSE
for message transmission, it will be added to the message.
-e order of using the key is opposite to that of generating
the key. -e specific signature process is as follows [16–18]:

(1) Key generation: generate t random n bit strings
(s1, s2, . . . , st), which form the private key SK. -e
public key is then computed as PK � (v1, v2, . . . , vt),
where vi � f(si) and f is a one-way function.

(2) Singing: to sign a messageM, let h � H(M), whereH
is a hash function. Split h into k substrings
(h1, h2, . . . , hk) of log2 t bits each. Interpret each hj

as an integer ij. -e signature of message M can be
expressed as (si1

, si2
, . . . , sik

), 1≤ j≤ k.
(3) Verification: the recipient verifies the signature of the

messageM sent by the sender, uses the method in (2)
to calculate and generates (si1

′, si2
′, . . . , sik

′), compares
and verifies with the original signature, and check if
f(sj
′) � vij holds.

Once the signature of message M is generated, it cannot
be changed, but the tamper can tamper with the message by
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forging the same hash value as message M. Figure 5 shows
the case of tampering with information when k is taken as 3;
the tamper changes messageM toM′, then we need tomatch
the correct hash value from the K! Hash values, and so we
can increase the security of one-time signature by increasing
the size of K, but the calculation cost and signature size will
also increase.

4.3.1e Influence of Distributed FAControlMode onMessage
Encryption. -e control mode of distributed FA is divided
into collaborative distributed FA and agent mode dis-
tributed FA. Because the STU of the cooperative mode
distributed FA needs to communicate with the remaining
n − 1 STUs, and in order to ensure the security of the keys
of STU, the STUs communicating with each other must
contain keys that can only be identified by each other and
KDC needs to send n × (n − 1) keys. -ere is a large de-
mand for the number of keys, a large amount of calculation
and update work, and a high memory occupation of the
STU; and the agent mode distributed FA takes the SRC as
the KDC, SRC is responsible for managing and distributing
the keys, and STU only needs to communicate with the
SRC, so the number of keys is only n, and the number of
keys is small. Considering the computing and storage
capacity of the STU, agent mode distributed FA is more
suitable for key distribution and management than col-
laborative distributed FA.

5. Experiment Test

-e test is conducted for the agent mode distributed FA.-e
real-time control data between STUs and SRC are trans-
mitted by GOOSE, and other data are transmitted by XMPP,
as shown in Table 3.

5.1. XMPP Message Test. In order to test the real-time
transmission performance of IEC 61850 information by
XMPP, the communication test system as shown in Figure 6
is built, which is composed of optical Ethernet switch,
router, PC, and relevant application software. PC1 installs
the XMPP universal server Openfire. PC2PC7 are XMPP
clients.-e STU1 and STU2 are used for the XMPP data test.
-e STUs use Kehui’s PZK-360H and built-in MPC 287
communication board with the main frequency of 454MHz
CPU, and the test program is developed in C++ under the
embedded Linux operating system environment. PC4, PC5,
PC6, and PC7 are used to simulate the other online users on
the server in the distribution network, so as to realize the
user login and the communication between the users, so as
to generate the background traffic in the communication
network. -ere are 502 simulated users in the test. -e client
program is implemented based on Java language, and the
XMPP class library uses smack library.

-e method of ping-pong test is adopted in commu-
nication delay test. First, record the time when STU1 sends a
data packet as t1; STU2 receives the data packet from STU1,
then sends it back to STU1, and records the time when STU1
receives the returned data packet as t2, and then the end-to-
end data transmission delay is obtained by calculating the
time difference between t1 and t2 divided by 2. Each message
of different sizes sends 5000 packets. -e measured end-to-
end data transmission delay includes network transmission
delay and server processing delay. Packets sent to the server
need to wait in the packet queue processed by the server and
be forwarded to the destination address by the server. If the
transmitted data package is encrypted, because the key of
different STUs are different, it needs to be decrypted first and
then encrypted and forwarded in the XMPP server.
-erefore, the processing delay of the XMPP server mainly
includes the encryption and decryption delay of the server
and the forwarding delay of the server.

It can be seen from Figure 7(a) that the communication
message size has a great influence on the transmission delay,
which basically shows that the transmission delay increases
with the increase of the number of bytes in the message. -e
average delay of encryption with security is higher than that
of encryption without security, mainly because of the en-
cryption and decryption delay of the server. Based on XMPP
to transmit IEC 61850 data objects, it is necessary to combine

Valid one-time 
signature

Several situations of 
tamperer forging hash value

H (M) =
A||B||C

H (M′) =
A||B||C

H (M′) =
A||C||B

H (M′) =
B||A||C

H (M′) =
B||C||A

H (M′) =
C||B||A

H (M′) =
C||A||B

Tampering with 
signature results

Successful 
tampering

Tampering 
failed

Figure 5: Tamperer forged signature case.
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Table 3: Communication content and security protection of distributed feeder automation.

Communication
object

Transmission
mode Transmission content Safety

protection

STU and SRC
GOOSE (fault)

Teleindication (signal of successful fault location, signal of successful switch
disconnection, and signal of successful fault isolation) One-time

signatureRemote control (switch control command, etc.)
Telemetry (fault current value, etc.)

XMPP
(nonfault) Configuration, telemetry, teleindication TLS and SASL

SRC and MS XMPP Configuration, telemetry, teleindication TLS and SASL
STU and MS XMPP Configuration, telemetry, teleindication TLS and SASL

Switch 1
172.16.16.2

Switch 4
172.16.16.5

Switch 3
172.16.16.4

Switch 2
172.16.16.3

Switch 8
172.16.15.15

Switch 5
172.16.15.12

Switch 6
172.16.15.13

Switch 7
172.16.15.14

Subnet2

PC1
172.16.1.20

Subnet1

STU1
172.16.16.30

STU2
172.16.15.35

PC4
172.16.16.31

PC5
172.16.16.32

PC7
172.16.16.37

PC 6
172.16.15.36

router

Figure 6: -e test system of XMPP.
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Figure 7: XMPP transmission delay test: (a) end-to-end transmission delay of packet size; (b) the scatter plot of the transmission delay test
with a packet size of 3075 bytes.
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the data types and service parameters of IEC 61850 to ex-
pand based on XML to form multilayer definition tags to
encapsulate data. -erefore, a typical XMPP encapsulated
data packet is generally more than a few kilobytes. Taking
3075 bytes message as an example, the average end-to-end
transmission delay based on XMPP with security encryption
is about 4.9049ms, and the maximum delay is about 17ms.
It can be seen from Figure 7(b) that the transmission delay
under this message is mainly concentrated in 4–6ms, and
the large point of delay value is discontinuous.

-e encryption delay of the message is tested on the PC
with the CPU main frequency of 2.2GHz, and the measured
time is 0.3ms. Converted to the STU using Blackfin as the
processor and the main frequency of the main board as
300MHz, its encryption delay is about 2.25ms. -erefore,
the transmission delay based on XMPP transmission from
encrypting the sending end of the STU to receiving the
message at the receiving end of the STU is about 7.5149ms.

In the work by Fan’s team [10], it is introduced that the
distributed fast message of the distribution network is
transmitted by GOOSE mechanism, and it is measured that
the distributed measurement and control message based on
GOOSE over UDP scheme is within 1.5 KB, and its trans-
mission delay is within 2ms. In contrast, XMPP-based
distributed measurement and control messages have a rel-
atively large transmission delay when the message is 1500
bytes, and the average delay is about 3.9ms.-emain reason
is that XMPP packets need to be forwarded by the server to
ensure security. In addition, because XMPP adopts XML
plain text encoding form, when transmitting the same IEC
61850 information content, XMPP message is larger, so the
delay is correspondingly increased.

-e China National Standard [12] stipulates that the
following: (1) the delay time of fault information interaction
of peer-to-peer communication for fast distributed FA shall
not be greater than 20ms; (2) the delay time of fault in-
formation interaction message of peer-to-peer communi-
cation for slow distributed FA shall not bemore than 200ms.
According to the test, the maximum end-to-end transmis-
sion delay of 3075 bytes’ message during security encryption
is 17ms. But in actual application on-site, the size of XMPP
data packet may be larger than 3000 bytes. Compared with
the actual communication environment, the test network
environment is stable and the server performance is better.
-erefore, the maximum transmission delay of XMPP
message in actual transmission may exceed 20ms, but it
meets the requirements of slow distributed FA for the
transmission delay of information exchange, so it can be
applied in slow distributed FA based on XMPP. It cannot
meet the demand of fast distributed FA.

5.2. 1e Real-Time Performance Test of GOOSE over UDP
Message. In order to test the real-time performance of
using GOOSE over UDP to transmit control messages, a
distributed FA test system is built as in Figure 8, the test
platform is composed of the active static simulation
platform of distribution network, communication net-
work, STUs and PCs. -e active static simulation platform

of distribution network can simulate the failure of hand-
held overhead line and cable line, and connect the voltage
and current to the STUs through the corresponding
transformer. -e communication network consists of two
SICOM3000 Ethernet switches, one router and single-
mode optical fiber. -e STUs uses five sets of PZK-360H
from Kehui, and the PC is used to generate the back-
ground traffic in the network. In case of short-circuit fault
of hand-held ring network, FLISR function is realized by
GOOSE message communication between STUs. -e time
of fault isolation and recovery can be obtained by re-
cording the trip contact signal output by the STUs and the
fault simulation start contact signal time. Network mes-
sage recording tool, Wireshark, is used to monitor the
network and analysis GOOSE messages.

Since the STUs do not have the ability of high-precision
time synchronization, it cannot directly test the transmission
time of a single message between STUs. For the test of the
transmission delay of GOOSEmessages, the transmission delay
can be realized by the ping-pong test (that is, the time difference
between the sender’s request message and the sender’s ac-
ceptance of the response message divided by 2 as the trans-
mission time) method after modifying the test program test.

-e developed distributed FA test system uses the fault
indication and control data set transmitted by GOOSE over
UDP when a failure occurs; its message length is 335 bytes.
-erefore, using the ping-pong method to test the GOOSE
message transmission delay and encryption and decryption
time are all for the 335 bytes GOOSE packet.

-e failure test was carried out for the agent mode
distributed FA, and the test was repeated 10 times, the
signal of the switch node is recorded by the wave recorder
to obtain the fault isolation time, and the log recorded in
the STUs is used to obtain the encryption and decryption
time, the fault detection time, and the switch control time.
After the test, the total isolation time in agent mode
distributed FA is 172.766ms on average; among them, the
average time from the over-current start to the protection
information is written into the STU log as 17ms. -e
average time from STUs receiving a remote control
command to sending a remote control command to the
switch is 19ms, and the average time from STUs sending a
remote control command to STUs detecting that the
switch is off is 86ms.

-e encryption and decryption time of GOOSE message
is shown in Table 4, and the average value of encryption and
decryption time is 6.344ms.-e research group conducted a
GOOSE over UDP transmission delay test with the message
length of 335 bytes [10], and the average value of the
transmission delay was 0.539ms, so the transmission delay
of the GOOSE messages with security encryption is about
6.883ms. In Table 4, the transmission delay of STUs en-
cryption is relatively smaller than that of decryption, because
the separated message M needs to be calculated using the
hash algorithm when decrypting; and then the obtained
digest h′ is compared with the original digest h to verify the
correctness of the signature. Encryption does not contain the
separation and verification process, so the decryption time is
slightly longer than the encryption time.
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For the transmission delay of GOOSE messages, it is not
encrypted when the ping-pong method is used for testing, so
as to reduce the processing delay of the STUs as much as
possible.-e test results are basically consistent with those of
the work by Fan’s team [10], which will not be discussed
here.

PC2 is used to send data packets to PC1 to generate
constant network background traffic, and different network
load rates are generated by controlling the transmission rate.
As shown in Figure 9, when the network load rate is less than
97%, the average transmission delay of the message is less
than 7.3ms and is less affected by the network background
traffic, and when the network load rate is greater than 97%,
the transmission delay increases sharply. In the distributed
FA communication system of the distribution network, the
network load rate generally does not exceed 30% [10], so the
network load rate has little impact on the communication of
the distributed FA.

In the process of distributed FA fault handling, real-time
data are transmitted by GOOSE over UDP, and the Report
after fault is transmitted to the master station through
XMPP.

Based on the scheme developed in this paper, the average
total isolation time of the test is 172.7ms, which can basically
meet the requirements of the fast distributed FA. In the total
isolation time of distributed FA, the encryption and decryption
time of GOOSEmessage and the communication delay of data
packet account for a relatively small proportion. -e main
delay factors are fault detection and control strategy. Due to the
need to transmit data to SRC for decision-making and then
sending control commands to STUs for execution, the fault

processing speed of agent mode distributed FA is slower than
that of collaborative distributed FA, but the key distribution
processing of agent mode distributed FA is easier than that of
collaborative distributed FA.

6. Summary

In order to standardize the communication mapping of
distributed FA and solve the issue of communication se-
curity protection between STUs, this paper studies the IEC
61850 communication mapping issue of XMPP in the ap-
plication of distributed FA. XMPP based on XML extension
and built-in security mechanism can realize data encryption
and integrity transmission. However, XMPP packets are
transferred and encrypted in the server to a certain extent,
which affects the real-time performance of transmission, and
its real-time performance cannot meet the requirements of
fast distributed FA. Realization of fast control data

Table 4: Encryption and decryption time of GOOSE messages of
STU.

Encryption and decryption Max. (ms) Min. (ms) Ave. (ms)
Encryption 6 2 2.645
Decryption 7.125 2.809 3.699

CB1 CB2S1 S2 S3 S4 S5

Peer-to-peer communication network

Relay 1 Relay 2

STU1 SRCSTU4STU3STU2
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Figure 8: Distributed FA test system.
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GOOSE with secure encryption.
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transmission through GOOSE over UDP can meet the real-
time requirements of fast distributed FA. Due to the rela-
tively weak computing capabilities of the STUs, the GOOSE
message is protected by a one-time signature algorithm
based on HORS with a small amount of calculation.

-e test system is developed based on this scheme. -e
test results show that the transmission delay of XMPP can
meet the requirements that the information interaction
delay of slow distributed FA is no more than 200ms, and the
user authorization, authentication, and communication
channel encryption technology based on SASL and TLS can
realize the horizontal and vertical information security
protection of distribution network, which provides a safe
and effective communication mapping method for distrib-
uted control applications such as STUs and access of DERs.
-e real-time performance of GOOSE over UDP with in-
creased security control can basically meet the requirements
that the information interaction delay of fast distributed FA.

-is paper conducts a preliminary study on the com-
munication security of distributed FA; considering distri-
bution and management for the key, the scheme is more
suitable for the application of agent mode distributed FA. So,
the agent mode distributed FA control is implemented at
present, and the real-time performance is better when the
collaborative distributed FA is adopted, but the management
and distribution of the key are complicated. -e next stage
will further study the security control of the collaborative
distributed FA.
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)e particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a wide used optimization algorithm, which yet suffers from trapping in local optimum
and the premature convergence. Many studies have proposed the improvements to address the drawbacks above. Most of them
have implemented a single strategy for one problem or a fixed neighborhood structure during the whole search process. To further
improve the PSO performance, we introduced a simple but effective method, named adaptive particle swarm optimization with
Gaussian perturbation and mutation (AGMPSO), consisting of three strategies. Gaussian perturbation and mutation are in-
corporated to promote the exploration and exploitation capability, while the adaptive strategy is introduced to ensure dynamic
implement of the former two strategies, which guarantee the balance of the searching ability and accuracy. Comparison ex-
periments of proposed AGMPSO and existing PSO variants in solving 29 benchmark functions of CEC 2017 test suites suggest
that, despite the simplicity in architecture, the proposed AGMPSO obtains a high convergence accuracy and significant robustness
which are proven by conducted Wilcoxon’s rank sum test.

1. Introduction

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is an evolutionary
computing technique proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart in
1995 [1], originating from the simulation of predation and
other behaviors of bird flocks and fish schools. )e solution
of each optimization problem in the algorithm is similar to a
“particle” in the search space. )e particle swarm algorithm
randomly generates an initial swarm and gives each particle
a random velocity. During the optimization process, the
particles adjust the velocity and trajectory according to the
experience of themselves and companions, so that the whole
swam contains the ability to fly to a better search area.
Involving few parameters and with easy implementation,
PSO has been widely used in many fields such as function
optimization, neural network training, fuzzy system control,
pattern recognition, and engineering application. However,
the PSO algorithm still has problems such as premature and
easily falling into local optimum when tackling complex

multimodal problems. In order to improve the solving
ability of particle swarm optimization, researchers have
proposed methods, such as an adjustment of the inertial
parameters of particle swarm algorithm, including dynamic
policies and adaptive methods, learning factors, and social
factors [2], a neighborhood searching strategy to strengthen
the exploration of the neighborhood of the current pop-
ulation [3], an adoption of the information-sharing mech-
anism to enhance population diversity and avoid premature
algorithm convergence [4], and the integrations with other
algorithms, such as the combination of particle swarm
optimization algorithm and immune algorithm, genetic
algorithm, and artificial bee colony algorithm [5].

A variety of improved methods are proposed to solve the
existing problems of PSO. )e inertia weight and velocity
parameters were dynamically adjusted through the particle
swarm’s convergence state to speed up the convergence
speed and balance the global search and local search ca-
pabilities [6]. Alatas et al. [7] proposed a strategy to learn
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from outstanding individuals other than the optimal par-
ticles to adapt to the solution of high-dimensional problems.
Zhao et al. [8] introduced biology principles to give the
particles the ability of multi-crossover and swarm coloni-
zation behaviors. Liang et al. [9] implemented a neigh-
borhood development strategy to improve the algorithm’s
search ability. Chen et al. [10] leveraged the optimal in-
formation for all other particles to update the velocity of the
particles in different dimensions. A particle swarm algo-
rithm with lifecycle and challenging behavior is proposed to
preserve particles’ activity during the evolution of particle
swarm, which is beneficial to the global range search [11].
Frans and Engelbrecht [12] incorporated chaos into the
particle movement process, so that the particle swarm al-
ternately moves between chaos and stability, gradually
approaching the best point. Tian [13] initialized the particle
swarm in a chaotic manner to ensure that the particle swarm
can be evenly distributed in the solution space and achieve
better global search capabilities. Du et al. [14] and Munlin
and Anantathanavit [15] proposed to use multiple methods
to realize the particles’ evolution to improve the search
capability of the algorithm. Kiran [16] improved the effi-
ciency of the algorithm evolution with a new evolutionary
mechanism. It improves the calculating speed of the algo-
rithm and particularly has an advantage in solving multi-
modal problems.

)ese methods improve the performance of PSO to
certain extent, but there are still many flaws, such as high
complexity in architecture and low convergence speed. )e
solutions, such as adaptive, perturbation, and mutation,
were incorporated to address these problems.

Aiming to attain the prominent performance of PSO, the
adaptive strategy was introduced to dynamically update the
parameters of the algorithm in prior studies, i.e., inertia
weight [17–21], velocity and position [22, 23], and ω, c1, and
c2 of each particle [5, 24]. Wang et al. [25] and Li and Cheng
et al. [26] introduced a mixed adaptive strategy to adjust the
parameters in order to balance the search and convergence
capabilities. Beyond adaptive updates the parameters, more
complex adaptive strategies are proposed. )e particles are
randomized based on the detection of the changes of gbest

value [27]. In order to adaptively maintain the social at-
tribution of swarm, the inactive particles are taken off based
on the diversity of fitness between current particle and the
best historical experience [28].

In order to promote particles to jump out of local op-
timum further improving the global searching ability,
multiple perturbation strategies were introduced. A chaotic
perturbation was incorporated into the PSO algorithm,
which improved particles’ diversity [29]. Mahmoodabadi
et al. [30] utilized Cauchy perturbation and reverse learning
to accelerate the particle swarm’s convergence and escape
the local optimal solution. Wang et al. [31] proposed
nonuniform mutation and multistage perturbation of par-
ticles, which perturbs the optimal solution at different stages
of evolution, thereby increasing group diversity and in-
creasing the probability of jumping out of local extreme
points.

For increasing vitality and diversity of particles, muta-
tion strategy has been implemented in many optimizations
of PSO. Pehlivanoglu [32] applied a mutation strategy into
global random diversity and local controlled diversity. )e
undesired particles are replaced following the mutation
strategy to accelerate the convergence speed [33]. Large-
scale mutation and small-scale mutation are conducted to
prevent the premature convergence while guaranteeing the
convergence speed [34].

By contrast with the prior studies, we proposed an
adaptive principle according to which the perturbation and
mutation are conducted to balance the convergence accu-
racy and rate. Our main contributions are summarized as
follows:

(1) An adaptive adjusting rule is incorporated following
the cosine law, in order that the particles are in-
terfered with larger amplitude to improve the par-
ticle’s global search ability in the early stage and with
a smaller amplitude to improve the convergence
accuracy.

(2) Following the adaptive strategy, the Gaussian per-
turbation is incorporated to pump the optimal
particle to jump out of the local optimum.

(3) Identically, according to the adaptive strategy, the
mutation is implemented to improve the diversity of
particles that have stagnated evolution and to bal-
ance the ratio of inheritance and mutation to ensure
the population’s searching ability.

2. Adaptive Mutation Particle Swarm
Optimization Algorithm with
Gaussian Perturbation

2.1. Basic Particle SwarmOptimization. PSO first initializes a
swarm. A particle in the swarm represents a solution of each
search space, and each particle has two parameters: position
and velocity. Assuming that the size of the current swarm
P(t) is N, the position, and the velocity of the i-th particle in
the swarm are expressed as vi(t) vi1(t), . . . , vi D(t)  and
Xi(t) Xi1(t), . . . , Xi D(t) , where D is the dimension of the
problem and t is an evolutionary algebra. )e particles are
evaluated by a previously designed fitness function. )e
particle i updates its velocity and position through the
swarm optimal gbest and the individual historical optimal
pbesti in the iterative process. )e equations for updating
the velocity and position of a particle are as follows:

vid(t + 1) � w · vid(t) + c1 · r1 · pbsetid − xid(t)( 

+ c2 · r2 · gbset − xid(t)( ,

xid(t + 1) � xid(t) + vid(t + 1),

(1)

where w is the particle’s inertia weight, which determines the
degree of influence of the particle’s previous velocity on the
current velocity, c1 is the particle self-cognition learning
coefficient, c2 is the social cognitive learning coefficient, and
r1 and r2 are random numbers between 0 and 1.
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2.2. TaskDefinition. As the number of iterations increases in
the standard PSO algorithm, the particles will gradually
approach the optimal solution, the evolutionary rate and
swarm diversity will gradually decrease. Once the optimal
particle falls into the local optimum, it hardly escapes. To
address this problem, we incorporate the Gaussian pertur-
bation and mutation strategy where the threshold stop_num
is set to define whether the particles are in the evolutionary
stagnation state or not. Since fitness of a particle ceased to
evolve, record the continuous times as tag, namely, the times
of i-th particle as tag(i) and the times of gbest as tag(g). If
tag(g)≥ stop_num, it means that the evolution of the
population has stagnated and the Gaussian perturbation is
applied to pump the population to jump out of the local
optimum. If tag(i)≥ stop_num, it means that the evolution
of this particle has stagnated, and the mutation is conducted
to update the particle. Either perturbation or mutation is
conducted following the proposed adaptive strategy,
guaranteeing the balance of searching ability and accuracy.
)e process of AGMPSO is shown in Figure 1.

2.2.1. Adaptive Strategy. In many previous studies, the
amplitude of interference in PSO parameters remains the
same during the iterations, which is not beneficial for the
convergence in the later period. Aiming to reach the ideal
state of PSO, a larger amplitude of interference is required at
the early iterative stage to ensure a better global searching
ability, and a smaller one in the late iterative stage to
guarantee the convergence. Hence, a dynamically adaptive
strategy is necessary. In this study, we introduce the
probability Pc adaptively altering following the cosine law as
iteration increases, and the equation is as follows:

Pc(t) � c3 · 1 + cos
t · π

Max_Gen
  , (2)

where t is current evolutionary iteration, Pc(t) (as shown in
Figure 2) is the probability of application of Gaussian
perturbation or mutation of t iteration, c3 is the adaptive
coefficient, and Max_Gen is the maximum number of
iterations.

2.2.2. Gaussian Perturbation Strategy. Gaussian perturba-
tion is adopted in the particle gbest, which is in the evo-
lutionary stagnation state, to improve the ability to jump out
of the local optimum. In order to ensure that each dimension
of gbest has a possibility of escaping the local optimum, each
dimension gbestd of gbest is updated by Gaussian pertur-
bation with probability Pc(t), which guides the perturbation
to conduct adaptively so as to ensure the better ability of
escaping from the local optimum at early stages and also the
better convergence ability during the later stages.

In addition to adapting the algorithm stages, via adaptive
variance δ, the Gaussian perturbation strategy is capable of
adapting the proposed PSO algorithm to different
functions according to whose value spaces (as shown in
equation (4).

When the evolution of particle gbest is stagnant, that is,
tag(g)≥ stop_num, the perturbation is implemented as
follows:

gbestd � gbestd · r3 · guassd, (3)

guassd � Guassion 0, δ2d , (4)

δd �
1
5

· Xmax − Xmin( , (5)

where r3 is a random number between 0 and 1, gbestd is the
optimal particle of the d-th dimension, and δd is the adaptive
variance of the d-th dimension.

2.2.3. Mutation Strategy. )emutation strategy is utilized to
improve the particle diversity of the algorithm and balance
the ratio of the mutation and the inheritance to ensure the
convergence. Similar to the Gaussian perturbation strategy,
the mutation strategy can adapt our algorithm to different
functions as follows:

vid(t + 1) � w · vid(t) + c1 · r1 · pbsetid − xid(t)( 

+ c4 · r4 · mutd,
(6)

mutd � Xmin + rand Xmax − Xmin( , (7)

where c4 is an adaptive mutation coefficient, r4 is a random
number between 0 and 1, and mutd is the degree of adaptive
mutation of d-th dimension.

When a particle falls into the evolutionary stagnation,
the mutation operator is introduced into partial dimensions
in the speed updated equation (6), which increases the di-
versity of the population getting rid of the constraints of
gbest particles, especially improves the search ability of
particles with low speed due to converging near gbest, and
promotes the particle utilization. Since the dimension d of
the particle also uses the probability Pc to mutate, the
mutated range of the algorithm’s particles is large in the
initial period, which is favorable to the global search. In the
later period, the mutated range and the inheritance ratio are
small, which is beneficial for algorithm convergence.

2.2.4. Algorithm Complexity Analysis. )e computational
costs of the standard PSO include the initialization O(mn),
fitness evaluation O(mn), and velocity and position update
O(2mn) (m and n are the swarm size and dimension, re-
spectively). )us, the time complexity of the PSO is O(mn).
Compared with the standard PSO, AMGPSO involves two
operators. However, the Gaussian perturbation operator
O(n) or the mutation operator O(mn) need to be conducted
separately only when the global best position is stagnant, or
the personal best position is stagnant within several itera-
tions. )e worst-case time complexity of AGMPSO is
O(mn), including the initialization O(mn), evaluation
O(mn+n), and update O(2mn+mn). )e conclusion can be
drawn from the above component complexity analyses;
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AGMPSO contains the same level of time complexity as the
standard PSO algorithm.

3. Experiments and Discussions

3.1. Algorithm Aggregation Degree Analysis. )e ideal status
of PSO is that, in the early stage, the particles can explore
the solution space more dispersedly, but in the later
stage, they can better aggregate to obtain higher con-
vergence accuracy. We introduce an aggregation degree
to analyze the convergence status of the standard PSO
and the AGMPSO. When the particle fitness deviation
from the group average value is larger, and the particle
aggregation degree θ is larger, the particle diversity is
better, and the algorithm search ability is stronger.
Aggregation degree θ of the t-th generation particle is
expressed as follows:

θ �
1
N

· 
N

i�1

f x
t
i  − f

t
avg

f
t
max − f

t
min




, (8)

where ft
avg is the average fitness value of t-th generation

particle, ft
max is the maximum fitness value of t-th gener-

ation particle, and ft
min is the minimum fitness value of t-th

generation particle.
Figure 3 shows the comparison of aggregation degree

between the standard PSO and AGMPSO while solving the
Rastrigin function. (A) and (B) are the aggregation curves of
standard PSO and AGMPSO in 3500 iterations, and (C) and
(D) are enlarged screenshots of the last 20 iterations. It can
be seen that the standard PSO holds the higher particle
aggregation even in later iterations, which indicates the high
diversity, that is, the poor convergence. It is worth noting
that the aggregation degree remains a high level, which
means the swarm did not converge to a satisfactory extent till
the end. In contrary, AGMPSO can maintain higher di-
versity throughout the early period and lower diversity in the
later period, which ensures both the global search ability and
the convergence.

3.2. Comparison with PSOVariants. In order to evaluate the
performance of the proposed algorithm, the comparison
experiments of AGMPSO with PSO, TSLPSO, HFPSO, and
MPEPSO are conducted in this section, and parameters of
each algorithm are listed in Table 1. All experiments were
performed under Windows 10 system, eight-core processor
(Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-10700K CPU @ 3.80GHz), 16G
memory using MATLAB R2018a.

3.2.1. Benchmark Functions. CEC 2017 [38] test suites are
introduced in experiments, including the 29 benchmark
functions divided into four categories: unimodal functions,
simple multimodal functions, hybrid functions, and

Start End

Initialize the position and
velocity

Set the current particle as
pbest, and the particle with
the globaloptimum as gbest

Termination?

Gaussian perturbation
to gbest by equation (3)

Yes
rand ≤ Pc (t)

rand ≤ Pc (t)

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

tag (g) < stop_num

tag (i) < stop_num
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equation (1)
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Update the velocity
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Figure 1: Flowchart of AGMPSO.
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composition functions. Based on the description of the
definitions of CEC 2017 test suits, F2 has been excluded
because of its unstable behavior especially for higher
dimensions.

Two series of experiments are performed, the dimension
of each test function of each series is 10 and 30, respectively,
the population size is 30, and each algorithm runs each
benchmark function for 30 runs independently. According
to the definitions of CEC 2017 test suits, the stop condition
of each run is that the maximum number of function
evaluations (MaxFES) reaches 10000 ∗ D, that is,
MaxFES� 100,000 for 10D, MaxFES� 300,000 for 30D.
Table 2 shows the search range and the global optimum of
benchmark functions.

3.2.2. Comparison of Simulation Results for Benchmark
Functions. )e comparison results of mean values (mean),
standard deviation (std), and Wilcoxon rank sum test (h)
produced by all compared PSO variants on 10-dimensional
tested functions are represented in Table 3 and 30-dimen-
sional in Table 4, where the optimal results are marked in
bold. )e comparison results of computation time of each
run are in Figures 4 and 5.

As shown in Table 3, AGMPSO performs well for
unimodal functions, especially getting optimal mean fitness
value on F3, despite the same result of TSLPSO on F3. In
solving the multimodal functions from F4 to F10, AGMPSO
has superior advantage, achieving better results on 5 out of 7
functions. However, AGMPSO does not obtain advantage
solving the hybrid functions (F11–F20), and HFPSO gets the
same achievement as proposed algorithm: 4 out of 10. It is
still worth noting that the standard deviations of AGMPSO
are smaller than HFPSO, which indicates more stability. For
composition functions (F21–F30), AGMPSO algorithm
perfectly reflects the better ability to search global optimum
on 6 test functions, compared with the other competitors. In
general, AGMPSO is top ranked on 14 out of all functions.
Although on F3, F28, and F29, the proposed algorithm does
not contain the statistically significant advantage, its mean
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Figure 3: Aggregation degree of standard PSO and AGMPSO in solving Rastrigin function.

Table 1: )e parameters of all comparison competitors.

Algorithm Parameter settings
AGMPSO w � 0.729, c1 � c2 � c4 �1.49445, c3 � 0.2
TSLPSO [35] w � 0.9∼0.4, c1 � c2 �1.5, c3 � 0.5∼2.5

HFPSO [36] wi � 0.9, wf � 0.5, c1 � c2 �1.49445, α� 0.2, B0 � 2,
c � 1

MPEPSO
[37] w � 0.9∼0.4, c1 � c2 � 0.5∼2.5, LP� 10, λh � 0.1

PSO [1] w � 0.9∼0.4, c1 � c2 � 2.0
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fitness values equal those of winning algorithms, which
makes AGMPSO take the second rank on the above-
mentioned function.

For 30-dimensional experiments in Table 4, since the
iterations greatly increase, the results of all algorithms have
improved in varying degrees. AGMPSO achieves optimal
mean fitness value on F3 and F20. It gets the same per-
formance as in 10-dimensional experiments in unimodal
and multimodal functions, gets 7 out of 10 best results in
hybrid functions, and 6 out of 10 best results in composition
functions. In general, AGMPSO outperforms peers for the
19 benchmark functions.

In short, AGMPSO is top ranked in both 10-dimensional
and 30-dimensional experiments.

)e standard deviations of AGMPSO on different
benchmark functions are generally smaller than those of
comparison PSO variants, which indicates better robustness
of our algorithm.

Aiming to analyze the computational efficiency of
compared peers, the average computation time for each
algorithm to run all benchmark functions is depicted in
Figures 4 and 5. It can be concluded that AGMPSO con-
sumes lower computational overhead than its peers and the
advantage grows obvious when iteration increases as shown
in Figure 5. It is worth noting that, despite shared the same
time complexity of standard PSO, the time consumption of
AGMPSO is significantly lower indicating higher compu-
tational efficiency.

In summary, the outstanding results of AGMPSO in
terms of average computational time and fitness values
demonstrate that our proposed algorithm obtains higher
search accuracy and convergence rate than its peers,
meanwhile, with the significant robust.

3.2.3. Wilcoxon’s Rank Sum Test Results. )eWilcoxon rank
sum test at a significance level of α� 0.05 is performed on the
ranking between AGMPSO and other PSO variants to

analyze their statistical significance. Tables 3 and 4 list the
results of Wilcoxon rank sum test on fitness values of all 29
functions. In both tables, h value (+/−/∼) indicates that the
AGMPSO performs significantly better, significantly worse,
or not statistically significant than its competitor.

It can be observed from the results that AGMPSO is
significantly better than compared PSO variants in most of
test functions. AGMPSO gets the same mean values with
TSLPSO, standard PSO, and HFPSO on 10-dimensional F3,
F28, and F29, while with TSLPSO on 30-dimensional F3.
However, from the rank sum test results, AGMPSO per-
forms significantly worse than the peer on above functions.
Although the proposed algorithm does not gain the superior
rank on these functions, it still takes the second rank inmean
fitness value on each function, and the difference is slight.

3.2.4. Convergence Progresses. In order to observe the
convergence speed of all the peer algorithms, the conver-
gence processes in random runs of the comparison algo-
rithms on benchmark functions of 10 dimensions are
depicted in Figures 6 and 7.

In Figure 6, AGMPSO does not show the characteristics
of rapid convergence on F1 and F3 in the initial period
because of the strong particle diversity yielded by proposed
mutation strategy; meanwhile, the high solution accuracy is
achieved by our algorithm at the later convergence stage.

From F4 to F10, we can observe that the other com-
parison algorithms fall into the local minima to different
extent, while AGMPSO attains the favorable performances
on all multimodal functions. However, it is noteworthy that
the effect of proposed adaptive strategies is not obvious on
F4, F6, and F9, which may cause the low diversity in the early
period and fail to find the global optima. )is is demon-
strated by the result of F6 in Table 3.

From the performances for F11 to F20, the similar
problems of rapid convergence in the initial period can be
observed on F11, F14, and F15. Furthermore, AGMPSO fails
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to achieve the satisfactory results on F18. Despite with the 4
outstanding achievements and the improvement in 30-di-
mensional experiment results, due to the rapid convergence
rate at the early stage, the exploration capability of proposed
algorithm in solving hybrid functions should be promoted.

)e results presented in F21 to F30 depict that exploi-
tation capability of AGMPSO is higher than most of the
peers. )e gradual convergence process on F21, F24, F26,
F28, and F30 can be seen, which reflects the balance of
exploration and exploitation of our algorithm.

)e conscious summary can be drawn that AGMPSO
performs well on most of functions. Meanwhile, the proposed
algorithm does not yield satisfactory performances on hybrid
functions, so do the other PSO variants, which suggests much
room for improvement in solving these functions. It turns out
from the 30-dimensional comparison results that, despite the
low efficiency, increasing the number of iterations could be an
improvement insight worth discussing.

By contrast with the other competitors, a relatively slow
and gradual convergence curve presents in solving many
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functions, which exactly portrays the algorithm’s intent of
finding out more promising solutions.

4. Conclusion

Adaptive particle swarm optimization with Gaussian per-
turbation and mutation is proposed to address the existing
drawback of standard PSO. To prevent trapping into local
optimum, Gaussian perturbation is implemented to global
optima, further increasing the exploitation capability. For
the nonoptimal particles that fall into the evolutionary
stagnation, the mutation is leveraged to promote the par-
ticles’ diversity and utilization to improve the exploration
ability. Simultaneously, the adaptive strategy regulates the
interference level of Gaussian perturbation and mutation
during different evolutional stages in order to balance the
searching ability and accuracy. )e visual result of aggre-
gation analysis validates this dynamic process. )e perfor-
mance on benchmark functions of CEC 2017 test suits
manifests that AGMPSO outperforms its competitors by a
big margin in terms of searching accuracy, searching reli-
ability, and searching efficiency.

In future works, considering the powerful global search
ability of the particle swarm algorithm, it can be considered
to optimize the topology, connection weights, and thresh-
olds of the neural networks or combine the global opti-
mization ability of PSO with the local optimization ability of
the BPNN to improve the generalization and learning
performance of the neural network.
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In power Internet of -ings environment, the existing border-based protection system and the “one-time authentication, one-
time authorization, and long-term effective” approach are difficult to deal with the threat of attacks from internal and external
devices and users with legal authority. In order to solve the problem of authorized access of power equipment and users, combined
with behavior risk assessment, a continuous trust evaluation scheme of power equipment and users is presented in this paper.-e
scheme is evaluated by the combination of direct trust, indirect trust, and comprehensive trust and adds the penalty reward factor
and time attenuation function to improve the reliability of the results. In addition, this paper will quantify the risk of the behavior
of power equipment and users and regard it as a factor affecting the degree of trust, so as to achieve continuous trust evaluation of
equipment and users.

1. Introduction

1.1. Background. -e Internet of -ings technology mainly
relies on related sensing equipment to connect objects to the
network according to an agreed protocol. In the power
system, the use of the Internet of -ings technology can
better control power equipments, power personnel, and the
operating environment, specifically in the four aspects of
perception, identification, interconnection, and control.
-rough the power Internet of -ings technology, the op-
erating efficiency of the power system can be greatly im-
proved. For example, smart meters can upload user-side data
to the power grid company through the network to avoid
manual copying of the wrong meters. By connecting the
power station to the power system, the power Internet of
-ings can be used to achieve dispatch control.

In the power Internet of things environment, with the
extensive access of massive terminal equipment and users,
the network exposure increases, which brings severe chal-
lenges to the existing protection system. However, the
existing authentication and access control for IoT terminal

equipment and users mostly adopts the method of “once
authentication, once authorization, and long-term effec-
tiveness.” After the authentication is passed, it has legal
authority for a long time and can carry out any operation
within the scope of authority. Due to the lack of continuous
behavior analysis and authentication and access control
measures, it is impossible to solve the problem that legiti-
mate terminal devices or users are illegally controlled by
attackers and access company data and business resources in
a legal capacity. At the same time, for the insiders, due to the
preset trust mechanism for the insiders if the insiders carry
out illegal operations or launch malicious attacks, it is
difficult to effectively control and will cause huge losses.

It is difficult to meet such security requirements only by
relying on the traditional security architecture based on
border protection. -e core idea of the zero-trust archi-
tecture is that no person, device, or system inside and outside
the network should be trusted by default, and the trust basis
of access control should be reconstructed based on au-
thentication and authorization. It means a never trust and
always authenticate security model. In the zero-trust
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architecture mode, it can well solve the problem of internal
personnel violations or malicious attacks and provide
guarantee for the realization of power Internet of things “any
time, any place, any person, and any thing” information
connection and secure interaction [1].

Zero-trust architecture needs to study continuous
identity authentication and trust evaluation, through real-
time evaluation of the trust of devices and users, adjust the
authority level of users, and achieve accurate management
and control. In order to understand the problem of trust
evaluation calculation, this paper proposes a power Internet
of things equipment and user trust evaluation scheme based
on risk measurement. -e general trust calculation does not
take into account the impact of behavioral risk factors on
trust. In this paper, the behavior risk value is added to the
trust degree calculation, and it is calculated as a part of the
trust degree calculation by quantifying the behavior risk
value of power equipment and users. In addition, when
calculating the trust degree, the dynamic adaptability of the
calculation and the ability of the system to resist malicious
attacks are enhanced by dividing the trust degree into direct
trust degree and indirect trust degree and obtaining a
comprehensive trust degree.

2. Zero-Trust Model

Zero-trust architecture is an end-to-end approach to net-
work/data security [2]. Zero trust is an architectural ap-
proach that focuses on data protection. Its focus is to restrict
access to resources to those who “need to know.” -e tra-
ditional security architecture focuses on border defense, and
authorized users can freely access resources.-ere is nothing
this model can do about attacks from within the network.
-e zero-trust protection architecture is intended to elim-
inate unauthorized access to data and services and to make
the implementation of access control as detailed as possible
[3]. To reduce uncertainty (because they cannot be com-
pletely eliminated), the focus is on authentication, autho-
rization, and narrowing the implicit trust zone, while
minimizing time delays in network authentication mecha-
nisms. Access rules are limited to minimum permissions and
are as detailed as possible. A common zero-trust architecture
model is shown in Figure 1.

-e key components include
(1) Policy engine (PE): this component is responsible for

the final decision on whether to grant the specified
access subject access to the resource (access object).
It gives the data to the trust engine to calculate the
trust value.

(2) Policy administrator (PA): this component is re-
sponsible for establishing a connection between the
client and the resource (a logical responsibility, not a
physical connection). It generates any authentication

tokens or credentials that the client uses to access
enterprise resources. It is closely related to the policy
engine and depends on its decision to eventually
allow or deny the connection.

(3) Policy enforcement point (PEP): this system is re-
sponsible for enabling, monitoring, and ultimately
terminating the connection between principals and
enterprise resources.

-e policy engine is the core of the zero-trust archi-
tecture, which decides whether to grant access to resources
according to the output of the trust algorithm. -e policy
engine uses external information, such as IP blacklists and
threat intelligence services, as input to the trust algorithm to
decide whether to grant or deny access to the resource. -e
policy engine is paired with the policy administrator
component. -e policy engine makes (and records) deci-
sions, and the policy manager executes the decisions (ap-
prove or reject). -e use of appropriate trust algorithm plays
a vital role in the security protection of the whole system. In
the next section of this paper, we will discuss in detail the
algorithm used by the trust engine when deploying the zero-
trust architecture in the power IoT system.

3. Trust Evaluation Model

Eigen Trust model [4] is a trust-based access control model,
which gives more weight to users with high degree of direct
trust in the process of trust calculation and believes that
users with greater degree of direct trust are more trust-
worthy. However, this method does not take into account
the subjectivity and uncertainty of trust.-e penalty factor is
added in Claudiu’s Model [5], which improves the dynamic
adaptability of the model, which enhances the antiattack
ability to some extent, but the model does not take into
account the historical value, which will lead to the misop-
eration as an attack and lead to access failure.

-rough the analysis and research of the above typical
trust models, this paper fully considers the trust degree of
historical interaction records in the process of trust calcu-
lation, and records are used to update trust after each in-
teraction is completed, which is conducive to a virtuous
circle of trust. Maintain a cloud environment with good
services. -e results are fed back in real time, which are used
to update the trust degree. In addition, this paper also adds
risk factors to the calculation of trust degree, which makes
the calculation of trust degree more prepared and in line
with the reality.

-e trust evaluation model used in this article is shown
in Figure 2.

-e trust engine acquires the relevant information of the
access device or user transmitted by the policy engine, such
as the resource requested, the IP address of the access device,
and the identity information of the user. -is information is
first used to calculate the initial trust degree. -e initial trust
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degree is composed of direct trust degree and indirect trust
degree. After the initial trust calculation is completed, the
trust engine will evaluate the risk of this behavior and get a
risk value, which will be used to calculate the new trust
degree. Finally, the trust degree is fed back to the policy
engine for subsequent access control.

3.1. Calculation of Direct Trust Degree. Direct trust degree
(DT) is composed of direct experience (DE) and direct
knowledge (DK) [6]. For the calculation of direct trust, there
are the following formulas:

DT � μDE + (1 − μ)DK,

DE �

min 
n

i�1
wiλi, 1⎛⎝ ⎞⎠,

max 
n

i�1
wiλi, 0⎛⎝ ⎞⎠,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

wi �
2i

n(n + 1)
, (i � 1, 2, 3, . . . , n),

λi � ei − 1( e
− (1/f)

+ ei

n − f

n
 

2

,

DK �
n − f

n + (sl − 1)f
,

(1)

where N is the number of interactive events in the recent
interval, f is the number of failed interactions, λi is the
penalty factor, which is used to adjust the trust value when
the interaction fails, and sl is the service level factor.

3.2. Calculation of Indirect Trust Degree. -e indirect trust
degree is mainly calculated through the transitivity of trust.
According to the number of recommended paths, indirect
trust value can be divided into single-path recommendation
and multipath recommendation. Obviously, multipath

recommendation is more in line with the actual situation.
However, it is obviously unreasonable to simply accumulate
the trust values under multipath. According to the actual
situation, the indirect trust degree can be calculated by
applying different weights to different stages under
multipath.

-is paper introduces the basic model of dynamic
reputation tree [7]. -rough the dynamic reputation tree
model, other individuals who have indirect trust rela-
tionship with the subject can be clearly constructed. At the
same time, we can specify the weight of different levels
according to the different levels of trust difference between
the subject and the recommender. -e general principle is
that the closer to the subject, the greater the weight of the
recommender. -is kind of dynamic reputation tree can be
maintained with less overhead, and the corresponding
weights may be adjusted according to the importance of
indirect trust individuals and subjects to achieve dynamic
and convenient control.

-e formula for calculating the indirect trust degree in
the dynamic reputation tree is as follows:

IT Ri, Ri(  � 

n

k�1
ω Rk(  × DT Rk, Rj   ×

1


n
k�1 ω Rk( 

, 0,
⎧⎨

⎩

(2)

where n is the number of indirect referrals and ω(Rk) is the
weight factor of presenters, which can be changed according
to different levels of referrals:

ω Rk(  � 

l

n

DT Rm, Rn( (  , l> 0, 1, l � 0,
⎧⎨

⎩ (3)

where DT(Rm, Rn) represents the direct trust value of Rm to
its successor node.

3.3. Calculation of Comprehensive Trust Degree.
Previously, this paper has explained the calculation method
of direct and indirect trust values, and the calculation of
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Figure 1: Zero-trust model.
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comprehensive trust value is based on the corresponding
synthesis of the two values to get the user trust value at this
time [8]. -e specific calculation formula is as follows:

T Ri, Rj  �

IT Ri, Rj , n � 0,

1
1 + β Rj 

× DT Ri, Rj 

+
β Rj 

1 + β Rj 
× IT Ri, Rj , 0< n<N,

DT Ri, Rj , n≥N,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(4)

where n is the total number of historical interactive records
in the system and N is the largest total number of historical
interactive records in the system. β(Rj) is the weight of
direct trust and indirect trust, and it is calculated as follows:

β Rj  �
1
2

× θ LRj
  + θ nall(  , (5)

where θ(x) � 1 − (1/(x + α)), θ(LRj
) is the number of

trusted referrals, and θ(nall) is the number of entities that
have a direct trust relationship with Rj.

4. Risk Assessment Algorithm

-e existing trust evaluation algorithms often use the
weighted calculation method of direct trust degree and
indirect trust degree [9], which will ignore the impact of user
behavior risk on trust degree. -is paper will quantify the
user behavior risk and add it to the calculation of user trust
to realize the trust evaluation of power Internet of things
equipment and users based on risk measurement.

4.1. Analysis of Power Equipment and User Behavior.
With the development of cloud computing, a large number
of IoT devices put their services on the cloud server, which
can reduce the pressure on the server and speed up the
response time to a certain extent, but user behavior will also
bring security risks. In this paper, the behavior of equipment
terminals and users in the power things environment is
divided into the following two categories:

(1) Abnormal behavior set:
-e abnormal behavior set mainly refers to the fact
that when the IoT terminal or user is accessing, some
attributes are quite different from the usual attri-
butes, such as landing location, accessed resources,
and historical records. -e details are shown in
Table 1.

(2) Malicious behavior set is shown in Table 2.

5. Risk Analysis of Power Equipment and
User Behavior

Combined with the definition of information security risk
factors in the information security risk assessment specifi-
cation, this paper defines the behavioral risk factors of IoT
equipment and users in the power IoT environment as
follows.

(1) Resource value (RV): the resources accessed by the
equipment may be hardware resources, such as a
specific watt-hour meter, or software resources, such
as some data. -e resource value of different levels is
different. In this paper, the resource values are di-
vided into R � RV1, RV2, RV3, RV4 ; they represent
unimportant, general, important, and extremely
important, respectively.

Trust engine
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Figure 2: Trust computing model.
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(2) Resource vulnerability (V): resource vulnerability
refers to the difficulty in which resources are vul-
nerable to attack. According to the difficulty of
vulnerability, resources are divided
intoV � V1, V2, V3, V4 ; they represent easy, ordi-
nary, difficult, and extremely difficult, respectively.

(3) Behavioral risk level (L): in this paper, the abnormal
behavior and malicious behavior mentioned above
are regarded as dangerous behavior, and the risk
level of behavior is classified according to the in-
fluence degree of the behavior as L � L1, L2, L3, L4 ;
they represent negligible, low, medium, and high
levels of behavioral risk, respectively.

5.1. Calculation of Behavior Risk of Power Equipment and
Users. Above, the behavioral risk factors of power equip-
ment and users have been transformed into resource value R,
resource vulnerability V, and behavioral risk grade L; then,
the behavioral risk assessment equation R � RV × V × L can
be obtained.

In order to participate in the calculation of trust degree
later, you need to map the value at risk to the interval [0, 1].
-e transformation formula is as follows:

R �

����������
RV × V × L

√

RV + V + L
. (6)

-e above formula can only statically reflect the risk level
of a certain visit of the device and the user. After this, this
paper introduces the dangerous behavior times c; when the
user carries on the dangerous operation continuously, the
risk value should increase exponentially. In addition, the risk
attenuation factor α is introduced, and the final behavioral
risk assessment formula is as follows:

R �

α × R0, (a)

R0 + μ ×
c ×

����������
RV × V × L

√

RV + V + L
. (b)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

(7)

In the above formula, R0represents the result of the most
recent behavior risk calculation.When (a) represents normal
behavior, the calculation of user risk value α ∈ [0.5, 1] is
used to adjust the attenuation rate of user risk value. When
the user behaves normally continuously, the risk value of the
user attenuates. (b) represents the process of calculating the
value at risk when the user has dangerous behavior,
and μ ∈ [1, 2] is used to adjust the value at risk.

5.2. Calculation of Trust Degree of Power Equipment and
Users. In this paper, based on the improved information
security risk assessment equation and the Trust Model based
on Behavior Risk Evolution (TMBRE), the dangerous be-
havior times c is introduced, and the improved calculation
formula of user trust degree is obtained:

T �
λc

× T0 +(1 − λ)
c

×(R − θ), R ∈ [θ, 10], (a)

T0 + ρc
×(θ − R), R ∈ [0, θ]. (b)

 (8)

In the above formula, θ is the threshold constant of the
risk value of power equipment and user behavior. Exceeding
this value means high-risk behavior. T0 represents the user
trust level that was last calculated. λ is the trust correction
factor under a high-risk value, and ρ is the trust correction
factor at a low-risk value. (a) is used to calculate the trust
degree of power equipment and user behavior in a high-risk
state. (b) is used to calculate the trust degree of power
equipment and user behavior in a low-risk state.

6. Conclusion

In order to deal with the current power Internet of -ings
system that is difficult to deal with attacks from internal
and external devices and users with legal authority, it is
necessary to study continuous identity authentication,
trust evaluation, and access control technologies and
establish a zero-trust access control model. In this paper, a
continuous trust evaluation algorithm for power IoT
equipment and users based on risk measurement is

Table 1: Abnormal behavior set.
Behavior content
Location
IP address
Type of resources
Number of resources used

Table 2: Malicious behavior set.
Behavior content
SQL injection
Port scan
IP deception
Distributed deny attack
SYN flooding attack
Replay attack
Network surveillance attack
Virus attack
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proposed, which can be used to calculate the trust degree
of zero-trust architecture. Based on the analysis of the
characteristics of trust, in order to enhance the dynamic
adaptability and objectivity of the trust value calculation
method, this paper presents a trust value calculation
method with penalty factor, service level factor, and dy-
namic adaptation factor. In addition, this paper also adds
risk factors to the calculation of trust degree, through the
analysis of user behavior, quantifies the user risk behavior,
and adds the number of dangerous behavior in the risk
calculation; for continuous dangerous behavior, the
malicious coefficient will increase exponentially.
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Under the background of Energy Internet, the ever-growing scale of the electric power system has brought new challenges and
opportunities. Numerous categories of measurement data, as the cornerstone of communication, play a crucial role in the security
and stability of the system. However, the present sampling and transmission equipment inevitably suffers from data missing,
which seriously degrades the stable operation and state estimation. ,erefore, in this paper, we consider the load data as an
example and first develop a missing detection algorithm in terms of the absolute difference sequence (ADS) and linear correlation
to detect any potential missing data.,en, based on the detected results, we put forward amissing recoverymodel named cascaded
convolutional autoencoders (CCAE), to recover those missing data. Innovatively, a special preprocessing method has been
adopted to reshape the one-dimensional load data as a two-dimensional matrix, and hence, the image inpainting technologies can
be conducted to address the problem. Also, CCAE is designed to reconstruct the missing data grade by grade due to its priority
strategy, which enhances the robustness upon extreme missing situations. ,e numerical results on the load data of the Belgium
grid validate the promising performance and effectiveness of the proposed solutions.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, measurement data are the foundation of the
power system. ,e massive collected data especially the
quality of electricity such as voltage, current, and load are
tightly associated with safe operation and economic dispatch
[1]. However, due to the growing size of the power grid and
the massive number of field sensors, the absence and
anomalies of data measurements cannot be avoided, which is
mainly due to the failures and disabilities of terminal
equipment or performance degradation of transmission
channels [2, 3]. ,e problem of missing data may lead to
serious consequences including stability, optimization, and
fault prevention [4]. In addition, the measured values of the
missing data can be replaced by unknown noise, which makes
them more difficult to be perceived and diagnosed. ,us, the
efficient and accurate data detection of data anomalies and

recovery of the missing data is a fundamental for the de-
velopment of data-driven analysis and advanced algorithmic
solutions.

Essentially, the detection of missing data can be classified
as a branch of abnormal or outlier detection, and the related
researches have been investigated in the previous decades
[5]. In the conventional algorithms, the methods involving
residual and sudden change are discussed [6, 7]. Based on
statistical analysis, 3σ criteria [8], Z-score [9], and clustering
[10] are introduced. Specifically, in the power system,
scholars suggest approaches combined with the correlativity
of multimeasured data to improve accuracy [11]. However,
these solutions are susceptible to data pollution due to the
existence of missing data and lead to unsatisfactory
performance.

In recent years, with the remarkable development of
artificial intelligence (AI) technologies, more and more
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scholars concentrate on the application of AI technologies in
data recovery [12]. In literature [13], an unsupervised
learning framework based on Wasserstein generative
adversarial network (WGAN) is proposed to repair the
missing data of active power, reactive power, voltage am-
plitude, and phase in power system, which achieves high
accuracy, but the missing mask is required to be detected in
advance, and the processing efficiency is relatively low due to
the one-dimensional convolution. In [14], the adaptive
neural fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) model is developed
to recover the missing data of wind power. It performs better
compared with traditional empirical methods but is difficult
to generalize to other data. Furthermore, many other so-
lutions have been adopted (e.g., [15–20]), but almost all the
discussed solutions will deal with the missing data indis-
criminately and without priority, which brings bad per-
formance in extreme situations.

,is paper will take Belgium load data (http://www.
elia.be) as an instance to propose a new model to detect
and recover the missing data. Firstly, beginning with the
analysis of the characteristics of missing data, we present a
detection method with ADS and linear correlation to
detect the potential missing mask from the input in-
complete data. Secondly, preprocessing will be applied to
the incomplete data and the detected missing mask as
well, which reshapes them as images (matrices). Finally,
we demonstrate a CCAE model to address the missing
regions in the grade of the image by grade with defined
priority.

,e rest of this paper will be organized as follows. In
Section 2, related work and basic theories are introduced.
In Section 3, the method of missing detection is inves-
tigated in Section 3.1 and then the missing recovery al-
gorithm is developed in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. Section 4
gives some numerical results and discussion based on the
load data of the Belgium grid, where a missing mask
generation model is designed and employed for testing.
Finally, Section 5 will conclude this paper and list the
strength and weaknesses of the proposed model, and also,
future work is discussed.

2. Related Work

In this chapter, the related work including abnormal
detection, convolutional neural network (CNN), and
autoencoder (AE) is introduced, which are the basic
technologies applied in this paper.

2.1. Abnormal Detection. ,ere many abnormal detection
models widely used in the literature. ,e elementary idea is
to model the pattern of data and then set a proper threshold
or condition to pick out abnormal data in datasets. In this
part, the 3σ criteria will be explored.

For the dataset that obeys the Gaussian distribution or
known as a normal distribution [21], N(μ, σ2), as shown in
Figure 1. ,e mean μ and standard deviation σ can be esti-
mated through maximum likelihood estimation (MLE).
According to the features of Gaussian distribution, the

possibility of data lying in range (μ− 3σ, μ+3σ) is 99.7% [22].
Hence, the data out of that range could be labeled as an outlier.
Even though the original data maybe do not obey the Gaussian
distribution strictly but just approximately, we can adjust the
3σ properly to 2.5σ or 3.5σ for examples, which still makes it
work well.

2.2. Convolutional Neural Network. A convolutional neural
network (CNN) is known as a feedforward neural networkwith
convolutional computation that is a typical image processing
paradigm in deep learning [23]. CNN is capable of repre-
sentation learning and can process the input image with shift-
invariant classification. ,erefore, it is called shift-invariant
artificial neural network (SIANN) aswell. An example of CNN-
based classification is illustrated in Figure 2.

,e convolutional computation in CNN illustrated in
Figure 3 differs from that in equation (1). In CNN, the
convolution is done for two-dimensional input and does not
require the reverse operation to the final output:

(f∗g)(x) � 
+∞

−∞
f(τ)g(x − τ)dτ. (1)

,e reason we employ CNN instead of artificial neural
network (ANN) [24] to process pictures is that the pa-
rameter sharing in CNN enables us to analyze images with
much fewer parameters. ,is is because the fully connected
layers are only used in the last several layers of CNN. Hence,
its training efficiency is better than ANN, when tackling with
the semantics of images. Also, the training strategies can be
supervised or unsupervised, which depend on the targets.

Typically, there are different categories of layers in CNN,
e.g., convolutional layer, pooling layer, and fully connected
layer. ,e convolutional layer applies the convolutional
kernel to the inner product the input, region by region, and
the features can be extracted in the output, as demonstrated
in Figure 3.

,e pooling layer is designed to reduce the output size
of the convolutional layer and then diminish the required
parameters in the following convolutional layers as well.
Another important benefit is that the pooling layer can
alleviate overfitting and increase generalization ability.
,e major kinds of pooling layers include max pooling
and average pooling, and the computation is shown in
Figure 4.

,e fully connected layer is similar to the layers in
ANN. ,e only difference is that we will first flatten the
two-dimensional output of the convolutional layer or
pooling layer, as a one-dimensional vector, and then, the
fully connected layer is employed, as described in Figure 5.
,us, the fully connected layer is also named the flatten
layer on CNN.

CNN has been widely adopted in computer vision, such as
image classification [25] and object recognition [26]. And the
development of autopilot is also firmly incorporated with CNN
[27].

2.3. Autoencoder. Autoencoder (AE) is a kind of supervised
or unsupervised ANN used for data compression,
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representation learning, dimensionality reduction [28], and
image denoising [29] which was first proposed by Rumelhart
in 1986 [30]. An example of AE is presented in Figure 6.

,e output of AE is required to be the same as the input
as possible, as defined in (2) to (4). After training, AE can
efficiently encode the features of input data:

f: X⟶ Z, (2)

g: Z⟶ X, (3)

f, g � argmin
f,g

‖X − g[f(X)]‖
2
. (4)

μ – 3σ μ – 2σ μ – σ

68.3%

99.7%

95.4%

μ μ + σ μ + 2σ μ + 3σ

Figure 1: Gaussian distribution.

Convolution Pooling PoolingConvolution Fully connected

Figure 2: An example of CNN for classification.
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As shown in Figure 6, AE has an encoder and a decoder,
which essentially are fully connected layers. ,e encoder is
responsible for feature learning, while the decoder should be
able to reconstruct the input from the encoded features.
Notice that when dealing with image problems, AE also can
be made of convolutional layers [31] and that is exactly the
basic structure of this paper.

3. Methodology

In this section, we will firstly discuss a missing detection
algorithm to obtain the missing mask from the input in-
complete data.,en, the input data and the detected missing
mask will be further preprocessed as matrices, respectively.
After that, we build a CDCAE model to recover the missing
data in the matrices and reshape the matrices back as one-
dimensional time series.

3.1. Missing Detection

3.1.1. Classification of Missing Segments. Usually, the
missing data caused by the faults of sampling and com-
munication equipment are mainly manifested as discrete
missing points, continuous missing segments, or the com-
bination of the two [32], as demonstrated in Figure 7. When
the contact of the sampling terminal is loose or other dis-
turbance occurs, the waveform of the data may appear as
discrete missing points. However, in each link of trans-
mission, the loss of data packet by temporary communi-
cation failure will result in a continuous missing segment.

,e discrete missing points can be regarded as special
cases of the continuous missing segments with a length of
one. Hence, we only consider the missing segments.

In fact, the measurement values at the missing seg-
ments are usually not exactly zero or NA, but the noise is
distributed near zero. ,is kind of noise includes not only
the background noise from sampling equipment and
transmission channel but also the noise due to failures or
faults as well. To simplify the model, it is reasonable to
assume that the noise at the missing segments is subjected
to the Gaussian distribution with zero mean and relatively
smaller variance than that of the normal data signal.

In this work, the missing segments are classified as typical
missing segments and atypical missing segments, as illustrated

in Figures 8 and 9 . Since the normal data are very likely to be
far away from zero while the noise at missing segments is
distributed near zero, for the beginning and the end of a
missing segment, the curve will show an abnormal jump. We
call those missing segments the typical missing segments,
which are the most cases as well. On the contrary, there is a
very low possibility that the normal data before or after a
missing segment are also distributed near zero, which leads to
the overlap of the ranges of the normal data and the missing
data. In this situation, the curve may have an inapparent jump
at the beginning or end of the missing segment. ,erefore, we
name those missing segments as atypical missing segments.

Here, the threshold of the abnormal jump is defined as
the abnormal values in the ADS of the input sequence. ,e
differential sequence (DS) for the load data is naturally
subjected to the Gaussian distribution as well with zero
mean; thus, we can simply apply the 3σ criteria to specify the
abnormal values in ADS and then to locate all the abnormal
jumps. However, because there might also exist abnormal
jumps in atypical missing segments as indicated in Figure 9,
it is still unable to locate the two kinds of missing segments.

In addition to the sudden jump of the curve, another
feature might not be so noticeable. Under the small window
size, the segments of normal data usually show a shape of a
regular curve which has a high linear correlation for time,
while the missing data segments will have a much lower
linear correlation. ,is could be another important factor
when distinguishing the missing data from normal data.

3.1.2. 5e Criterion of Sigma and Linear Correlation.
Based on the definition in Section 3.1.1, the detection
problem can be separated as two subproblems for typical and
atypical missing segments, respectively. ,is paper will
firstly propose a method to diagnose the typical missing
segments. And then with the results, the remaining atypical
missing segments can be detected.

Assume the ground truth data as X � (x1, x2,

. . . , xn−1, xn), the input incomplete data as X′ � (x1′,
x2′, ..., xn−1′, xn

′), the missing mask as M � (m1, m2, . . . ,

mn−1, mn), and the noise signal as W � (w1, w2, . . . , wn−1
, wn), then

X′ � X − X⊙M + W⊙M, (5)

where mi is a binary number and mi � 1(0) represents xi is
missing (normal), noise wi is subjected to the Gaussian
distribution N(0, σ2N), and ⊙ is the element-wise produc-
tion operator.

,e steps to detect the missing mask M from the input
incomplete data X′ are described as follows:

(1) Define the DS and ADS of X′ as

DS X′(  � di|di � xi
′ − xi+1′, xi

′ ∈ X′ ,

ADS X′(  � ai|ai � xi
′ − xi+1′


, xi
′ ∈ X′ .

(6)

(2) Assume di is subjected to N(0, σ2D) and calculate the
standard deviation σD. Label all the ai in ADS(X′)

Code

Encoder Decoder

Input Output

Figure 6: Illustration of an AE example.
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that ai ≥ 3.5σD as abnormal values due to abnormal
jumps.

(3) Compute the linear correlation r for every segment
between the adjacent labeled ai for time. If r≤ 0.3,
the corresponding segment is labeled as a typical
missing segment.

(4) Since the noise signal wi in missing segments obeys
N(0, σ2N), we can estimate the unknown σN through
the detected typical missing segments.

(5) Locate all the segments of X′ within
(−2.5σN, +2.5σN) except the detected typical missing
segments in (3), and check the linear correlation r
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Figure 7: ,e (a) discrete and (b) continuous missing data (red) in the noise range.
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Figure 8: Examples of typical missing segments with two obvious jumps (yellow): (a) typical missing segment 1; (b) typical missing segment 2.
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Figure 9: Examples of atypical missing segments with only one or none obvious jump (yellow): (a) atypical missing segment 1; (b) atypical
missing segment 2; (c) atypical missing segment 3; (d) atypical missing segment 4.
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again. For those with r≤ 0.3, label the corresponding
segments as atypical missing segments.

(6) Set mi on the detected typical and atypical missing
segments as 1 and the other as 0. Obtain the detected
missing mask M.

To evaluate our detection algorithm, we will refer to
the confusion matrix [33] and calculate the precision P,
recall R, and F1 score [34], which is defined in 1 and in the
following equations:

P �
TP

TP + FP
, (7)

R �
TP

TP + FN
, (8)

F1 �
2PR

P + R
. (9)

3.2. Preprocessing

3.2.1. Normalization. After the missing mask M in X′ has
been detected, it is necessary to normalize X′ as
X′ � (x1′, x2′, ..., xn−1′, xn

′) out of convenience, and a possible
choice is shown as follows [35]:

xi
′ �

xi
′ − min X′( 

max X′(  − min X′( 
. (10)

But due to the pollution from the Gaussian noise in the
missing segments, we may not gain the real maximum and
minimum values, which will lead to a gap in values distri-
bution after normalization, and the values of data cannot fill
this normalized range because the is possible even higher
(lower) than the real maximum (minimum).

To avoid this problem, we will calculate the maximum
and minimum values only in the normal data
_X � xi
′| xi
′ ∈ X′, mi  and then normalize xi

′ as

x′i � 1 − mi( 
xi
′ − min( _X)

max( _X) − min( _X)
0.99 + 0.01 . (11)

,e values of xi
′ can well fully fill the range (0, 1), and

there is no more apparent gap in the distribution of the
values as well. Notice that a potential advantage by doing so
is that noise in xi

′will be replaced by zero which represents
missing data uniquely and vice versa. So, the following
recovery algorithm can easily know which data are the
missing data by just reading the zero values, even without
knowing the missing mask M.

When preparing the training datasets, the ground truth
data X also will be normalized as X � (x1, x2, . . . , xn−1, xn),
where

xi �
xi − min( _X)

max( _X) − min( _X)
0.99 + 0.01. (12)

It should be noted that the local maximum and mini-
mum values used here for normalization may not be the

global maximum and minimum of the normal data before
missing happens, for the reason the real maximum and
minimum could be blocked by the missing mask. ,us,
when we normalize those blocked data, the results are
probably beyond range (0, 1). But fortunately, since the data
discussed in this paper are load data with obvious period-
icity, the local maximum and minimum would be very close
to the global maximum and minimum.

3.2.2. Grade. Repairing the missing data is to figure out how
to make the best estimation for the missing data based on the
adjacent normal data. Hence, making full use of the adjacent
normal data is the key to solve the problem.

We note that, for different missing data at the same
missing segment, the specific locations of the missing data are
different, and also the numbers of adjacent available normal
data are different. In detail, the missing data near the be-
ginning or the end of the missing segments are closer to the
normal data, which makes them easier to be recovered, while
the missing data at the center of the missing segments are far
away from the normal data and difficult to be addressed.

To design more targeted recovery algorithms for dif-
ferent missing situations, this paper will introduce powerful
improvement on the detected missing mask M in Section
3.1.2. ,e core idea is that the missing data at the center
should be recovered based on the recovery of the missing
data at edges, which indicates the edge missing data have a
higher priority and are before being recovered:

T � Grade(M). (13)

To distinguish the missing data at different positions, we
grade M into K submissing masks T � (G1, G2, . . . ,

GK−1, GK) separately, where K is the grade parameter and
the j-th submissing mask is Gj � (g

(j)
1 , g

(j)
2 , . . . , g

(j)
n−1, g

(j)
n ).

,e missing segments in M will be divided into smaller
submissing segments from two ends toward the inside. ,e
ratio of the submissing segments in Gj concerning that in M

is defined as Rj:



K

j�1
Gj � M,



K

j�1
g

(j)
i � mi,



K

j�1
Rj � 1,

(14)

where g
(j)

i is a binary number similar as mi.

Table 1: Confusion matrix in detection.

Missing Normal
Predicted missing True positive (TP) False positive (FP)

Predicted normal False negative (FN) True negative (TN)
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In this paper, the hyperparameters K � 3 and corre-
sponding R1 � 40%, R2 � 30%, and R3 � 30%, as shown in
Figure 10.

3.2.3. Reshape. ,e load data in the power system change
along with the patterns of society operation and production.
Hence, it will show evident multiple periodicities in days,
weeks, quarters, and years. When repairing this kind of data,
only referring to the continuity between the directly adjacent
normal data and the missing data (e.g., data before and after
half an hour) is not enough and leads to bad performance.
Instead, the periodicity should be taken into consideration,
meaning that we have to also refer to the data in adjacent
cycles (e.g., the data at the same time but different periods),
since those data, to some extent, are indirectly adjacent and
share very similar patterns, as presented in Figure 11.

In terms of semantic intensity, direct adjacency is
stronger than indirect adjacency, but they can be com-
bined as a reference. For the data at the edges of the
missing segments, due to the constraint of the waveform
continuity, the directly adjacent data are nearly the most
important repair reference; but for the missing data inside
the missing segment, there will not be any directly adjacent
data for reference, while the indirect adjacent data become
a very significant factor instead. However, traditional
mathematical estimation and interpolation methods can
only perceive data inside a very limited window around the
missing data, so they cannot make full use of the infor-
mation from indirect adjacent data. As a result, the repair
accuracy is low, especially for the long continuous missing
segments.

When dealing with similar problems, literature [35]
proposes a method to transfer the one-dimensional har-
monic data into a two-dimensional grayscale image by

periodic truncation and reshaping, as demonstrated in
Figure 12n � km. Inspired by this, this paper will reshape the
one-dimensional incomplete data X′ and corresponding
submissing masks Gj into matrices.

Take X′, for example, assume the number of sampling
points per day is m, for a dataset with k days, and the size .
,en, reshape X′ into a k-by-m matrix A X′

:

A X′
� reshape X′  � ai,j 

k×m
, (15)

where ai,j � x(i−1)m+j
′ . For the load data of Belgium grid, k �

2000 and m � 96.
And similarly, matrices AGj

can be obtained. ,e two-
dimensional structure of the matrix enables the direct and
indirect adjacency to be compatible with each other in
rows and columns separately. And the shaped matrix can
be understood as a special “generalized” image. Based on
the above analysis, when we reshape the data, the problem
of repairing the missing one-dimensional data becomes
the problem of inpainting a two-dimensional image. In
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Figure 10: Submissing masks G1, G2, and G3 from the missing mask M.
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Figure 11: Direct and indirect adjacency relationship in load data.
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the following discussion, we will combine the deep
learning and image processing techniques to address this
problem.

3.2.4. Edge Padding. After reshaping, the data located in the
center of the matrices will have more available adjacent data
than that at the edge of the matrices, which indicates the
number of available adjacent data is radially attenuated
outward from the core of the matrices, making the recovery
of edges data more difficult than that of the central data.

To solve the problem of an unbalanced distribution of
the available adjacent data in the radial direction, the most
direct and effective method is to arrange some additional
data on the edges. When we truncate the original one-di-
mensional data and reshape it into matrices, two adjacent
data at the truncated point will be separated and then
arranged at the end of this row and the beginning of the next
row accordingly. So, the left edge and the right edge of the
matrix are - “adjacent- ” but misplaced by one row, as il-
lustrated in Figure 13. ,us, the data in the left and right
edges can be used as padding data for each other.

Take A X′
, for example, to improve this unbalanced

distribution, two k-by-p padding matrices B X′
and C X′

are
designed, and p is the padding depth:

B X′
� bi,j 

k×p
, C X′

� ci,j 
k×p

, (16)

where

bi,j �
ai−1,m−p+j i> 1

0 i � 1
 ,

ci,j �
ai+1,j i< k

0 i � k


(17)

Define the ratio of p and m as hyperparameter padding
ratio η:

η �
p

m
. (18)

,en, arrange B X′
and C X′

to the left and right sides of
A X′

, respectively, to get a k-by-L padding matrix Z X′
as

Z X′
� Padding A X′

  � B X′
A X′

C X′
  � zi,j 

k×L
, (19)

where L � m + 2p.
And similarly, padding matrix ZGj

can be attained.

3.2.5. Slice. Because there are no padding data on the upper
and lower sides of padding matrices, we will cut the padding
matrices into smaller L-by-L slices and set proper over-
lapped rows as padding data on the upper and lower sides.

TakeZ X′
, for example, the slices are defined as S X′

, where
the t-th slice S X′

(t) is a L-by-L matrix:

S X′
� Slice Z X′

 ,

S X′
(t) � s

(t)
i,j 

L×L
,

(20)

where s
(t)
i,j � z(t−1)m+i,j and t≤ ns � k − 2p/m.

For adjacent slices S X′
(t) and S X′

(t + 1), there are 2p

overlapped rows on the lower side of S X′
(t) and the upper side

of S X′
(t + 1). Hence, the first and last p rows and columns are

redundant data. And as a result, when recovering a slice, we only
need to consider its center m-by-m region which is defined as
the core region:

Core S X′
(t)  � u

(t)
i,j 

m×m
, (21)

where u
(t)
i,j � s

(t)
i+p,j+p.

In particular, the core areas of the first (last) slice will
include the upper (lower) p rows, which leads to a
(m + p)-by-m matrix:

Figure 12: Reshaping of the one-dimensional data to the two-dimensional image.
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Core S X′
(1)  � u

(1)
i,j 

(m+p)×m
,

Core S X′
ns(   � u

ns( )
i,j 

(m+p)×m
,

(22)

where u
(1)
i,j � s

(1)
i,j+p and u

(ns)
i,j � s

(ns)
i+p,j+p.

Similarly, slices SGj
can be obtained.

3.3. Missing Recovery. When we use a two-dimensional
matrix to represent one-dimensional data, the problem of
recovering one-dimensional data becomes the problem of
image inpainting. Recently, CNN and GAN technologies in
the deep learning field have excellent performance on image
inpainting. In [36], the author uses the previous five con-
volutional layers from the AlexNet [23] as an encoder to
extract the features of images with missing areas and then
uses six deconvolutional layers as a decoder to restore the
missing regions from the learned features. Inspired by this,
this paper will put forward a convolutional autoencoder-
based network to recover the missing data in the pre-
processed matrices.

As we know, the feature learning in the AlexNet is
designed for the object classification problem, where the
object positions will not matter since the category of an
object does not depend on its position. And because of the
use of the max pool, “valid” padding, and flatten layer, the
size of the tensor will be compressed, which will blur the
position information. ,erefore, it is nearly impossible to
trace back to the original positions of features in deep
layers, especially when the input data are damaged
heavily.

For reshaped matrices, because the semantic informa-
tion is not uniformly distributed in rows and columns, the

original position of the feature is even more important when
extracting the features. If the convolution and deconvolution
framework is applied directly, the fuzzy location of features
in deep layers will further degrade the situations. Moreover,
since the “generalized” images are usually low-dimensional
with low rank, the context encoder in [36] will have bad
performance as the author reminded.

,us, this paper presents a CCAE network based on the
context encoder as follows: only use convolutional layers
without any flatten, pooling, or fully connected layers, re-
place the padding mode from “valid” to “same,” and set the
stride as one which keeps the height and width of the output
tensors in every layer equal to the input, namely, L-by-L.
Finally, the output matrix will be restored to one-
dimensional.

3.3.1. Network Structure. To recover the preprocessed in-
complete data S X′

with SGj
, a CCAE model is proposed with

the structure shown in Figure 14.
,ere are K convolutional autoencoders (CAEj) blocks

cascaded in CCAE corresponding to K submissing masks
SGj

. Each CAEj has an encoderEj, a decoder Dj, and a filter
Fj. Encoder Ej and decoder Dj are made of Q convolutional
layers, respectively, where the stride is one, padding mode is
“same,” and activation function is Relu. ,e filter Fj is used
to update the recovery results of the missing segments in SGj

,
that is,

Fj � Fj−1 + Dj ⊙ SGj
. (23)

And then, Fj will be the input of Ej+1 in CAEj+1, which
ensures SGj+1

will be recovered based on the recovery result of
SGj

. In particular,
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Figure 13: Misplacement adjacency between the left and right sides and self-padding.
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F1 � S X′
+ D1 ⊙ SG1

,

SXrec′
� FK,

(24)

where SXrec′
is the recovery result of S X′

.
In this paper, K � 3 as mentioned and Q � 2. As a result,

there are four convolutional layers in each CAEj. ,e
number of convolutional kernels in each layer is 64, 96, 32,
and 1 in CAE1, 32, 64, 16, and 1 in CAE2, and 32, 64, 16, and
1 in CAE3. ,e corresponding kernel size is (5, 5), (11, 11),
(5, 5), and (3, 3) in CAE1; (7, 7), (5, 5), (3, 3), and (3, 3) in
CAE2; and (5, 5), (5, 5), (3, 3), and (3, 3) in CAE3, as
demonstrated in Figure 15. ,e red rectangles represent the
core areas in Section 3.2.5.

Without a flatten layer and fully connected layers, we
only employ two convolutional layers for feature learning.
As a result, the learned feature will locate at its original
position, which means this network will encoder a feature
vector for every point in the input matrix and just put that
feature vector at the same position as the computed point.
,rough that, the position information can be retained
during feature learning to the most extend.

3.3.2. Loss Function. One thing we should notice is that the
size of the output matrices of CCAE is still L-by-L, in which
only their m-by-m core areas matter as mentioned in Section
3.2.5. Hence, the loss functionL is defined as the root mean
squared error (RMSE) of the missing data within core areas:

L SXrec
′, SX  �

���������
1


n
i�1 mi



 ns

t�1

Core SXrec
′(t) − SX

(t) 

������

������

2

2
,

(25)

where SX
is obtained through the same preprocessing in

Section 3.2.

3.3.3. Restore. Since SXrec′
is a set of normalized L-by-L matrix

slices SXrec′
(t), it should be restored back to one-dimensional

time series, which means the reverse operations of pre-
processing in Section 3.2. Assume ns �

k − 2p/m � k − 2p/m, then reorganize the core areas of
slices SXrec′

(t) as a k-by-m matrix AF:

AF �

Core SXrec′
(1) 

⋮

Core SXrec′
ns(  

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
� fi,j 

k×m
. (26)

After that, reshape AF into a n-by-1 time series Yrec �

(y1, y2, ..., yn−1, yn), where yh � fi,j for those (i − 1)m +

j � h. Finally, reverse the normalization in Section 3.2.1 to
get the restored results Yrec � (y1, y2, ..., yn−1, yn) in which

yh � yh − 0.01( 
max( _X) − min( _X)

0.99
+ min( _X). (27)

4. Experimental Results and Discussion

In this section, we will validate our detection and recovery
algorithms. Load data from the Belgium grid will be con-
ducted as training and test data, and a missing mask gen-
eration model is presented to produce generative missing
masks under different parameters.

4.1. Experimental Design

4.1.1. Missing Mask Generation Model. In the original load
data of the Belgium grid, there are very few missing seg-
ments; therefore, it could be regarded as ground truth data
X. ,en, we have to manually generate missing masks M for
detection and recovery testing.

Define the missing rate as c where

c �


n
i�1 mi

n
. (28)

If we just randomly select some segments in X as
missing segments, the segments collision might happen, as
demonstrated in Figure 16, which results in a lower
missing rate than the given c. ,erefore, a stratified
sampling model is proposed to solve the problem, as
shown in Figure 17.

Define the number of missing data as NMD, namely,

NMD �  n
i�1mi � nc. (29)

,en, divide NMD as NMS segments where NMS is the
number of missing segments and

NMS � random([NMDα], [NMDβ]), (30)
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Figure 14: General structure of CCAE.
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where α and β are length parameters of missing segments
which determine the average length of missing segments
ALMS:

ALMS �
2

α + β
. (31)

Randomly generate an integer between NMDα and
NMDβ as NMS and then stochastically divide NMD as NMS
segments; then, according to the proportion of each NMS
segment, divide M as NMS subsegments, too. Finally, within
every subsegment in M, we independently select a missing
segment and set those bits inside the subsegments as 1 and

NMD NMSα, β

γ

Missing segment

Subsegment

M

Figure 17: Stratified sampling generation model of the missing mask.
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Figure 18: ,e missing masks in different missing rate c.
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others as 0. ,is pipeline ensures c and the distribution of
missing segments are independent.

Some of the generative missing masks with given c, α,
and β are shown in Figures 18 and 19 . For each set of
parameters, four missing masks are generated indepen-
dently, and the total number of data is n � 200; the blue
regions represent normal data with mi � 0, while red regions
mean missing data with mi � 1.

4.1.2. Dataset Configurations. As mentioned, we will take
the load data of the Belgium grid during 2014–2020 as an
example, which involves 2000 days in total and 96 sampling
points per day. ,e original data values range from
7000MW to 14000MW.

To better evaluate the proposed model, the detection
and recovery components will be tested independently,
which means the missing mask for the recovery compo-
nent is the generative missing mask instead of the detected
missing mask by the detection component. Hence, dif-
ferent datasets configuration will be used for the two
components.

For the detection component, we assume noise W obeys
the Gaussian distribution N(0, σ2N) and define SNR for the
normal data signal power Pdata and noise signal power Pnoise
as

SNR � 10lg
Pdata

Pnoise
, (32)

where Pdata � 1/n‖X‖22 and Pnoise � σ2N.
In the experiment, we consider SNR ranges from 15 dB

to 40 dB. Since the original data range from about 7000 to
14000, if we directly generate a missing mask on that,
nearly all the missing segments will be typical missing
segments. To comprehensively evaluate the missing de-
tection algorithm, we linearly map the original data values
into (-500, 0), (-250, 250), and (0, 500), respectively. ,e
factor of missing rate c should be investigated as well,
which is set as 10%, 20%, and 40% separately. Besides,
length parameters are fixed as α � 0.1 and β � 0.15, then
ALMS � 8. ,e configurations are shown in Table 2. ,e
indexes to assess the detection results are precision P,
recall R, and F1 score in Section 3.1.2.

For the recovery component, because the noise will be
cleared as zero in Section 3.1.2, we do not care about the
influence of noise W. Instead, parameters c, α, β, and p are
studied. c will be set as 5%, 10%, and 20%, while α and β will
be set as (0.1, 0.15), (0.05, 0.075), and (0.025, 0.0375),
corresponding to ALMS of 8, 16, and 32. Furthermore,
padding depth p will be set as 0, 7, 9, and 11. For each p, the
missing mask contains mixed 3 × 3 combinations of (c, α, β).
,e configurations are listed in Table 3. ,e index to assess
the recovery results is RMSE in Section 3.3.2.

In addition, the missing masks with the above config-
urations will be generated for ten times independently to
avoid the stochastic disturbance in results.

4.1.3. Training Settings. For each set of configurations in
Table 3, 80% will be used as training sets and the remaining
20% will be testing sets. ,e specifications of software and
hardware are presented in Tables 4 and 5 . ,e optimizer is
“Adam,” the learning rate is set to descend exponentially
along the epochs, and the batch size is 20 (slices of S X′

(t)

with corresponding missing masks).

4.2. Results and Discussion of Missing Detection. As illus-
trated in Figure 20, for the data mapped in the positive range
(0, 500) or the negative range (−500, 0), all the precision,
recall, and F1 are all nearly 100% when the SNR is over
20 dB, while the SNR needs to be more than 30 dB to reach
the same result for the data mapped in (−250, 250). ,is is

Table 2: Dataset configurations for missing detection.

# Range c SNR
1 (−500, 0) {5%, 10%, 20%} (15 dB, 40 dB)
2 (−250, 250) {5%, 10%, 20%} (15 dB, 40 dB)
3 (0, 500) {5%, 10%, 20%} (15 dB, 40 dB)

Table 3: Dataset configurations for missing recovery.

# p c (α, β)
1 0 {5%, 10%, 20%} {(0.1, 0.15), (0.05, 0.075), (0.025, 0.0375)}
2 7 {5%, 10%, 20%} {(0.1, 0.15), (0.05, 0.075), (0.025, 0.0375)}
3 9 {5%, 10%, 20%} {(0.1, 0.15), (0.05, 0.075), (0.025, 0.0375)}
4 11 {5%, 10%, 20%} {(0.1, 0.15), (0.05, 0.075), (0.025, 0.0375)}

Table 4: Specifications of the software.

Item Version
Python 3.7.6
TensorFlow 1.14

Table 5: Specifications of hardware.

Item Specifications
System Ubuntu 19.04
CPU i9-9820x
GPU Nvidia Titan Xp 12G ×4
RAM 64G
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because the ratio of the atypical missing segments for data
mapped in (−250, 250) is much higher than the other two,
and the noise on the missing segments in that situation will
have a very high possibility to be overlapped with the normal
data. Moreover, we might be unable to obtain enough typical
missing segments for noise estimation, which influences the
detection performance.

When the SNR decreases from 20 dB to 15 dB, there is
significant deterioration in the results. F1 of data mapped
in (−500, 0) and (0, 500) can drop to 0.7. And it will be even
worse for the data mapped in (−250, 250), where F1 can be
lower than 0.6. But fortunately, in most cases, the data are

always positive or negative, which is far away from zero,
and the noise on missing data is slight enough which
ensures high SNR. ,us, the detected mask could be
regarded as the ground truth missing masks. ,is is also
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Table 6: RMSE of CCAE for different padding depths.

# p CCAE (×10− 2)

1 0 4.15
2 7 3.94
3 9 3.79
4 11 3.84
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the reason for just using the generative missing mask
rather than the detected missing mask to test the sequential
recovery component.

Another phenomenon is that, in the high SNR region,
the missing rate seemingly makes no difference to the
detection, while in the low SNR region, the higher the

missing rate is, the better the detection performs. It may
be not so intuitive. But our further analysis indicates that
when the SNR is low, the ratio of the false-positive
samples will increase greatly because of the overlap of
normal data and noise, even when the missing rate is zero.
,erefore, a higher missing rate will bring more positive
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Figure 22: Continued.
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samples in turn, which decreases the false-positive sam-
ples to some degree.

4.3. Results and Discussion of Missing Recovery. ,e RMSE
for different padding depths is shown in Table 6. Generally,
the CCAE model performs well on the missing recovery
problem, and RMSE is pretty low for the normalized range
(0, 1). Besides, the edge padding technique can further
improve the recovery error, but too deep padding depth
may lead to a drop in the performance, and in this ex-
periment, the optimal choice is 9 with the padding ratio of
9.375%.

During training, CCAE is allowed to output high error
on those padding areas, which makes the loss function
converge more easily and efficiently. And without the
padding areas, those errors would appear in the core areas
unavoidably, which is also the reason we design the edge
padding technique.

,eoretically, the deeper the padding depth is, the more
the adjacent data can be used for the edges data in the core
area, but with the increase in the depth, the distance between
the padding data and core data will grow linearly, too. And
once beyond a certain distance, the padding data can no
longer provide any useful information, which instead causes
a lower proportion of the core area in the padding slice and
brings low computation efficiency.

To demonstrate the recovery performance of CCAE with
p � 9, we randomly chose some output slices of SXrec′

compared with the input slices S X′
and the ground truth SX

in Figure 21, where those matrices are virtualized by
grayscale images.,e size of each slice is 114-by-114, and the
blue, green, and yellow segments in submissing masks
represent the submissing segments in G1, G2, and G3, re-
spectively. ,e areas inside red rectangles are core areas.

,e core areas of the output images are nearly the same
as core areas of the ground truth, even for those inputs with
high missing rate and long missing segments. We even
cannot tell the difference between the cores of output and
ground truth. Only when zooming up the output, we can

find some slight difference in the textures for the ground
truth.

While in the edge padding area outside the core areas,
there are obvious black holes as the blue circles shown in
Figure 21 because of ignoring those areas when defining the
loss function in Section 3.3.2. In Figure 22, we restore some
rows of the output to one-dimensional to get Yrec, and the
results are consistent with the previous discussion.

5. Conclusion and Future Research

,is paper proposes a missing load data detection and re-
covery model based on CCAE. In the detection issue, we
combine ADS and the linear correlation as a criterion to
detect the potential missing segments. And based on the
detection results, we further divide the detected missing
mask into submissing masks with priority and then reshape
the original one-dimensional data and mask into two-di-
mensional matrices for data enhancement. ,e constructed
matrices are regarded as “generalized” images, which
transform the recovery problem to images inpainting.
Furthermore, the deep learning technologies are conducted,
and we have designed a CCAE model to repair the input
damaged matrices. To assess the algorithms, we build a
missing mask generation model to generate missing masks.
Numerical results on the load data of the Belgium grid
indicate that the developed detection and recovery algo-
rithms have satisfactory performance under different
missing situations. It should be highlighted that the pro-
posed intelligent detection and recovery solution can be used
for other forms of time-series dataset.

Here, the strength of the proposed detection and re-
covery algorithms can be summarized as follows: it can be
found that the missing detection is nearly 100% accurate for
most situations; the missing segments can be recovered
grade by grade with priority in submissing masks strategy,
which ensures the recovery accuracy even for long-missing
segments. Also, the reshaping from one-dimensional time
series to the two-dimensional image is a powerful data
enhancement method for the load data, which enables the
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Figure 22: Missing recovery results in one-dimensional (96 points/day).
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CNN to understand the semantics of one-dimensional data.
Finally, the structure of CCAE is not sensitive to the input
size, so it is easy to make transfer learning to datasets with
different periods.

On the contrary, the proposed solution is still needed for
further investigation as it has the following potential limi-
tations: firstly, under the condition of low SNR, some of the
normal data distributed around zero may be wrongly labeled
as missing data.,e training process requires a large amount
of historical data, which is difficult for some problems. Also,
the number of hyperparameters is too many to be optimized
and demands for the expert experience.

In future work, further research effort is required to
further improving the proposed algorithmic solution from
two aspects. Firstly, the models can be further enhanced
through the adoption of more sophisticated deep learning
models. Also, the solution can be incorporated with a hybrid
model that consists of multiple different machine learning
algorithms. In addition, the proposed solution can be ap-
plied and validated for different time-series data in other
application domains.
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/e construction of power Internet of things is an important development direction for power grid enterprises. Although power
Internet of things is a kind of network, it is denser than the ordinary Internet of things points and more complex equipment types,
so it has higher requirements for network security protection. At the same time, due to the special information perception and
transmission mode in the Internet of things, the information transmitted in the network is easy to be stolen and resold, and
traditional security measures can no longer meet the security protection requirements of the new Internet of things devices. To
solve the privacy leakage and security attack caused by the illegal intrusion in the network, this paper proposes to construct a
device portrait for terminal devices in the power Internet of things and detect abnormal traffic in the network based on device
portrait. By collecting traffic data in the network environment, various network traffic characteristics are extracted, and abnormal
traffic is analyzed and identified by the machine learning algorithm. By collecting the traffic data in the network environment, the
features are extracted from the physical layer, network layer, and application layer of the message, and the device portrait is
generated by a machine learning algorithm. According to the established attack mode, the corresponding traffic characteristics are
analyzed, and the detection of abnormal traffic is achieved by comparing the attack traffic characteristics with the device portrait.
/e experimental results show that the accuracy of this method is more than 90%.

1. Introduction

Power IoT (Internet of things) is to apply the Internet of
things technology in the smart grid business, in power
generation, transmission, substation, power distribution,
and utilization, and so, on each link, the comprehensive
deployment has edge information awareness, calculation
ability, and management ability to execute the terminal
device, effectively integrate power system infrastructure and
communications infrastructure resources, and promote the
operation of the enterprise operating the whole process of
the whole scene perception, information fusion, and intel-
ligent decision support, to raise the efficiency of utilization of
electric power system existing infrastructure for the grid all
the chain management to provide important technical
support [1, 2]. With the wide application of Internet of
things technology in the SGC (State Grid Co., Ltd.) to adapt

to the traditional industry and the trend of the Internet to
accelerate convergence, the content associated terminal will
increase by geometric series, through the sensor technology,
communication technology, and computer technology to
terminal access networks; it puts forward higher require-
ments on network security protection. At the same time, due
to the particularity of information perception and trans-
mission mode in the Internet of things, the transmission
information of the Internet of things is easy to be stolen and
replay. Traditional security measures can no longer meet the
security protection requirements of the new Internet of
things devices. /erefore, how to realize the security of the
ubiquitous power Internet of things and build a full-scene
security protection system that adapts to the ubiquitous
power Internet of things has become an urgent problem to
be solved by /e State Grid Company.
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/e power Internet of things architecture consists of four
logical levels from bottom to top: sensing, transport, plat-
form, and application [3]. /e sensor layer collects raw data
from smart meters, sensors, handheld terminals, cameras,
PCS, and other smart devices, which are the source of all data
of power grid companies. /e network layer transmits the
data collected by the perception layer to the platform layer
securely and reliably through the network communication
technologies such as power communication network and
wireless private network. /e platform layer stores, clusters,
and analyzes data to provide data support for the application
layer. /e application layer provides data to users for service
[4–7]. In the perception layer, the power system's devices
owned limited computing capacity and less storage. So, the
traditional authentication method is not suitable, which will
bring serious security problems. Communication methods
and network protocols are complex, which makes network
security protection more difficult. In the application layer,
the interface of security responsibility is not clear, and there
is a management gap. Power Internet of things lacks
complete network security protection standards for power
utilities. However, with the development of new services and
the change of security situation, the extensive access of a
large number of terminal equipment and users in the
ubiquitous power Internet of things environment increases
the network exposure surface, which brings severe chal-
lenges to the protection system characterized by boundary
isolation. In addition, the ubiquitous power Internet of
things gives birth to a large number of new business models,
business interaction is more complex, and more flexible and
accurate security policies and protection measures are ur-
gently required.

/erefore, this paper takes terminal devices in the power
Internet of things as the object, extracts features based on the
traffic generated by their information exchange and con-
structs device portraits. Device portrait is the tagging of
information, which presents the overall state of the device by
describing the characteristics of a series of individuals.
/rough the device portrait, we can clearly and intuitively
see the various feature dimensions of all the devices. /e
network anomaly detection technology can identify the
attack behavior of illegal devices according to the device
portrait and inform the system to intercept and deal with it
in time. /e information interaction between networks is
carried by network traffic, and the behavioral characteristics
of network attacks will naturally be reflected in the network
traffic generated. /erefore, device portrait constructed
according to device traffic is an efficient and real-time
anomaly detection technology.

/e simulation results show that the average accuracy of
abnormal behavior detection can reach more than 90%. /e
rest of the article is structured as follows. We begin with an
overview of the work related to flow anomaly detection in
Section 2. In Section 3, we will introduce the main work of
the scheme. In addition, in section 4, we introduce the
simulation results and finally summarize them in Section 5.

2. Related Work

/e premise of network anomaly detection technology is to
understand the abnormal behavior of the network attack.
Abnormal activities can be divided into three types: point
exception, context exception, and collective exception.
According to the attacker’s objectives and activities, the
attack is classified as the following four types: DoS (denial of
service) attack, probing attacks, the user to the root (U2R),
and remote to the user (R2U). In network anomaly detection
technology, the representation of abnormal behavior is
usually divided into two kinds: fraction and binary tag.
According to [8], the current network anomaly detection
technologies can be divided into four categories: based on
classification, typical classification technologies include
support vector machine, Bayesian network, and neural
network. Based on statistical theory, chi-square test statistics
are taken as the standard. Typical statistical theory-based
methods include hybrid model, signal processing technol-
ogy, and principal component analysis.

Since Denning first put forward the network intrusion
detectionmodel in 1980s, scholars at different times have put
forward many network abnormal behavior detection
methods with their own advantages by using the latest
technology. At present, abnormal behavior detection
methods mainly include four kinds: the most basic method
based on statistical analysis, the method based on feature
rules based on comparison and matching of data features
and feature base, the method based on data mining with
automatic analysis capability, and the most common
method based on machine learning. Because machine
learning algorithms can detect unknown patterns effectively,
network anomaly detection based on machine learning has
become the focus of research in recent years, for example,
network abnormal behavior detection based on clustering,
naive Bayes, or decision tree.

/ere are many algorithms in machine learning, and
they have their own advantages and disadvantages. /ere-
fore, scholars further study and innovate on the basis of
previous studies, fuse multiple algorithms or improve them
to design a new model, effectively make use of their re-
spective advantages and avoid disadvantages to improve the
effect of network anomaly detection. B. Senthilnayaki et al.
[9] combined a genetic algorithm and support vector ma-
chine algorithm to propose a network anomaly analysis
method, and the results showed that the detection accuracy
of partial features extracted with genetic algorithm was
higher than that of the support vector machine model
trained with all features. Chang et al. [10] proposed a net-
work anomaly detection method based on RF and SVM to
address the low detection rate of network anomaly detection
and found that the combination of feature extraction and
machine learning could improve the detection rate. Gao
et al. [11] proposed an adaptive integration model. By
adjusting the proportion of training data, setting up multiple
decision trees, and constructing MultiTree algorithm, the
comparison test proved that the detection accuracy was
improved, and it was found that the quality of data features
was an important factor determining the detection effect.
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Naseer et al. [12] studied the applicability of deep learning in
network anomaly detection and implemented anomaly
detection models based on different depth neural network
structures, including convolutional neural network,
autoencoder, and regression neural network. Tavoli [13]
proposed a new intrusion detection method based on MLP
neural network in view of the shortcoming that traditional
anomaly detection methods cannot detect unknown
anomalies in the network with high speed and complexity.
Experimental results show that this method is superior to
other methods in reducing false positives. Yong [14] pro-
posed an intrusion detection algorithm based on the con-
volutional neural network. /is network model has higher
accuracy and detection rate than classical BP neural net-
work, SVM algorithm, and deep learning algorithm DBN,
which improves the classification accuracy of intrusion
detection recognition. Zhang et al. [15] proposed an in-
trusion detection method based on deep learning, which
uses a deep automatic encoder to compress unimportant
features, extract key features, and build a model, and it uses
the NSL-KDD data set to conduct tests to quickly and ac-
curately identify attacks.

3. The Design of Scheme Architecture

/e overall framework of this paper is mainly divided into
two parts, as shown in Figure 1: the construction of interrupt
device portrait and the detection of abnormal network access
behavior of devices under specific attack scenarios.

Taking all the traffic generated by the terminal equip-
ment as the object of study and comprehensively consid-
ering the physical layer, network traffic, and protocol
behavior characteristics of the terminal equipment, the
portrait of the terminal equipment was established. Based on
the established device portrait and combined with the
specific attack scenario, analyze and detect whether the
network access behavior of the terminal is abnormal. /e
specific implementation route is shown in Figure 1.

3.1. Device Portrait. Based on the device data, utilizing
tagging and taking the device as a unit, the data model is
established to analyze the device data and extract the labels
of each dimension of the device. /e label set of the device is
the device portrait constructed. Equipment data interpre-
tation can be from two aspects: from the perspective of
physical view, different devices have different electronic
components, in which the emission of the electromagnetic
wave from different devices also are different. /ese char-
acteristics include carrier frequency offset of the baseband's
steady-state responses, synchronization signal correlation
value, baseband I/O of offset, signal demodulation signal
amplitude and phase error, etc. /e value of these charac-
teristics is unique to the different devices to be treated as the
fingerprints of the devices. On the other hand, it starts from
the network layer, which is mainly reflected in the network
traffic generated by devices during the running time. Due to
different functions and applications, the performance on the
TCP/IP protocol stack is also different. According to these

two types of characteristics, useful data can be extracted
from them to form a tag set using tagging./en, based on the
machine learning algorithm, exclusive portraits can be
constructed for different devices to identify legitimate and
illegal users.

Portrait refers to the digitization and labeling of infor-
mation. A series of features that can represent the device are
logically combined in a certain way to form a proprietary
portrait of the device. /e core work of the portrait is to find
as many features that can represent the device as possible
and as much as possible, to fuse multidimensional features,
and to generate a device portrait by establishing a mathe-
matical model to analyze device data.

3.2. System Model. Device portrait is a way to present the
multidimensional description of device features. In this
paper, the portrait of the terminal device contains two core
contents, such as basic attributes and access behavior at-
tributes, as shown in Figure 2. Basic properties include the
terminal’s IP, MAC address, and machine name. Access
behavior attribute is composed of physical characteristics of
a terminal device, network traffic characteristics, and pro-
tocol behavior characteristics.

Basic properties can be obtained from network traffic
packets. /e physical layer characteristics of access behavior
attributes include transient signal fingerprint characteristic
vector of individual characteristics of communication
devices.

/e characteristics of the physical layer include the
constellation locus of BPSK, QPSK, OQPSK, and MSK
modulation signals in the receiving end baseband and the
time domain and frequency domain characteristics of the
time domain waveform. /e constellation trajectory chart is
a means to measure the emitted signal itself and its change
law. /e nonlinear response of the transmitter amplifier, the
response of the filter, and other linear and nonlinear in-
terference factors will be reflected in the changing trajectory
of the constellation trajectory map. A constellation chart
provides a more comprehensive measure of the character-
istics of the received signal. After receiving the oversampled
baseband signal, the receiver can preprocess the signal
simply. Preprocessing is mainly to normalize the energy of
the signal. After preprocessing the received signal, the signal
is sent to the I/Q two-channel delay device. /e delayer can
choose the same and different delays for both I/Q channels.
/e choice of I/Q two-channel signal delay is mainly de-
termined by the judgment of signal modulation. After that,
the system performs differential processing on the signal,
and the stable and clear constellation trajectory diagram can
be drawn on the complex plane.

Network traffic features include target IP address dis-
tribution (number), magnitude distribution (mean and
variance) of upstream and downstream traffic, duration
distribution (mean and variance) of upstream and down-
stream traffic, and network flow order. /e distribution of
the target IP address, the size distribution of upstream and
downstream traffic, and the duration distribution of up-
stream and downstream traffic can be extracted from the
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network flow order and calculated statistically. Statistics of
such characteristics is convenient for rapid detection. /ere
are also Timestamp field, MSS, WScale, SYN, FIN, ACK,
PSH, URG, and RST in the TCP header. Version number,
IHL, TTL, DF, TOS, Protocol field value, source port
number (Sport), destination port number (Dport), and so
forth are shown in Tables 1 and 2.

/e characteristics of the application layer include
protocol key fields, writing all the protocol keywords that
appear into the document, and reflecting the protocol
characteristics in the form of files, without specific analysis
of the business type. /e characteristics of the service layer
can be determined according to the parallel parsing results of
the protocol message.

3.3. Abnormal Network Access Behavior Detection of Devices
under Specific Attack Scenarios. Time range T can be set for
the construction of the device portrait, and the eigenvalue in
time T is the current portrait of the device. Based on device
portrait, abnormal network access behavior of terminal
devices of power Internet of things can be further detected.

Specifically, this project intends to analyze the portrait of
terminal devices under specific attack scenarios and deter-
mine abnormal network access behaviors, to realize the fast
and accurate detection of forgery and malicious terminals.
/e specific process is as follows:

Terminal
device

portrait

The time domain and frequency
domain characteristics of

BPSK, QPSK, and MSK modulation
signals in the receiving end
baseband and time domain

waveform

Key protocol distribution

Physical layer

Application layer

Network layer

IP address distribution

Distribution of time
characteristics of network
upstream and downstream

traffic

The size distribution of
network upstream and

downstream traffic

Network flow order

Figure 2: Portrait content of terminal equipment.

Table 1: TCP and IP header field value.

TCP Timestamp, MSS, WScale, SYN, FIN,
ACK, PSH, URG, RST

IP Version, TOS, IHL, TTL, DF, Protocol,
Dport, Sport

Matching

Network anomaly detection
under attack scenario

Attack scenarios

Counterfeit malicious terminal

Construction of terminal
device portrait

Three-layer 
features

Generate
device

portrait

Figure 1: Implementation roadmap of abnormal network access behavior detection based on device portrait.

Table 2: Application layer protocol.

TCP-based http, https, smtp, ssh, ftp, lpd rtsp,
telnet, raw

UDP-based snmp, onvif, dns, ntp, mdns, ssdp,
icmp, igmpv3, nfs, dhcp, tftp, pop
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Step 1. Establish attack modes. Referring to the network
attack chain model, the process of the attack is sum-
marized and the attack mode is established. Because the
network attack chain model is mainly aimed at Internet
attacks and the whole service is ubiquitous in the power
Internet of things, there are special attacks, such as fake
terminals and then access to background applications.
/erefore, this project considers specific attack sce-
narios and plans to establish a common attack mode for
the power Internet of things. Specifically, in addition to
the normal stages of investigation and weaponization
included in the network attack chain model, special
stages such as terminal forgery and abnormal execution
of normal instructions will be added, to model such
special attacks as using forgery terminals to access
specific services and then destroying business systems
through normal instructions.
/ere are various types of network attacks, and there
are corresponding attacks for each level. It is not
practical to use a network anomaly detection model
for all attacks. TCP-IP architecture is the infrastruc-
ture of today’s Internet; many network attacks are
aimed at TCP, IP layer, affecting the normal process of
the target host. In this paper, SYN denial of service
attack, TCP port scanning, and IP attack are selected
to verify the detection performance of the system,
among them the SYN denial of service attack. In the
three-time handshake process based on TCP con-
nection, the attacker sends SYN request message to the
target, and the target host will assign resources after
receiving the message, send the response message, and
wait for the attacker to reply. /e attacker does not
respond to the target, making the target in a waiting
state. /rough a large number of SYN request packets,
the resource of the target host can be exhausted. TCP
port scanning: when the corresponding port of the
target host receives the TCP connection request, if the
port is open, the TCP ACK message is sent back to
establish the connection, and if the port is not open,
the TCP RSTmessage is sent to inform the sender that
the port is not open. By sending requests to all ports of
the target in turn, detecting the received response can
tell which ports of the target are open for the next
attack. /e IP address of the target host is
“192.168.2.102”. /e target port is traversed and se-
lected in (1,65535) to parse the received message. If the
TCP layer flags � 18, the port is open; otherwise, it is
closed. Sharding IP packet attack: when an IP packet is
too large, it will be shared by the IP layer. /e flag MF
of the sharded packet tells the receiver that the packet
has been sharded. /e target host will receive these
packets into the cache waiting for the arrival of
subsequent packets and merge them. Sending a large
number of sharding messages to the target artificially
will deplete the cache resources of the target host. /e
IP address of the target host is “192.168.2.102”, the
target port is 80, the source address is any available IP

in the network segment, and the source port is any
port in the interval. Each IP address will be traversed
to send five different ids, and each ID will send five IP
messages with different slice offsets.
Step 2. Analyze the traffic characteristics of the estab-
lished attack mode. For each attack step in the estab-
lished attack mode, the corresponding traffic
characteristics are analyzed. /e flow characteristics
analyzed include physical layer characteristics, such as
time domain and frequency characteristics of the
communication channel. Network traffic characteris-
tics and network flow order of attack traffic are con-
structed. Protocol layer characteristics build the attack
traffic behavior model diagram.
Step 3. Compare and distinguish attack traffic charac-
teristics and device portraits based on the cluster analysis
algorithm and the nearest neighbor set selection. If
similar traffic characteristics are found, the terminal is
judged to be a counterfeit or malicious terminal.

Clustering technology is a widely applied unsupervised
machine learning algorithm, which combines the k-means
algorithm and improved collaborative filtering algorithm to
realize network anomaly detection technology based on
device image. In the process of dividing a set of objects into
different classes, the same class of data should have similar
characteristics, and the data characteristics in different
classes should be highly different. Data sets containing
normal and abnormal data form clusters of various sizes, and
the smaller and sparse ones are generally considered as
abnormal. After the completion of clustering, the similarity
between the observed data and each cluster center is cal-
culated, and the cluster with a high similarity is selected as
the nearest neighbor set. If the similarity between the ab-
normal cluster and the normal cluster is higher than that
between the abnormal cluster and the normal cluster, or the
similarity between the normal cluster and the abnormal
cluster is less than the established threshold, it is considered
as an anomaly. /e detailed process of clustering is as
follows:

(1) Randomly select K objects from n objects as the
initial clustering center

(2) Calculate the difference between all objects and the
central object according to the mean value of each
cluster object, and divide the elements into the
cluster with the lowest difference

(3) /e mean value of each cluster with changes was
calculated again

(4) Repeat steps b and c until no change occurs in each
cluster

(5) Output results

In the process of selecting the nearest neighbor, the
similarity is calculated through the weighted idea of various
similarity balance factors [12], and the selected similarity
measurement factors mainly include feature matrix
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similarity and feature similarity of device portrait; then, the
similarity calculation formula in this section is

sin(u, v) � α sinr(u, v) + β sine(u, v) , (1)

where sinr(u, v) is used to describe the similarity of different
features between the device u to be observed and the existing
device; sine(u, v) is used to describe the similarity of the
image of the device to be observed and the existing device;
and α, β in turn are used to describe the corresponding
weights. After the similarity is obtained, the results with the
largest similarity are taken as the nearest neighbor. /e
following is the calculation of equipment feature similarity.
Assuming there are m features, the m features of the ob-
servation equipment u and the existing equipment v are used
and described by Qu and Qm in turn. /e characteristic
similarity of equipment v and u is the similarity between Qu
and Qm. /e calculation formula is as follows:

sinr(u, v) �
Qu ∩


Qm




Qu⋃


Qm





, (2)

where Qu ∩  Qm is used to describe the characteristic
quantities of the same value shared by devices u and v

.Qu⋃

Qm is used to describe the number of uncharacteristic

rights in common./e device portrait similarity is described
by the Pearson correlation coefficient. /e Pearson corre-
lation coefficient is valued in the range of [−1, 1]. /e higher
the absolute value of the Pearson correlation coefficient, the
stronger the correlation. When the Pearson correlation
coefficient is 1, the similarity is the highest and positively
correlated. When the Pearson coefficient is −1, the corre-
lation is considered to be completely negative. When the
Pearson correlation coefficient is 0, no relationship is
considered. /e similarity between u and v is measured by
Pearson’s correlation coefficient as follows:

sine(u, v) �
 ru − ru(  rv − rv( 

���������

ru − ru( 
2

 ���������

rv − rv( 
2

 , (3)

where ru is used to describe the characteristic value of
equipment u and ru is the average value of the character-
istics of multiple traffic flows of the equipment. rv is the
existing cluster, namely, the single eigenvalue of the device
portrait of a certain device, and rv is the average charac-
teristic value in the device portrait.

According to the characteristics of the collaborative
filtering algorithm, the device portrait similarity is optimized
to prevent the nearest neighbor from being found in the
whole object space. Since ru − ri and rv − rj are not defined
as nonnegative, there are

ru − ru(  rv − rv( ≤ 4 max ru, R − ru, rv, R − rv(  , (4)

where R is used to describe the value of the most similar
feature.

In particular, specific attack stages can be detected
according to different matching results. If the physical layer
fingerprint features are abnormal and the network and

business contents are normal, it indicates that the attacker
may change the core equipment into his equipment to
prepare for the subsequent attack. If the physical layer
fingerprint characteristics are normal, but the network traffic
characteristics are abnormal, then the business content is
normal, indicating that the attacker is contacting the
background server, receiving instructions or updating the
attack code, and so forth. To prepare for the attack. If the
physical layer and network traffic characteristics are normal
and the business layer characteristics are abnormal, it in-
dicates that the attacker is carrying out a business attack to
complete the attack preparation.

4. Experimental Analysis

4.1. Simulation Experiment Environment. /e experiment
was conducted on the Pycharm open-source platform,
which can build various machine learning algorithms, in-
cluding the application of the clustering algorithm and the
collaborative filtering algorithm. Build a recommendation
engine with tools provided by the platform.

In this paper, the bypass monitoring traffic method is
adopted to implement network data traffic through bypass
monitoring which includes bypass detection, data acquisi-
tion, network analysis, and information extraction. Specific
scheme of data acquisition based on bypass detection: set up
bypass monitoring on the data switch, regularly collect data
traffic packets of devices accessing network services and
internal resources, and extract network protocol and busi-
ness information related to terminal devices. Its architecture
block diagram is shown in Figure 3.

By mirroring on the network switch port, bypass
monitoring is set to filter the detected network packets
according to the corresponding MAC address, to obtain the
packets related to the device terminal. In data communi-
cation, the data packets generated by each network activity
of the terminal equipment can be regarded as the process of
data interaction between two nodes. /is passive device
traffic acquisition method is less aggressive and invasive, has
no restrictions on the type of device, and is easy to operate in
practice, which is also the reason why passive device traffic
acquisition is selected in this paper.

/ere is another problem that needs to be considered.
/e terminal equipment will show different network be-
haviors with the change of the execution task, so the network
traffic generated by the equipment is of great uncertainty,
which will affect the accuracy of our portrait generation.
Faced with this problem, we divide the entire running
process of the terminal device into two parts: the startup
phase and the service phase. /e process from power-on to
complete the hardware and software configuration in the
startup stage: the service stage is the stage in which the device
performs functional tasks after completing various config-
urations. In equipment beginning to perform a task, its
network behavior is highly susceptible to the influence of
network environment, such as the network administrator to
configure the network environment changes and the com-
munication terminal entity flow changes, and this kind of
change in a certain period of time is needed to show some
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kind of rule and has the characteristics of uniqueness, but
this time cycle length is not fixed. For example, the periodic
behavior model of access point devices can be analyzed by
analyzing individual data packets, which is not feasible in
practical operation. We can use the characteristics of the
startup phase to solve this problem. Due to its single
function and limited resources, many configurations of
intelligent devices in the Internet of things will be fixed in the
hardware or software settings, that is, the configuration in
the startup stage. /e transition from power failure to the
normal state of the device has a strict loader, which provides
us with a stable flow window starting time. Launch complex
Linux operating system. For example, firstly, the basic input-
output system (BIOS) is checked to confirm the hardware
status is normal; secondly, load the disk, and then load the
master boot record (MBR) of file system's; /irdly, read the
content of the code from the MBRboot, which is the
bootstrap program. /e bootstrap program contains the
code to load the system's kernel, start the initialization
process, perform the script from different levels, etc.; Finally,
the whole booting procedure is completed by the bootstrap
program of the operating system loads. /e startup process
takes a relatively fixed time, so the time window experienced
in the startup stage is relatively stable. In addition, most of
the installation systems of smart devices in the Internet of
things are not heavyweight systems, so the startup time is
about 3 minutes or less. /erefore, we choose to obtain the
traffic packets during the startup period of the device to
construct the device portrait.

In the attack module, this paper constructs a system
consisting of two hosts, making one host the attacker and the
other the target host to receive the attack. /e data acqui-
sition module collects attack data and traffic generated by
normal communication, collects and saves network attack
data and normal data together, and analyzes packets. Feature

extraction module is responsible for feature extraction and
processing, changing network data from unordered to TCP
connection, and writing code to calculate the feature value of
each connection from these fields. After feature extraction,
feature processing should be carried out to make features
meet the requirements of the machine learning algorithm.
/e three attacks generated in this article are all based on the
Scapy library. Scapy is used to set the field value of the
network protocol, which can generate the required packets
and form the network attack.

4.2. Determine theWeight Value of Similarity. /e weights α
and β in the similarity calculation of attack flow and device
portrait are in line with α + β � 1. According to the actual
data and the least square fitting method in linear pro-
gramming, α and β are adjusted to obtain the optimal result.
/e following are three different cases of α � 0.65, β � 0.35,
α � 0.55, β � 0.45 , and α � 0.35, β � 0.65 to compare the
accuracy rate and recall rate. /e success rate is the pro-
portion of the total weight of the successful verification
match of the attack device. /e recall rate is the proportion
of the number of successful matches in the candidate set to
the actual number of received matches in the experiment.

It can be seen from Table 3 that, in the case of increase,
the accuracy rate gradually increases and is the highest in the
case of 0.65. By synthesizing all the elements, the similarity
analysis in cluster analysis takes time.

4.3. Comparison of Different Algorithms. After determining
the parameters of cluster analysis, the device portrait is
constructed by comparing different machine learning al-
gorithms. In the experiment, the selected machine learning
algorithms include logistic regression, decision tree, and
random forest. /e algorithm which is most consistent with
device portrait and anomaly detection is selected./e results
are as in Table 4.

As can be seen from Table 4, the cluster analysis algo-
rithm has the highest accuracy of 91.2% in TCP port
scanning, while the random forest algorithm has the lowest
accuracy of 88.7%. In IP sharding attack, the accuracy rate
reaches 90.9% in the clustering algorithm and 80.3% in the
decision tree. In the SYN denial-of-service attack, the logistic
regression algorithm had 90.5% accuracy, and the second
highest was cluster analysis, with a difference of only 0.2%.

According to the results in Table 4, among the above four
algorithms, the device portrait constructed by the clustering
analysis algorithm has a high accuracy rate for the identi-
fication of device anomalies in the network, meeting the
requirements of the system.

4.4. 8e Influence of Features on Anomaly Detection. /e
device portraits constructed by different features are also
different. To observe the influence of device portraits on
anomaly detection, different features are deleted, respec-
tively, to observe the difference of experimental results.

Figures 4–6, correspond to the influence of device
portrait on detection results in three attack modes: TCP Port

Mirror port

Internet

Router

Switch

Printter
Camera

Scanner Projecter

Figure 3: Data acquisition architecture diagram.
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Scan, SYN denial Attack, and IP sharding attack./e vertical
axis represents accuracy, and the horizontal axis represents
four algorithms from left to right: clustering, logistic re-
gression, decision tree, and random forest. /e first cylinder
represents the result before deleting the feature, the second
represents the accuracy of deleting the physical layer feature,
the third represents only deleting the network layer feature,
and the fourth represents the result of deleting the appli-
cation layer feature.

As can be seen from Figures 4–6, after the deletion of
network layer features, the system performance degrades
significantly, followed by the physical layer and finally the
application layer. It can be seen from the above that the

detection of abnormal network traffic by the machine
learning algorithms is largely dependent on the perfection of
eigenvalue selection. If some key features are removed, the

Table 4: Comparison of the accuracy of different attack types and
different algorithms.

Algorithm TCP port
scan (%)

SYN denial
(%)

IP sharding attack
(%)

Cluster analysis 91.2 90.3 90.9
Logistic
regression 89.5 90.5 90.5

Decision tree 89.1 88.3 80.3
Random forest 88.7 78.5 85.8

Table 3: Weight analysis results.

Weighted value Recall (%) Precision (%)
α � 0.65, β � 0.35 86.2 91.2
α � 0.55, β � 0.45 89.3 75.9
α � 0.35, β � 0.65 61.2 53.1
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Figure 4: Influence of device portrait on port scanning.
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Figure 5: Influence of device portrait on SYN denial attack.
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Figure 6: Influence of device portrait on IP sharding attack.
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performance of the model will be significantly reduced. For
the SYN denial attack, the performance of the four algo-
rithms declines after removing several features, and the
characteristics have the most obvious impact on the SYN
denial attack. After the TCP port scanning attack is removed,
clustering analysis and logistic regression can maintain high
detection performance, while other algorithms decline. After
the SYN denial of service attack was removed, the four
algorithms all showed a certain degree of decline, and the
random forest and cluster analysis performed slightly better.
In the future upgrade, to enable the system to make more
accurate judgment of network attacks, feature extraction
needs to be increased and improved.

Device portrait is a description of a series of features of
the device. /e accuracy of device portrait to detect ab-
normal network traffic largely depends on the integrity of the
portrait, that is, the integrity and accuracy of selected feature
values. If some key features are removed, the monitoring
performance of the system will be greatly reduced.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose to construct device portraits for
terminal devices in the power Internet of things and detect
abnormal traffic in the network according to device por-
traits, to protect the security of the Internet of things to a
certain extent. /e experimental results show that the ac-
curacy of this method is more than 90%. Due to resource
constraints, we collected limited terminal equipment and
traffic data and were unable to conduct large-scale testing. In
the following work, we will collect more brushes and con-
stantly improve the construction of the device portrait.
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